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ABSTRACT

The neutron diagnostic probe (NDP), an explosive detection

system developed by Consolidated Controls Corporation and based

on the associated-alpha-particle technique, was evaluated. Although

many problems were found with the prototype system that make it

useless for most practical applications, the } )P system may be

considered a successful proof-of-principle for the basic explosive

detection system design. In addition to evaluating the design and

performance of the present system, models were developed to

estimate the performance that might reasonably be expected from

full scale systems of different co,_ceptual design. Specific examples

involved various types of bulk and sheet explosives contained in a

suitcase and a large crate. Also considered were the effects of

innocuous materials surrounding explosives in different scenarios,

includirg the deliberate use of shielding materials as a
countermeasure to detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of the neutron diagnostic probe

(NDP) developed by Consolidated Controls Corporation (CCC) and to investigate its m:.cfulness in

various scenarios for the detection of concealed explosives.

The NDP system is based on the associated alpha particle technique. It consists of a

sealed-tube neutron generator (STNG) and a fast position-sensitive alpha-particle detector. The

14-MEV neutrons emitted by the STNG are used as the system's probing radiation. The trajectories

of these neutrons are uniql,ely determined by observing the trajectories of the associated alpha

particles, which are measured with the positio_-sensitive alpha-particle detector. Gamma rays

emitted from reactions of the fast-neutron probe with nuclei in the interrogation volume are



detected by _ scintillation-type gamma-ray detector. Because the energies of these gamma rays are

charact_,,'istic of' the nuclei from which they are emitted, analysis of the resulting gamma-ray

spectra reveals the elemental composition of objects in the system's interrogation volume. By

determining neutron trajectories via nosition-sensitive detection of the associated alpha particles,

and by measuring the neutrons' times of flight, the spatial coordinates of' the gamma-ray-producing

neutron interactions are determined. The elemental specificity of the gamma rays' energy allows

the spatial distribution of elements in the interrogation volume to be determined by mapping the

detected gamma rays to these coordinates.

In principle, the associated-alpha-particle technique is powerful not only because it reveals the

elemental composition of the object being interrogated, but also because it shows the distribution

and density of each element detected in the interrogation volume. In practice, however, there are a

number of' factors that introduce uncertainties into the interrogation results. Among the most

significant of these are the uncertainties in the measured neutron trajectories and times of flight.

These uncertainties determine the dimensions of' the smallest volume element, or voxel, that the

system can resolve, which in turn determines the minimum scale on which elemental densities can

be measured. The measured density of various elements is likely to provide the strongest

discriminant between explosives and nonexplosives. In particular, it is well known that the average

nitrogen density in explosives is uslxally greater than that of nonexplosives. The uncertainties in

the measurement of elemental densities, which arise mostly through the limitations of the system's

spatial resolution, will therefore be significant factors determining the limits of the system's

performance. Not only does the spatial resolution play a key role in determining the threshold

mass and thickness of"explosive material that can be detected, but it is also a significant factor in

determining the overall probability of detection and the probability of' false alarm.

The NDP system and its potential usefhlness in various applications have been described by

CCC in several reports. However, their reports did not indicate the limitations of the system. In

particular, they did not specify the system's spatial resolution. This left serious uncertainties

regarding the system's performance and its potential real-world applications. In addition, there

were many other issues surrounding the system's performance, some subtle and some that are

more obvious, that either were not identified or were apparently not given sufficient consideration

during the system's development. The evaluation program addressed the most important of these

issues to obtain a good understanding of the system's strengths and potential strengths as well as

to determine its weaknesses and, when possible, to suggest improvements.

The evaluation program was separated into fbur phases. In the first phase, the system was

assembled and all of its components were tested. During this phase, several malfunctioning

electronic modules were repaired and various additional electronic modules were collected. The

latter were used throughout the evaluation program as a flexible data acquisition system to

independently monitor the system's perfi)rmance in parallel with the NDP system's own data

acquisition hardware. Several parameters critical to the overall performance of the NDP system

were measured during the second phase. These parameters include (1) the position resolution of

the alpha-particle detector, (2) the time resolution of the system and the time resolution of each of

the major components of the system, and (3) a measurement of the neutron-generator yield. This

phase of the program required the fabrication and assembly of specialized tools and the use of
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specialized equipment, including image-processing hardware, a "loug counter," and an NE 213
detector. Two computer programs were also written during this portion of the evaluation: one

estimated the intrinsic time resolution associated with the detection geometry for the alpha

particles emitted from the STNG target and the distribution in the energies of these alpha

particles, and the second program estimated the maximum neutron-output rate of the STNG.
Durfi_g the third phase of' the evaluation program, experiments were performed in which vaI_ious

materials, including simulated explosives, were irradiated. The gamma-ray spectra o' _hese

experiments were analyzed and the gamma-ray yields, timing, and spatial distribution were

compared with analytical calculations. Finally, in the fourth phase of the evaluation program,

calculations were perfbrmed to project the ability Of'two conceptual systems to detect various sbeet
aud bulk explosives in different scenarios. These calculations were followed by an analysis of the

effects that surrounding materials might have on the ability of the conceptual systems to detect
explosives and how countermeasures in the form of composite shields fhbricated from common

materials might affect the systems' performance.

Section III describes the NDP system, and Sec. IV presents an outline of' the evaluation
program and some of' the experiments that were performed. Section V describes two conceptual

designs for full-scale systems similar in principle to the NDP system. In addition, perfbrmance

estimates for these conceptual systems are developed in Sec. V for several scenarios involving the

detection of both sheet and bulk explosives. These projections were developed for various

orientations of the explosives and with a number of different assumptions about the spatial
resolution of the system and about the types of materials surrounding the explosive.While the

discussion in Sec. V does not represent an exhaustive analysis of' all of the different scenarios that

might arise in applications of a system like the NDP, lt does suggest the effects that will be most

important to consider, and it _,dvesan impression as to the type of'performance that may be
expected. Recommendations are presented in Sec. VI for both hardware and software

improvements, the most important areas fbr future research and development, as well as fbr the

applications of the system that should be given the greatest consideration. A summary and
conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.

r

II. SUMMARY

In addition to evaluating the performance of the existing NDP system, models were developed
duri ag the experimental program to estimate the perfbrmance that might be achieved with

full-:;cale systeins in various explosive-detection scenarios and to identit_¢ those aspects of the

present system that must be improved to realize a useful full-scale system. Specific

recommendations were made based on estimates of the evaluation and performance for types of
improvements that should be made to the system, the areas where continued development should

be fbcused, and the types of applications that might be considered fbr systems based on the

associated-alpha-particle technique.

During the evaluation phase, the components of the NDP system were tested individually and
together, using independent electronic equipment that was assembled to collect data in parallel

with the NDP system. This phase involved the testing and repair of various electronic components,

including amplifiers, preamplifiers, the logic unit, and other standard nuclear physics
_
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instrumentation. In addition, the work involved determining the performance characteristics of

the system's elements, including the output capability of the neutron generator; the energy

resolution oi' the gamma-ray detectors; the time resolution of the gamma-ray detectors,

alpha-particle PMT, and other electronics; and the spatial resolution of the MCP. As a check to

ensure that the system's performance was well understood, computer models repr,_.senting the

system's timing capabilities and the neutron-generator output were developed. The major

conclusions of the evalua _ion phase of the program are the following:

* The maximum neutron output of the STNG is estimated to be about 3 x 106 n/s when

operated at its maximum operatmnal design limits. This stimate is based on

extrapolations from experimental observations taken fbr from the operational design

limitations. Although higher maximum neutron output rates lmve been reported, there

have also been reports that the STNG's lifetime is severely shortened when operated at its

design limits.

• Tile Nai(T1) detectors have energy resolution of abou_ 9.3% at 0.662 MeV and 7.9% at
1.17 MeV. Their time resolution is about 2.0 ns.

• The system's overall time resolution was reduced to about 2.3 ns, which is dominated by

the 2.0-ns time resolution of the NaI('_l) and its PMT. The system's overall time resolution

corresponds to a radial spatial resolution of about 11.7 cm.

• The system's "intrinsic" timing uncertainty, which is due to geometrical and physical effects

of the T(d,n)4He reaction in the STNG target and the detection of alpha particles, is very

small compared with otl_er sources oi' tinting uncertainty (about 0.6 ns).

• The MCP is capable of resolving 1.2-mm features on the ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen, which

is equivalent to an angular resolution of about 1.60 for alpha-particle and neutron

trajectories. This resolution is much poorer than the spatial resolution the MCP is capable

of providing and is probably caused by the crude manner in which the alpha-particle-

detector assembly's optics fbrm the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen upon the face of the MCP.

• Whereas the MCP was shown to have 1.6 o an_flar resolution by itself, the system's overall

angular resolution in the dimensions imaged by the MCP was found to be about 3.0 ° for

objects located in the interrogation volume. This reduction in the spatial resolution is

probably due to the uncertainty in trajectories associated with the STNG's beam spot size.

An analysis of"the images formed by the NDP system indicates that the diameter of the

STNG's beam spot is about 1.9 mm.

• There is a large nonuniformity in the light output of the ZnS(Ag) screen that is probably

due to a nonuniformity in ttle deposition of the ZnS(Ag) over the scintillator screen. This

nonuniformity will result in variations in the system's overall detection sensitivity.

Therefore, great care should be taken in the design of future systems to ensure the uniform

thickness of the scintillator. The cause of the nonuniformity in the present system may be

due to sublimation of the ZnS(Ag) during tube bakeout.

, , , , _ , , ,
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• The NDP system's maximum counting rate is severely limited by the maximum throughput

rate of the MCP's position computer. This limits the present system to data acquisition

rates less than about 10 khz, whereas a useful system would have to acquire data at about

I - 3 MHz to be practical.

• The NDP system's software is not fully developed and has many errors. More impol"cantly,

its basic design and implementation are inadequate and inappropriate to realize the

associated-alpha-particle technique's full potential.

Although the prototype system developed by CCC has a number of shortcomings that prevent it

from being useful in practical applications, the system does demonstrate the technique's feasibility.

Following the evaluation phase, models were developed to estimate the performance of various

conceptual full-scale systems. Although no estimate of these systems' PD and PFA could be

provided within the current scope of work, it was possible to develop simple models to provide

rough estimates of other measures of these systems' perfbrmance. These models were based o11

considerations of geometry, cross sections, spatial resolution, and counting statistics. These

analyses presumed that the neutron generator for each fhll-scale system would be capable of'

providing 5 x 10 7 n/s and that the alpha-particle detector would not be limited at the resulting
counting rates. Some important results of these analyses are listed below:

• A full-scale system should be capable of providing a high probability of detection and a low

rate of false alarm for 1.5 lb of' bulk C4 explosive inside a typical suitcase or a 10-1b mass

of high explosive concealed ins_de a 4- by 4- by 4-ft crate, within a reasonable interrogation
time and at a reasonable cost.

• Although there is reason to believe that sheet explosives could be detected by a system

similar to the first conceptual system considered, such detection would be complicated by

the fact that its spatial resolution would be much coarser than the thickness of sheet

explosives. This system would have to rely heavily on image processing to reliably detect a

3-mm-thick, 1.5-lh mass of sheet explosive. Suggestions were made as to how the systems'

geometry could be tailored specifically to sheet explosive detection.

• While it appears possible to shield an explosive t'rom detection by the conceptual

associated-alpha-particle systems considered here, an example considered in this section of

the report suggests that effective masses of shielding material may be more easily detected

than an unshielded threshold mass of explosive material. 111practice, the detection of

possible countermeasures would certainly lead to fhrther scrutiny and would focus

attention upon the shielded volume of' space. In this instance, detection of shielding

materials would ultimately lead to the detection of the explosive or to the appropriate

disposal of' the potential threat. More detailed study should be performed to determine

whether it will always Le possible to detect an effective mass of shielding material within

the same interrogation time that would otherwise be required to detect the threshold mass

of explosive.



• The interaction of secondary neutrons may become a sig_fificant source of background in

some situations, and this may ultimately limit the maximum thickness of material that can

be effectively probed by the system.

Finally, a number of re,commendations to improve the system and some applications that might

be considered for this type of system were made. These included the following:

• The system should be simplified by eliminating the cumbersome optics in the

alpha-particle-det,_ctor assembly. This should be d')ne by taking the timing signal directly

from the position-:_ensitive alpha-particle detector.

• Consideration slm:tid be given to other types of position-sensitive alpha-particle detectors

because of the counting rate limitation of the MCP's position computer. Arrays of discrete

scintillators coupled to either discrete PMTs or to multianode PMTs should be considered.

• ZnO(Ga) should be considered as a potential candidate for the alpha-particle detector's

scintillating material because of its superior timing characteristics, but care should be

taken to ensure its uniformity. Particular attention should be paid to its behavior at high

temperature, where, as with ZnS(Ag), it may sublime at temperatures lower than its

melting point.

• Neutron generator development should be pursued. For the system to be practical, reliable

performance and long life must be provided by the neutron generator at outputs in the

range of 5 x 10 7 to 108 n/s: To achieve good spatial resolution, the beam spot should

remain as small as possible (_. 1 to 2 mm), which may require active target cooling. There

are a number of ways to significantly improve the system's overall time resolution. One

would be to couple smaller (3-in.) PMTs to the large Nai(T1) detectors presently used in the

system by using lucite light guides. This would preserve the advantages afforded by large

scintillators while providing the better timing characteristics of smaller PMTs. Further

improvemen. _,could be achieved by replacing some or all of the Nai(T1) detectors with BaF 2
detectors.

• Spectrum-unfolding routines must be included as part of the data processing system to

achieve automated explosive detection.

• The data acquisition system, from the MCP's position computer to the data analysis

computer, should be carefully redesigned to provide real-time or near real-time data

acquisition at 1 - 3 MHz.

• The data analysis and display software should incorporate not only gamma-ray-spectrum

unfolding routines, but also a number of utilities that would allow tt_ue four-parameter

manipulation, gating, and display of the data. The software should allow the automatic

identification of elements within the interrogation volume, and it should allow spatial

correlations of multiple elements to be displayed in various two- and three-dimensional

display formats. It would also be useful to have the ability to correlate images acquired

6
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from different perspectives, particularly in instances where shielding materials are present.

Finally, image-processing and discriminant analysis software should be developed for the
enl_..raced and automated detection of contraband materials.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIPIXEL NEUTRON DIAGNOSTIC PROBE EYSTEM

A. PrinciFles of Operation

The multipixel Neutron Diagnostic Probe (NDP) produced by CCC 1 is a nondestructive, remote

interrogation system based on the associated-alpha-partSde technique and the detection of gamma

rays emitted when 14-MeV neut;rons react ,vith nuclei in the interrogation volume. The multipixel

NDP provides three-dimensional spatial information about the interrogated object through the

combined use of time-ot:.flight (TOF) spectroscopy and a position-sensitive particle detection

system. The system analyzes neutron TOF da_a and _I,e gamma rays prcquced in the interrogation
volume to determine the concentration and distribution of elements within the volume.

The NDP probes the interrogation voluine with a highly-peneS.rating flux of' energetic neutrons

produced by the T(d,n) 4He fusion reaction in a sealed-tube neutron generator (STNG). The

associated-alpha-particle technique is based on the fact that recoil alpha particles produced in the

STNG by the T(d,n)'_He reaction are ejected in directions nearly opposite to those of the neutrons.

The trajectories of the emitted neutrons may theretbre be deduced by determining the trajectories

of the ejected alpha particles, which impinge upon a highly efit]cient scintillator screen, A

position-sensitive detector views tb.e screen and records the positions where the alpha particle

interactions with the screen occur. Although the reaction T(d,n)4He produces neutrons nearly

isotropically, a cone of' useful neutrons (and hence the interrogation volume) is defined by the solid

angle subtended by the scintillator. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The neutrons emitted from the STNG inay interact in a number of ways with the materials

through which they pass. These interactions include the reactions (n,n'), (n,p), (n,d), (na), and

other reactions. The recoil nuclei that arc produced by these rea(tions may be left, in excited states

and may de-excite to lower-energy states by emitting gamma rays. The energy of an emitted

gamma ray is eqnal to the difference between the energy level of the excited state and the energ_y

level of the final state of the nucleus t>om which it is emitted. These gamma rays are detected and

analyzed by the NDP. The gamma ray:s that are emitted have energies that are characteristic of

the nuclides h'om which they are emitted. Therelbre, it is possible to deterlnine the composition of

a sample by me,suring the energy of the gamma rays emitted. In addition, the number of gamma

rays emitted at each energy level is proportional to (1) the cross section (o1"probability) tbr inelastic

scattering, (2) the abundance of gamma rays producc, d in the decay process, (3) the quantity cf

each nuclear species present in the interrogation volulne, and (4) the flux of neutrons through the

interrogated material. Because the neutron l]ux, the cross sections, and the gamma-ray

abundances for the reactions of interest are well known, the number of gamma rays detected at

each energy (after correction tbr detector response) provides sut_cient information to determine the

quantities of the sample's various constituents.



Interrogated
Object

d / InterrogationVolume

C f D t /f_' ) '_/ '_one o eteced / U

Neutrons

Fig. 1. Deuterons impinge vertically upon the neutron generator_ target, reacting with tritium in the
target to emit neutrons and alpha particles. Although tzeutrons are emitted ahnost isotropically from
the target, a cone of useful neutrons (the interrogation volume) is defizzed by the solid angle
subtended by the scintillator screen.

In the NDP, the direction of emitted alpha particles is observed by viewing a silver-activated

zinc sulfide (ZnS(Ag)) scintillator screen with a position-sensitive detector. This arrangement is

illustrated in Fig. 2. Alpha particles emitted ft'ore the target within the angle subtended by the

scintillator screen have a 100% prr_bability of interacting with the ZnS(Ag). and cause the screen to

scintillate along the path of each alpha particle. Because the starting point of the alpha particles'

trajectories at the target is kt, own, the locations of the scintilla on the ZnS(Ag) screen allow the

trajectories of the alpha particles to be determined. From the trajectories of the alpha particles, the

initi_.i trajectories of the associated neutrons may be inferred. The position-sensitive detector that

views the ZnS(Ag) is a microchannel plate (MCP), which is a high-gain, multiple-pixel imaging

device. Signals from the MCP are processed by a dedicated position compu.ter to determine the

location of the scintilla, providing the information necessary to determine t;he initial trajectori_ ; of

the associated neutrons. The k_mwn trajectories of the emitted neutrons determine the location of
detected neutron reactions in t_o dimensions.

Additional inibrmatio_l is required to determine the location of an inelastic scattering event in

three dimensions: a measurement of the time that elapses between the emission of the neutron and

the d_tection of a gamnm ray associated with an inelastic scattering event. Because the energy of

the emitted neutrons is known, the TOF ft'ore tl'," _arget to the location of the inelastic scattering

event is an indirect measure of the distance separating these two positions. The neutron TOF is

measured indirectly by measuri_g the time interval between the detection of the alpha particle and

the detection of a gamma ray. As shown in Fig. 3, this measured time interval differs from the

desired time interval by an amount corresponding to the TOF of the alpha particle to the ZnS(Ag)

8
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MCP
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/ Target

Azimuth ZnS(Ag)
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Fig. 2. Trajectories are determined in the NDP system by a position-sensitive detector, which views a
ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen. Distance from the target to the neutron interaction site is cletermined by
measuring the neutron's time of flight. Tire resulting coordinate system is "quasi-sph, erical"

/Scattered
eutron Interrogated o_

Sample T, particles II

Neutrons target _,,,,_1 ZnS(Ag) Screen

_ .

/Gamma Ray

_NaI(TI)/-,[_y,

Fig. 3. The neutron's TOF is determined by measuring the time interval that elapses between the
d_ztection of the alpha particle at the ZnS(Ag) screen and the detection of a gamma ray at the

NaI(Tl) detector. This value is the sum of the neutron and alpha particle'_ time of flight, tn and t_,
and the time taken for the gamma ray to reach tire detector from the interaction site, ty The
neutrons TOF is determined by subtracting tc_and t,rform th,e total measu. _-"time.
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scintillator plus the time fbr the gamma ray to reach its detector from the location where it

originated. The alpha particles' total TOF is approximately 3 ns, and the propagation time tbr the

gamma rays is even smaller because they travel so much faster (30 cm/ns) than either the alpha

particles or the neutrons. Thus, the corrections for the alpha-particle and gamma-ray TOF are

small in comparison to the TOF of the neutrons, which travel at: approximately 5.1 cm/ns. Both the

alpha-particle TOF and the correction for the gamma ray's path length (from the scattering site to

the detector) can be determined by considering the position of' each scattering event in the other

two dimensions. Subtracting these time intervals from the measured time interval produces a good

estimate of the neutron TOF (and hence the radius from the target) to the scattering nucleus.

The indirect measurement of the neutron TOF completes a four-dimensional vector that

localizes the inelastic scattering event in space and identifies the energy of the emitted radiation.

lt is this energy infbrmation, taken over a large population of' scattering events, that makes it

possible to identify the nuclides in the samples being examined as well as their concentrations

relative to each other. Considered together with the known point of origin of each gamma ray, this

information also determines the density distribution of each nuclide in the interrogated object.

B. System Design

A block diagram of the NDP system architecture is shown in Fig. 4. The system can be

separated into a neutron generator, three detectors and their associated electronics, and the

compvter and its associated interfhce unit.

The sealed-tube neutron generator (STNG) is a very compact device desi_,med to accelerate

deuterons through a potential of approximately 100 kV to a target of tritiated titanium. The

accelerated deuterons fuse with the tritium in the target, resulting in the emission of energetic

neutrons and alpha particles, as described in the previous sectioh. Alpha particles are detected by

a ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen, integrally mounted to the STNG, as shown in Fig. 5.

Light from the scintillator is viewed by two detectors, the light being split between the two by

a partially reflecting mirror, as shown in Fig. 6. One of the detectors, a fast photomultiplier tube,

generates a "start" signal fbr the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) when an alpha particle

interacts with the ZnS(Ag) screen. The other detector, a microchannel plate (MCP), determines the

position of each alpha particle detected on the ZnS(Ag) screen. Because the area of the MCP is

smaller than the area of' the ZnS(Ag) screen, the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen must be focused onto

the surface of the MCP through a converging lens.

Gamma rays are detected by a 5- by 5-in. thallium-activated sodium iodide (Nai(T1)) detector.

The anode signal ft'ore the Nai(T1) generates the "stop" signal for the TAC, a_ld the dynode signal

measures the energy spectrum of the detected gamma rays. The TAC output is a wfltage level that

is proportional to the time interval between the generation of the "start" am the "stop" pulses.

This time interval is itself directly related to the time interval between the detection of the alpha

particle and the gamma ray. From the TAC output, the distance from the source to the site of the

inelastic scattering event may be determined.

10
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The outputs of"the three detectors are processed by their respective electronics, as shown in

Fig. 4. These electronics are standard pulse-shaping and fast-timing electronics coinmonly used in

nuclear physics. The outputs provide two-dimensional position information from the MCP,

one-dimensional position infbrmation from the output of the TAC, and a fourth dimension, the

energy of the gamma rays, froln the Nai(T1). The coincidence unit, a custom-built circuit, matches

e_ch of these signals to their corresponding signals. The coincidence unit generates a gate pulse

whenever a complete set of signals has been acquired within a specific coincidence window; it also

prevents incomplete data transmission by suppressing the gate pulse if' an incomplete set of signals

has been received or if' the computer interface unit (described below) is generating a busy signal.

When the coincidence unit determines that a complete set of' signals has been generated, it

passes a gate pulse to the direct-memory-access (DMA) data interface unit. Upon receiving the gate

pulse, the DMA interlhce begins processing the sit,qmls in preparation for buffering and eventual

transfer to the computer system. The DM.A interface uses additional logic to ensure that a valid

coincidence has occurred and that all of the sigqmls have been generated and received. Valid

sigqmls from each source are stored in their respective first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers. If an

incoinplete set of signals is received by the interface unit or if the data received is not accompanied

by a valid-data gate signal from the coincidence unit, a reset is sent to the up-stream ADCs, and

none of the data is stored in the F1FO buffers. This ensures that only complete sets of data are

stored in the buflbrs and that the sequencing of data across buffers is identical.

The DMA interface sends a [)MA transfer request to the IBM PC/AT when 50 valid sets of

data have been stored in the FIFO buffers. Corresponding bytes of data are transferred together in

fbur-byte blocks to the computer. As the c,.mtents of each buffer register are transferred, the buffer

is cleared, enabling it to receive data again. Once all 50 blocks of data have been transferred, the

interface unit sends a signal to the coinputer indicating that the transfer is complete. This frees

the interfhce unit to acquire '_ew data and ft'ees the computer to proceed with display and analysis
tasks.

C. Software Design

The NDP data processing software operates on an IBM PC/AT computer that is linked to the

rest of"the system by the custom-built DMA interface and the commercially produced Metrabyte

PDMA-16 card, which is resident within the computer. The NDP software provides a set of

functions tailored to the NDP apphcation. Because no source code and virtually no documentation

on the program were inade available, the discussion of the software features and design that

tbllows is necessarily generalized.

The N1)P program is a version of the software that was previously developed for the

single-pixel explosive det,ection system (SPEDS). In the multipixel version, each datum is a

tbur-byte word consisting of eight-bit values for energy, time, azimuth (X), and altitude (Y). These

data points are transferred to the computer through the DMA interface described previously. The

NDP software inanipulates these data words to present the data as either a histogram of time or

energ_y, or as a two-dimensional plot oi"the position where the alpha particles have been detected.

Up to 10 display screens are available. Because all of these screens are kept resident in the

ii
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computer's RAM module in the ft)mn of "virtual screen" records, the display may be quickly

switched from one screen to another. When data are not being transferred to the computer, the

system runs independently and can perform any necessary display functions as well as

user-specified menu functions,

The software provides utilities that allow the user to further manipulate the data by displaying

the points in one dimension that correspond to a region-of interest (ROI) in either one or two of the

other dimensions. The software also provides other utilities tbr data manipulation, such as linear

background subtraction, spectrum subtraction, and simple ,mmothing routines. NDP thnctions are

executed through a menu-style command procedure. Interactive input is required for some input

and output (I/O) thnctions and for thnctions requiring the placement of cursors. Appendix A lists
the wu'ious functions of the software.

Fig. 4. Block diagram o/" the N1)P 5_'stem,

a. SSL 2,1012." 5'ur/b('e Scielzces Laboratories Model 24012 pre-amp!i/'ier.

-_ -_ • •b. SSL 2401 X-Y Con qn_/,er: Sur/ace Seiel_ces Laboratories Model 240.l position computer.

c MCP: 17'7' F,1146 "Mepsicrolz" 200 x 200 resistive.fihn anode microchannel plate.

d. 7VT.ornEMl 9821B; Thorn EMl Model 9128B photomultiplier tube.

e. NaI(Tl): 5-in. by 5-in. tIarshaw / Filtrol NaI(TI) (h_tector crystal optically coupled to a
Hamamatsu Model R1250 ph otomultiplier tube; Bertan Model PMT-20A high,-voltage supply;
resistive divMer clym_de supply; LeCroy Model VTV IOOB pre-amplifier.

f ORTEC 934 QUAD CFD: Ortec Model 934 quad constant fraction discriminator.

g. ORTEC 567 TAC/SCA: Ortec Model 567 TAC/SCA.

h. ORTEC 800 ADC," Ortec Model 800 analog-to-digital converter.

i. CANBERRA 1413 SPEC AMP: Canberra Model 1413 spectroscopy amplifier.

j. ORTEC 542 GATE & STRETCHER: Ortee Model 542 linear gate and stretcher.

k. COINCIDENCE UNIT: CCC custom-built fast-gate coincidence unit,

l, DMA INTERFACE: CCC custom built direct memo_, address interface.

m, IBM PCAT: IBM PCAT computer,
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Microchannel
Plate (MCP)

,_._. d ZnS(Ag)

Neutrons _ __

Partially Reflecting Fast Photornultiplier
Mirror

Fig, 5. Deuterons are accelerated vertically downward into the TiT x target, where alph, a particles
and neutrons are produced nearly isolropieally in the reaction T(d,n)4He. Th,c scintillator screen.

detects those alpha particles whose trajectories fall within the solid angle defined by thz ZnS(Ag)
screen. The in.terrogation volume corresponds to the cone of neutrons associated wilh the alpha
,.articles detectcd by th,e scintillator.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION PROGRAM

A. System Assembly

Most of the components of the NDP system were shipped from the Naval Explosives Ordnance

Disposal Technical Center (NAVEODTECHCEN) at Indian Head, MD, during the latter halt' of'

March 1989; they were received at I_kNL at the begqnning of April. These components included the

neutron generator, its control system, high-voltage power supply, the various nuclear electronics

components and NIM bins, alpha and gamma-ray detectors, the position computer, and the data

analysis computer. Miscellmmous other equipment, including the mounting rack for the neutron

generator, detector high-voltage power supplies, three nuclear-electronics modules, and the

dielectric insulating fluid for the neutron generator, was delivered to LANL at the end of July.

Assembly of the system began during the last week of June. Repairs were made to the

equipment as necessary, and the missing components were requested. The repairs included

replacement of' bad connectors, as well as the replacement of three FETs in the MCP amplifier. In

addition, the unipolar outpu'; of the EG&G Ortec Model 572 linear preamplifier was found to be

malfunctioning, and a Canberra 1413 spectroscopy amplifier was substituted.



TIT,, ZnS(Ag) .

Copperpos_.,__.Target_

Neutrons

Fig. 6. The Zn.S(Ag) screen emits light along the tracks of the alpha particles. Some of thi,_ light is
transmitted directly to the ph,oton_,ultiplier tube Ibr tim, ing purposes, while the remainder is reflected
through a converging lens that/bcuses the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen, onto the MCP to determine
the position, off each.scinIillation.

During the time prior to the arrival ot' the missing components, evaluations were pertbrmed on

some of the equipment that had ah'eady been received. The energy and time resolution of the

sodium iodide (Nai(T1)) gamma-ray detectors Was; measured, and the operation of the fast

photomultiplier tube (PMT) used for timing was verified. A preliminary test of the MCP", ', position

computer and the timing circuitry was also performed.

At the beginning of August, the system was moved to a new location in a radiation dosimetry

lab. The dosimetry lab was desigt_ed to provide a low-scattering, low-background environment/br

detector calibration, but was chosen as the site fi_r the NDP evaluation primarily because it

provided a stlitable set: of thcilities in an open (unclassified) part of the laboratory. The remainder

of the system evaluation was performed at this location.

In addition to the components of the system that were shown in Fig. 4, which were delivered as

part of the NDP system, other equipment was added to the system to allow data to be monitored

and recorded in parallel with the NDP system. This equipment included a fast oscilloscope, a



storage scope, MCAs, and various pulse-shaping and tinting electronics modules. These additions

provided a flexible expe:'irnental setup ibr thoroughly testing the system. This hardware was

rearranged as nec,essary for each experiment. Photographs of the experimental setup are shown in

Figs. 7a-c. The MCA collected time-gat, ed gtunma-ray }.:nergy spectra t'rmn tlm Nai(T1) in parallel

withthe NDP data acquisition system, and it was also used to record the tilne spectrum oi' alpha

particle/gamma-ray coincidences, The storage scope provided an indc, pendent display of the MCP

position-com puter's ouLput.



Fig. 7c. The neutron generator is
in th,e background. Attached to
th,e neutron g'enercttor is the

',;, alpha-particle-detector ctssemb!y,
wh,ose PMT is' visible to th,e !e/L
In the left foreground is the NE
213 liqut, d scintillator delector
next lo the NaI(Tl) detector i;i the

center foreground. 7'he long
counter is .s'huw/t on lhd right.

B. Description of the Testing Program

1. Determination of STNG Output. The CCC dc,sign of the S'I'NG is similar to that

described by Reifenschweiler in Rei'. 2. To this design, CC(', added elecia'ic-field optics that provide

extraction and the,using of the deuterium-tritium ion beam. The system operat(.,.s at a maximum

total accelerating potential (extraction/lbcus plus accelerating potential) of 120 kV and a maximum

target beam current of'10 IrA, Through the (:ours(; of the pr(;scnt evalu_ttion program, the STNG

was typically operated at a 70-kV acceleration potential, with a 15-kV to 18-kV extraction/for:us

l)OLential, and at a target beam current of between 3.0 pA and 3,5 _LA,The maximum accel(:ratio_l

potential al)plied was 75 kV. This lange of gener_Ltor operational parameters was far t'r()m the

design limits of the system, but allowed safe and relinbl(_ (Jperation of the system with the

minimum requirement for shieldii_g and lab st)ace. ()peration at acceleration potentials l_ighcr than

70 kV caused occa;_ional arcing, wMch affected the instantaneous neutron generation rate and

which was li:lt to be detriment_fl to the longevit, y of tl_(_ tube.

[.Ising two dit'fi_'reilt typ(.'s o[' equipment, the output of the STN([_ was measured s(.'veral times

throughout the course of the experimelltal progr_lln. A "long counter" (Fig. 7c), previously

2;I,,_,-) ' ' • ' lb.,so resultscalibrated with a J:u-t_l source, was first use(l to determine the generators output. " ,,',

were later verified t,hr(mgh an independent sc't of exp(,,rimonts using an NE 213 liquid-scintillation

detector whose neutron response had been calculated. Neutron output calibrations were obtained

with the NE 213 detector by using pulse-shape discrimination to record only those signals

associated with detection of neutrons, Figure 8 shows the time spectrum tbr neutron and

gamma-ray pulses detected by the NE 213. The figure sliows l;ho,clear separation in time b(.,tween

the gamma-ray signals (on the right) and neutron signals (on the left). In this t]gurc, t,h(, time scale

is reversed because the all)ha-part:icl(; signals have be'en dcl_lyc'd and used as the 'PAC sl,op.

" ' __ Ill " ' '



Figure 9 shows the time spectrum produced by setting the time window of the TAC to a position

surrounding the neutron time peak shown in Fig, 8, The results oi' the various neutron-generator

output calibrations for different acceleration potentials are presented in Fig, 10, where all results

have been normalized to a 3,0-_LA beam current at the target, The output of the neutron generator

throughout the experimental program was typically in the range of' 3.5 x 105 n/s.

Deuterons lose energy as they penetrate into the TiT× target. Because the STNG's target
thickness is large in comparison to the range of the acceiecated deuterons, the energy distribution

of the deuterons in the T(d,n)4He reaction ranges from 120 keV (near the target surthce at.

maximum accelerating potential) down to thermal energy (fbr deuterons that are completely

stopped in the target). The cross section for the T(d,n)4He reaction as a function of energy is shown

in Fig. 11. Because the cross section tbr the T(d,n)aHe reaction is a strong function of energy

between 0 and 120 keV, deuteron energy loss in the target has a strong effect upon the reaction

rate. A computer program was written to model the output oi' the STNG based on the deuteron

energy distribution in the target. The model used to describe the n'oduction oi' neutrons was

Fig. 8. TOF spectrum, from NE 213
showirtg separation between gamma-tory
signals (on the right) and neutron
signals (on the left). The time scale is
reversed in the figure because the
alpha-particle signals have been
dehtyed and used as the TA C stop. ) lA

Fig. 9. Time spectrum, of neu.tr(m pulses
from NE 213 with. gamma-ray signals
rejected.
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j Fig, 10. The neutron

AAssuming total accelerating generator's neutron yield as
potential includes tile

,, extraction potential a fun,ction, of total .
accelerating poten.tial. The
curve represents calcttlated

'_ u Assuming total accelerating
= ° projections of the system'spotentia, does not include the

extraction potential per/brmance. Triangles are
1°'_ experimen, tal data t_oin,ts

plotted with the a,_sumptionv
th,at the extraction voltage

>" is added to th,e acceh'ration.

potential. Squares are data
points plotted against th,e
acceleration potential alone.

_o ................... Th.e data points indicate
o 50 lee 50 that the extraction, poten.tial
Total AcceleratingPotential (kV) does accelerate the ions

8ometvhat.
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where N is the total number of' neutrons produc:ed, E o is the maximum incident deuteron energy, c_

is the T(d,n)4He cross section, and dE/dx is the stopping power for deuterons in the target. Both (_

E(x), is the depth of deuteron penetration into theand dE/dx are evaluated at energy where x

target. The cross section for the reaction as a function oi' deuteron energy was taken from Liskien

and Paulsen. 3 The stopping power values were based on the work of Anderson and Ziegler 4 and
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were taken as R (mt/cre 2) = 0.026*Ed °'596 (keV). The factor k relates to the deuteron current on

the target and to the tritium loading in tlLe target. The ratio between titanium and tritium atoms

in the target was assumed to be 1:1..7. The neutron yield predicted by the program as a function of

deuteron energy is also shown in Fig. 10. Extrapolating from operational conditions used (i.e,,

70-kV acceleration po Lential, 15-kV extraction/focusing potential, and 34lA target current), the

neutron output predicted at the maximum operational design limits was (2.8 ± 0.4) x 106 n/s,

although highe_ outputs tlp to 5 x 106 have been reported. '_ The discrepancy between this

estimated maxilnum generator output and the maximum outputs previously reported is

attributable to various factors related to the age of this particular tube. Tlmse factors include

contamination of the drive-in target, tritium decay since the unit was built, and degradation of' the

internal components as the resul_ oi' sputtering and plating due to ion bombardment of surfaces

within the tube. Although it is certainly possible to operate the STNG al: output rates higher than

those used during this evaluation program, tl._ere is insufficient data available to offer a judgment

as to how this would affect tube life. There are indications, a however, that tubes may survive only

a very short time (~l h) when operated near the design limits.

2. Determination of NaI(TI) Energy Resolution. Each of the 5- by 5-in. NaI(TI) detectors

is coupled to a tIamamatsu R1250 PMT. ttigh voltage (_1350 V) to each PMT is provided by a

Bertan PMT-20A resistive-divider dynode power supply, Anode signals pass through a LeCroy VTV

100B preamplifier to inlprove time resolution, while signals from the 12th dynode are passed

through a generic linear preanlplifier built by CCC. As noted previously, dynode sig_lals are

amplified by a C,anberra model 1413 amplifier, which replaces the ECI&G Ortec model 572

amplifier that was t'omad to have a faulty unipol.ar output.

The resolution of the detectors was measured by using the 0.662-MEV gamma ray of 137Cs and

the 1.17-MEV and 1.33-MEV gamma rays of 6°Co. The results are presented in Table I, below.

q'he large size oi' the detectors leads to good energy resolution, as well as gxeater efficiency and

a larger i eak-to-total-energy ratio than could be obtained with smaller detectors. However, better

time resolution could be achieved by using smaller detectors. The peak-to-total-energy ratio for the

detector_ used is approximately 0,3 at the 4.4-MEV energy of l2c gamma rays 6

Table I. Energy resolution of the NaI(TI)
detectors.

Resolution (%)

Energy I)etector 1 Detector 2
(MEV)

............................................................................... L ..........................

0.662 9.2 9.3

1.17 8.O 7.8
,III I
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3. Determination of System Time Resolution

a. Intrinsic Time Resolution. lt is the ability of the associated alpha particle _,echnique to

provide spatial imaging that makes it a particularly attractive candidate for reInote nondestructive

interrogation applications. Because one dilnension of its spatial imaging capability is based on TOIC

measurements, the time resolution of such systems determines the imaging fidelity that is
achievable.

Numerous experiments were perlbrmed through the course of the evaluation program to

measure the time resolution of the NDP system. In addition, calculations were performed and a

computer model was developed _o determine the sources of the observed timing uncertainty. This

computer raodel calculated the intrinsic time resolution (i.e., ii accounted for the sources of timing

uncertainty that are intrinsic to the associated-alpha-particle technique in general, as well as those

that are specific to the NDP system's geometry), lt did not lake into account the sources ot" timing

uncertainty associated with hardware, such as the NaI(Tl)'s large volume, jitter in the electron

transit time in the PMTs, and jitter in the zero-crossing of the constant-fraction discriminators

(CFDs). The total intrinsic timing uncertainty of' the NI)P system is caused by the angular

anisotropy of neutron and alpha-particle energies and by variations in the path lengths ot' alpha

particles and gamma rays to their respective detectors. The anisotropy of neutron and alpha-

particle energw has several causes. One cause is the intrinsic Mnematic anisotropy of the energy

distribution of the reaction pro(tuct:s in the laboratory l'ra_le of reference. Another cause is a

consequence of the penetration of deut, erons in'_o the target, which has the tblh)wing effects:

1) a small reduction in energy of the react, ion products, and

2) a T_.... significant loss of m_ergy experienced by all)ha particles as they pass through t]_e

, al'get.

The first effect is very small, while the second effect is much greater. Alpha particles

originating in the target must pass back through the target material berl)re they can reach the

ZnS(Ag) screen and be detected. Because the range of the emitted alpha particles is much greater

than the range of the incident deuterons, the thickness of material through which the alpha

particles must pass is much smaller than the thickness required to stop them. Nevertheless, the

energy lost by the alpha particles cannot be neglected. Alpha particles leave the surface of the

target with a range of energies, and the distribution of alpha-particle energies is determined by

kinematics and by the position within the target where the interaction occurred. In addition, the

amount of material that an all)ha particle traverses prior to reaching the surthce of the target is

proportional to the secant of its angle of emission with re_.;pect to the normal to the target surface.

Because the ZnS(Ag) subtends a large solid angle and the alpha particles are emitted nearly

isotropically, this leads to an additional variation in the energy, and hence the 'POF, of the alpha

particles that reach the ZnS(Ag). An additional anisotropy in the TOF of detected alpha particles is

introduced becauce the target in the NI_)P system is oriented at 45o t'_ the ZnS(Ag) screen. Thus,

alpha particles emitted from a given depth in the target that reach the bottom of the ZnS(Ag)

screen must pass through a greater thickness of' material than those that strike the top of the

scintillator screen. Finally, because the scintillator subtends such a large solid angle at the target,
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there is con,_,iderable variation in the path length from the target to the ZnS(Ag) screen. Thi,_ h_ads
to an additional variation in the inettsured TOF.

All of the factors noted above were modeled in a computer program, which predicted the total

intrinsic timing uncertainty associated with these factors to be -0.6 ns. This time resolution

corresponds to a radial position unce2_tainty of about 3.1 cre.

b. Time Resolution Resulting from Hardware. The greatest contribution to the tiiuing

uncertainty in the NDP system is not, however, intrinsic to either the associated-alpha-particle

technique or to the NDP's geometry, but rather is due to the signal-processinL hardware. This

hardware includes both the Thorn EMI 9821B PMT used as the alpha-particle detector and the

NaI(Tl) detector and its associated t-tamamatsu R1250 PMT. In experiments using nearly ideal

geometry, the _est time resolution achieved fbr the system has been 2.3 ± 0.:l ns, which

corresponds to a radial position resolution of approximately 12 cln. Of this, _he signal-processing

hardware contributed the most to the uncertainty, and uncertainties associated with the Nai(T1)

were by fbr the most _i_,mificant. Table II, below, lists the si_mificant sources of timing uncertainty

in the NDP system. The values cited for the u_certainty associated with alpha-particle and neutron

velocity and path length variations are based on the computer model described earlier. The value

for the 9821B photomultiplier is based on manufacturer's specifications, while the values

associated with the Nai(T1) and the CFD are based on experimental observations. The total time

resolution of the system is obtained by assuming independence between the various components

and by adding the individual contributions in quadrature. It is obvious from Table II that the

Nai(T1) degrades the time resolution much more than any other single element of the system. This

is somewhat surprising, given the manufacturer's specification that the jitter in transit time fbr the

R1250 PM_ is 1.2 ns. If this were indeed the case, and no other uncertainty were associated with

the Nai(T1) signals, then the resolution would improve to approximately 1.8 ns, which would give a

radi_ _.position resolution of about 9 to 10 cm. In fact, there is some timing uncertainty introduced

through effects related to the large volume of the Nai(T1) crystal (due to jitter of light emitted

Table II, Estimated contributions ta the timing uncertainty
of the NDP system.

Source Time Resolution,
FWHM (ns)

a-particle PMT (Thorn EMI 9821B) 1.0
.............................................................. i.................................

Nai(T1) PMT (ttamamatsu R1250) 2.1 + 0.1

CFD (Ortec 934) 0.2

Path length and energy variations Intrinsic time
resolution:
0.6

Total 2.3 + 0.1
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isotropically in the crystal and reflected internally several times before it reaches the PMT's
photocathode), but this has a very minor effect. Although the 2.3-ns resolution achieved is

significantly better than the best resolution reported by CCC 7 (3.3 ns, or 17 cIn), si6mificantly

better time resolution could be reasonably expected by choosing dittbrent components.

4. Experimental Verification of Time Resoluti,_n Models

a. Time Resolution of the Nai(TD Detectors. Because the 2.3-ns timing uncertainty

observed tbr the NDP system was much greater than was expected on the basis of calculations and

manufacturers' specifications, experiments were performed to identify the cause of the

unexpectedly poor time resolution.

The full-_/idth at half maximum (FWt_M) of the coincidence time spectrum obtained when two

detectors view a S°Co source gives a direct measure of the detectors' time resolution. If the two

detectors used can be assumed identical and their noise independent, then the FWHM for an

individual detector is given simply by the FWHM of the coincidence spectrum divided by the

square root of two.

In oue experiment, the 6°Co source was placed between the two NaI(Tl) detectors. The anode

signals fl'oln each detector were input to an EG&G Ortec model 934 CFD. One of"the CFD

channels was delayed and used as the input to the "stop" chaunel of an EG&G Ortec model 567

TAC/SCA; the other CFD output was used as the start. A Canberra Series 35 Plus MCA recorded

the 'I'AC output. The time spectrum collected in this experiment is shown in Fig. 12. To calibrate

the spectrum, a 14-ns delay was added to the stop channel, and the resulting time distribution was

superimposed upon the first time peak. The 145 channels between the two peaks corresponds to

the 14-ns delay in the stop channel. Thus, the 31-channel FWHM of the first time peak represents

a time resolution of 2.99 ns for the two sodium iodide detectors. The statistical uncertainty (2_) of

this value is approximately two channels, or about 0.2 ns. Assuming that the detectors have

identical response aud that their responses are independent, this value corresponds to a time
resolutiorl tbr each detector of-2.1 ns.

I'

Fig. 12. _uperimposed coincidence
spectra/bl" the NDP's two NaI(Tl)

] detectors viewi_Tg a °°Co

I calibration source. The peaks are
separated by 14 ns. The FWHM of
each pe :k is about 3.0 ns, which
indicates that the time resolution

for the Nai(T1) detectors is -2.1 ns.
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Because the preamplifier fbr one of the Nai(T1) detectors did not work, it was replaced with an

EG&G Ortec model 474 timing filter amplifier, and there was some doubt a_"to whether the

response of the two detectors was indeed identical. A second experiment was therefore performed

in which the Nai(T1) with the malfunctioning amplifier was replaced with a BaF e detector, which
was known to have a time resolution of approximately 0.4 ns, FWHM. The spectrum obtained in

this experiment is shown in Fig. 13. Using the same calieration as in the experiment with the two

Nai(T1) detectors in coincidence, the FWHM of this spectrum is 2.0 + 0.2 ns. From this calculation,

the time resolution of the NaI(TI) is ((2.0) 2 - (0.4)2) 1/2 = 2.0 ns. This is within the experimental

uncertainty of the previous experiment in which the coincidence time sl)ectrum of the two Nai(T1)
detectors was measured.

b. Total System Time Resolution. The total system time resolution was ineasured by

hanging a thin (12.5- by 100- by 100-mm) plate of sintered graphite at a fixed distance fl'om the

STNG and recording the tilne spectrum of the 4.43-MEV gamma rays emitted ft'ore the

12C(n,n'7)12C reaction. The geometry fi)r this experiment is shown in Fig. 14. The time peak for the

graphite plate was isolated from other sources of gamma rays by gating the time spectrum on an

energy ROI centered at 4.4:3 MeV.

The graphite plate was hung 17,5 cm ft'ore the STNG to achieve good efficiency, which reduced

the acquisition tilne necessary to obtain good shtistics. However, because the graphite was so close

to the gener',_tor, the:'e was an overlap between the graphite time peak and the time peak caused

bv gamma rays originating in the material in the generator and close to the target, as shown in

the Sl)ectrum in Fig. 15. To ensure that an accurate value tbr the resolution was obtaine(t from the

time spectrum, it was necessary to subtract the contribution of the generator time peak from the

total time spectrum. This was done by fitting the ge.nerator t.ime l)eak to a Gaussian distribution

and subtracting this dist|'ibution from the raw data. After subtraction, the residual spectrum was

fit to a Gaussian, and the FWHM of the Gaussian was calculated. By this method, the FWttM of

the graphite time peak was tbund to be 2,3 ns, The effect of the plate thickness on the time spread

Fig. 13. The coincidence time spectrum

b(_ttveen a BaF, 2 delector and on.e of the
NDP system's NaI(7'l) detectors, The
time cah!bration is the same as in Fig.
12, and th.e FWHM of th,e pectk is about
..0 ns.

1
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Graphite Plate
1,25 x 10 x 10 cm

Neutron

Source 17,5 cm

Fig. I4. The experimental setup for the

J measurement of the system's overall time29,5 cm resolution.

NaI(TI)
I I

Neutron Diagnostic Probe-MCA- Version 1.0

I 99 I I

| 5 - -
!

g

I

, t_j "q_k_
--= 0 .¢.-_,.-_/b_.1_, ' 1.... L_......

0 64 128 192 256

= Channels

LC = 0 RC = 256 Scale: Chn
Data Acquisition: Off

Tolal Counts: 1466 Area Counts: 1466 Start Time: 23!15:01
,_ Marker Channel: 81 Marker Counts: 74 Elapsed Time: 00:50:17

Fig. 15. Time spectrum for" the thin graphite plate illustrated in Fig. 14. The first large peak at left

originates in the neutron generator's structural materials; the second peak corresponds to the
graphite plate.



was not significant ({(.2.3 ns) 2 - (0.24 ns)2} 1/2 = 2,3 ns), The full-width at tenth-maximum (FWTM)

of the graphite peak was found experimentally to be 4,1 ns, Tlm time resolution oi' the total system,

from ali sources, was calculated from the FWHM oi' tile time peak by tblding tlle intrinsic time

spread with a Gaussian distribution with FWttM equal to 2,3 ns. The computel" model oi' the time

,resolution previously described was modified to include the time resolution oi' the NaI(TI) that had

been determined experimentally, as well as the time resolution of 1,0 ns quoted by Thorn EM! tbr

the model 9821B PMT. Both the FWTM and the FWHM wdues obtained from this experiment

cor:'espond well with the values of 2.4 ns and 4,3 ns, respectively, predicted by the computer model.

This indicates that the system is modeled woll by the computer program and that the values listed

in Table II reflect well the sources of timing uncel'tainty in the NDP system.

5, l)etermination of Two-Dimensional Spatial Resolution. As noted previously, the

spatial resolution o[' tile NDP system in each dimension determines the overall imaging fidelity of

tile system, and this bears a direct relation to tilt system's achiew.tble detection threshold. Figure 2

shows that the ,im:'ges formed by tile NDP system have a "quasi-spherical" geometry. Positions in

t!;e radial dirnensiun are resolved through TOF measurements, while azimuti_ and altitude t'rona

the target are resolved by the MCP. Tile MCP, an ITT F4146, has 200 resolvable pixels across an

active dialneter of 25._1 mm. This gives a total of approxinlately 31. 000 resolvaMe pixels over tile

detector's active area. Each pixel of tile MCP responds to light emitted t'rom a small area of l.he

ZnS(Ag) screen, and each of these small areas subtends a solid angle at the target. Thus, each

pixe.1 of the MCP responds to alpha particles emitted within a small solid angle whose vertex is

located at the target. E_mh pixel may therefore be mapped to a particular azimuth and altitude

from tht; target.

Although the manul'acturer claims that tile MCP provides spatial resolution of < 62 _tm with

200 resolwd)le pixels over a 25.4-mm active diameter, these 17'.',ures apply to the MC,P alone a_d

are certainly obtained from carefully designed tc,st procedures. In tile NDP system, the MCP views

l:lle retlection ot' the ZnS(Ag) screen in a partially reflecting mirror. The image of the

,15-mm-dianmter ZnS(Ag) screen is tbcused onto the face of the MCP by a lens that also reduces tile

size of the image to the 25.4-mm diameter of the MCP's active area. In this configuration, the

MCP's achiewd)le resolution is affected by several factors relamd to how well the image of the

ZnS(Ag) screen is tbrmed on the thee of tile MCP. Til(; resolution qu,,'ited lhr tile MCP by the

manufacturer may be taken as an upper limit tbr the resolution of the system as a whole.

There are a numl,er of factors that affect the quality of the image tbrmed upon the thee of the

MCP, including the position of the lens, mirror, ZnS(Ag) screen, and MCP relative to ()ilo another;

the quality of the lens and mirror; and the presence of internal retlections within the detector

assembly (which haw; been noted by CCC). Of these thctors, the only one that can be adjusted in

the present system is the position of the MCP and lens with respect to the mirror and ZnS(Ag)

screen. This can be done by sliding tile MCP housing in the ring that holds it to the alunlinunl

block that forms tile main body of the detector assembly. This is an awkward adjustment, however,

and probably was not intended as an adjustment at all.

Incorrect positioning of the MCP and lens would degrade the observed spatial resolution of the

system. It was therefore necessary to determine how to properly position the MCP and lens in the
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detector assembly before a correct evaluation of the system's spatial resolution could be made.

Because there was no design documentation for the detector assembly (including such information

as the dimensions of the assembly, the position of the mirror, and the fbcal length of' the lens), it

was necessary to determine the proper positioning of the MCP and lens experimentally prior to

evaluation of the system's spat, ial resolution.

a. Determination of the Lens' Focal Length. To make this determination, accurate

measurements of the detector assembly were made, and experiments were performed to determine

the fbcal length oi the lens. A light-tight tube with a light source and a mask was used to

determine the focal length of the lens. The tube, shown in Fig. 16, was made from a brass pipe and

an aluminum pipe which threaded together to form a tube with adjustable length. At the end of

the aluminum section, several LEDs were mounted on an end cap to provide a source of' light to be

detected by the MC['. The MCP housing was att_Jched to a flange at the opposite end of the brass
section of the tube. Between the MCP lens and the LEDs was mounted a stainless-steel mask with

slots ranging in size from 0.2 to 7 mm. The dimensions of the mask are shown in Fig. 17. A flat

Plexiglas (!_lens was placed between the LED and the mask to diffuse the light that passed through
the mask.

To determine the tbcal length of the lens, the length of the tube was changed in approximately

1-mm increments, and the light pattern detected by the MCP was displayed on the storage scope.

Photographs 0f the display were taken tbr each position of the mask relative to the lens and MCP.

Each photograpll was digitized by a JVC model GR-C1 CCD video camera and a frame grabber. To

obtain better statistics, the images were projected into one dimension perpendicular to the pattern

of alternating bright and dark bands The focal length of the lens was determined by finding the

Fig. 16. The focusing tube used to
determine the lens' focal length

;i_!:',i,.' and th,e MCP's spatial resolution
is shown in th,e center of the
photograph. The tube was
¢lttaehed directly to the MCP
housing by th,e flange at the far
end of the tube. One of the two
stainless-steel mashs used in the

evaluation program can be seen
in,side thz tube, An identical mash

is to the left. Leaning against the
focusing tube is a Plexiglas lens
that was used to mahe the light
source more uniform. To the right
is the tube's end plate upon which
three LEDs were mounted. A tool
that was used to remove the

retaining rings is also shown.
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Fig. 17. Dimensions oi'the mask itzsed in, lk,e /b(.tt.z._ing"<rt)erinwn, ls. .................... ].... i..... __ ............
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mask posit:ion that provided the greatest separation between successively closer bands of light. The

measure (_t"separation chosen tbr this evaluation of the image quality was the peak-to-valley ratio

of' the light int(_nsity corresponding to the narrowest distinguishable bands on the image.

Figure, 1.8 shows a l)hotograph of' the image l)roduced with the lens located 87.8 mm from the

,,nask. The c,wrc'sponding plot of the light distribution is shown in Pig. 19. In this figure, the 7-mm

aperture thlls outside the field of view of the MCP, and the broadest band of light that apt)ears

corresp_mds to the 5-mm mask aperture. The narrowest distinguishable bands in the plot

('orrespond to the ]-mm and 2-mm bands of the template, which are seI)arated by 1 nam. :Phe

peak-to-wdley ratio for these band;; is plotted in :Pig. 20 fbr several mask positions. The figure

Fig. 18. Storage scope display o/" the
pattertz produced by ligkt passing tk.rough
tk.e mask in. the/bcusing tube.
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rrl; (>Fig, 19. Pr@_.ction of the average pixel int_'nsity in th,e image of Fig, 18, lh. pro/eetion shows th,e 1-
and 2-mm lines are well separated, and _..me separation exists between the 0.5- and 1-mm lines, but
the 0.5-, 0.3-, and 0.2-mm lin_ : cannot be resolved from one another,
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Fig, 20, Peak-to-valley ratios for (a) the ratio of th,e average light intensity in the 0,5-mm band to
the average intensity in the space separating it from the 1-mm band, and (b) the ratio of the average
light intensity in the 1-mm band to the intensity in the space separating it from the 2-mm band.
The ratio was evaluated for several values of the separation between the mask and the lens and
shows a weak peak in the system's resol_ttion near 91 mm,
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shows that the image is focused best when the distance between tile mask and the lens is

approximately 91.9 mm. Very little degq'adation of the image is observed when the mask is moved

by +2 mm from the ol)timal position of 91.9 nam.

In eac,h photograph, there w'4s a bright spot near the center ot' the image, and this degraded

the image resolution locally. An eF,)rt was made to minimize the bright spot by using dittbrent

lig!at sources and light difihsing mechanisms, but the results were inadequate. Analysis of the
images was eventually pertbrmed by using a template to define regions of interest in the image

that excluded the bright spot from ttle analysis.

Figure 21 shows a sl{etch of the alpha-particle detector and its dimensions, as measured, The

length of' th.e light t)ath from the ZnS(Ag) screen to the MCP lens can be adjusted between 87.8 and

103.0 mm by tightening the MCP retaining ring to different positions on the MCP housing, making

it possible to position the MCP at the optimal position with respect to the mirror and the ZnS(Ag)

screen. As was noted before, however, this adjustment is extremely cumbersome, and there is only

one position (corresponding to 87,8 mm)where the position is accurately known and where proper

alignment is ensured. 'l,'or this reason, the spatial resolution of the MCP was evaluated by

mounting it ttr thf, 87.8 mm position, as described in the next section, lt should be noted that the

t)lot of the t)eak-lx) v_tlley rati()s presented iTl Fig. 2(i) shows that the effect of small displacements

from the optimal ti)cal lenarh have only a small effect upon tll(; spatial resolution of the system.

The result o{' tile experiments tlmt were conducted to determin(_ the tbcal length of the lens did

w_rif_, that tlm lens and MCP nrc positioned correctly in the detector assembly with respect to the
mirror and ZnS(Ag) screen.

i i_. ens

-4 Beam
Splitter

Fig. 21. Schematic representation of the alpha-particle-detector assembly and th,e dimensions
important for assuring that the MCP is correctly positioned.
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b. Determination of the MCP Spatial Resolution. From the experiments that were

performed to determine the focal length of the Icns, it appeared that the MCP was capable of

resolving tbatures (located at the lens' tbcal point) having dimensions of approximately 1 mm. In
the light patterns created in the focusing experiment, however, the narrow-width apertures were sl)

close together that the light distributions from adjacent lines overlapped. This mad(; it diflicult to

accurately determine the spatial resolution of tlm system. To mcasu:e the resolution, with greater

accuracy, a new mask was made, as shown in Fig. 22. The width oi' the apertures on the ne'" mask

was 0.2 mm (which waw known to be approximately a ihctor oi' five smaller than the spatial

resolution of the MCP tbr images fbrmed at the position of the ZnS(Ag) screen), This mask was

placed directly over the ZnS(Ag) screen, and the neutron generator was operated at low output.

The light pattern detected by the MCP was displayed on the storage scope and photographed.

From the photographs, line spread functions were determined in the vertical and horizontal

dimensions for analysis,

Figure 23 iu a pllotograph of the storage-scope display, and Fig. 24 is a plot of the intensity

distribution of the projection of the verLical band of light in the image. The resolution of the MCP

was determined by measuring t he FWHM of the peak in Fig. 24. Because the dimensions of the

pattern on the mask were very accurately known, the midpoints of the lines in the images were

used as the references in determining the spatial calibration of the images in each dimension.

From this analysis, the spatial resolution of the MCP was found to be 1.2 +_0.2 mm, FWHM, at the

lens' focus. From a Similar analysis of the horizontal line in the image, the resolution in the

vertical dimension was tbund to be nearly the same. This corresponds to image resolution of'

1.6 ° t. 0,3 o of are at the center of the ZnS(Ag) screen, or 1.4 :k 0.2 cm for an object positioned 50 cm

['tom the target.

4,37-cm Diam

,._._...---

0 02 cm .--* _ __ _ c,Jm_![_

2,54 cm

Fig. 22. Sch.ematic of the second light mask, wh,ich was used to determine the MCP's spatial
resolution.

[
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intensity in the images, One of the main reasons for placing the mask directly over the ZnS(Ag)

screen (instead of using the LEDs in the lhc!using tube) was that the ZnS(Ag) was expected to

provide a very uniform source of light, Figui'e 23, however, shows that the light intensity was
much lower near the outside ends of the two mask apertures than it was near tile center of' the

image. Another photograph, Fig. 25, of the ZnS(Ag) screen was taken without the mask in place

and with the neutron generator running at low output. This photograph shows that there is a very

large, nonuniform variation of light intensity across the MCP's field of view, Figure 26 is a

histogram of the optical density of the image shown in Fig. 25, which shows graphically the

noi_uniformity in the light distribution within the MCP's field of view.

Fig. 25. Ph,otograph of the storage scope
display of th.e ZnS(Ag) screen, with no mask
present. The ltOlllltn,i[brtrtity irt the image's
ligh, t intensity is obvious.
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4o .... Fig. 26. Plot of th.e optical density of
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To determine whether tile wu'iation in light iatensity was caused by nonunilbrm deposition of

ZnS(Ag) on the window of the STNG, or whether it was caused by variations in the sensitivity of

the MCP to light over its active area, two photographs (Figs. 27a and 27b) were taken of the

storage-scope display of tile image of the ZnS(Ag) screen. In the second photogq'aph, the MCP was

rotated approximately 90 °. The rotation of the light pattern between Figs. 27a and 27b shows that

the nonunifi)rmity in light output arises not from tlie MCP, but t'rom the nonuniform deposition of'

ZnS(Ag) on the STNG window. The most important consequence of this nonunitbrmity is that it

causes an unnecessary additional nonuniformity in the detection threshold for samples placed in

diffc,rent positions within the interrogation volume. The nonunifornl deposition of ZnS(Ag) on the

STNG window has Lhc c,tTect that alpha 1)article-gamma ray coincidences are much more likely to

be detected at t)ositions within the interrogation volume that correspond to areas of' high ZnS(Ag)

concent, r_ltion, while such coincidences will be much less likely to occur in positions corresponding

to low ZnS(AK) concentrat, ion. Thus, the dote, orion threshold tbr elements within the interrogation

w)lume of the prese_lt system will vary greatly with their position.

Another [bature noted in tile photographs was a "ghost image" of tile horizontal line, 'this

image was tbundjust above tile liorizonlal line, Als() noted in each image was a bright spot just

below lh(; center (_f'the horizontal line, Th(2se f'eatttres are identified in Figs. 28a and 28b and do

not appear to be artithcts ()f' the camera or of the storage-scope display. Instead, t,hey appear to be

(a)

Fig. 27. Two photographs o/" th,e
storage scope display of the ZnS(Ag)
screen,. The image in (b) teas re.corded

after rotating the MCP 90° from the
position, recorded in bn age (a).

(bl)
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(a) (b)

associated wit, l_ t,lw im_l__e ['cn'reed by the MCI _ itself. To veri(y that these [batures were really

associated with tl_e MCP i_nage, and not with the camera or the storage scope, the images were

nl,.)ved op the display scrt,!n, and the so.al(, of the image was changed on tile storage scope. Both

tiqthlres m_lintailw¢l t ll(,ir _.dzeand position in r,.'lation to the rest of the image as these

adjttstments wen, m:_d(', indic_lting l,h_tt,both features are actually associated with tlle image

t'o,'me{l I)y the M(',['. 'l'll¢,st, t'(,attures _n:ty be caused by reflections in tile detector assembly, by

scratches Otl tl_e I(,ns, c)r I)y improper coupli_lg of the lens to the MCP. The bright spot inay be

c_msed I_y so,lie dc,l'ert i_ tile' M(.',I' its(,lt'. The significance of these features is that they may cause

S()IIIUad(liti(matl (lisl¢)rti¢,l_ iii the ilna_ge tbrn_ed l)y rh(, MCP during normal operation by convolving

p¢)ints in the in_b_¢, in stl('h a mariner _ts t() form a "ghost image" just above each object's correct

position ()r l)y 1)r()ducing ;_.Sl)urious point, in t,l_e image that, is ll()L re_tlly correlated with objects in
the i_terr<)gation volu_n('.

d. Other Factors that Affect Position Resolution in the MCP hnage. The experiments

(tiscussed in See.. IV.I',.5 e_l-_)w(,dfloat the M(_P ix capable of resolving 1.2-mm features in images

formed on tl_e Zn_IA_;)screc_. Ii' n()other fact(n's at'fect(,d the t]delity of images ft)treed by the

system, the resulting voxel dimensions in the int.err¢_gat, ion volume would be given as a thnction of

distance t'r()m tt_¢, targt,l, I)v the (_xf)r('s_i()n

s = 0.!)28r + ().()()5r, (I)

where s 7_: tll('lc_l_'th ot'thesideofa voxel, and

r -: llw r;_(liu,_ l,() lhc ed_;e ot' the voxel t'ron_ the target,

i,Illd W]-lere s ili](l 1" til'(., n_c';_st_rod in c()nsiste_t metric units.
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The results of experiments in which objects were suspended within the interrogation volume of

the NDP system, however, produced images whose resolution was somewhat poorer than is

predicted by Eq. 1,

In one experiment (to be discussed in greater detail in the next section), a 1.0-cm-thick Semtex

sheet-explosive simulant was suspended in the NDP's interrogation volume by strings tied to the

floor of the laboratory's mezzanine level. The simulant was aligned with the neutron generator

such that the simulant would be viewed by the NDP system along the axis of its longest dimension,

as shown in Fig. 29. In this experiment, the NDP system viewed the simulated, explosive for

approximately 6.4 h. The image of the simulant appears in the X-Y plot (Fig: 30) as the dark

vel"tical band near the center of the linage. (The dark spot at the lower left is an artifact of the

nonuniform ZnS(Ag) deposition, which intensifies the background in this part of the image.)

The width of the image in Fig. 30 may be determined by comparing it with the width of the

field of view at the distance corresponding to the position of the explosive simulant. The simulant

was 43 cm long and was positioned with its leading edge at 29 cm from the STNG target, Because

of the effects of neutron scattering and attenuation in the simulant (shown in the next section to be

very significant) and the geometric reduction in neutron flux with increasing distance from the

STNG target, it is apparent that the image formed by the NDP system is dominated by that pm_t of

the explosive simulant located nearest the source of neutrons. At this point (29 cm from the STNG

Neutron
Generator 43.0-cm Sheet Explosive

29.0 cm

[_ Nal(TI)

Fig. 29. Experimental setup/br spatial resolutiolt, experiment using a suspended simulated sheet
explosive. The leading edge of the sh,'ct explosive was positioned 29 cm from the STNG target. The
center of the simulated explosive was positioned 43.7 cm from the center of th,e front face of the
NaI(Tl) detector.
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Fig. 30. NDP display screen showing the image of the sheet explosive in the dimensions viewed by
the MCP. Th,e sheet explosive appears to the right ofcenter in the figure. The dark area at th,e lower
left edge of the image is caused by the nonunifbrmity of the ZnS(Ag) screen.

target), the diameter of the MCP's field of view is 27.1 cre. The FWTM of the image of the

explosive sinmlm)t has been identified subjectively and is indicated in Fig. 30 by parallel vertical
lines. Also, because the extreme portions of the MCP image are clipped in the NDP display, it was

necessary to extrapolate from the boundaries appearing in the display to estimate the [hll width of

the MCP's field of view. Dividing the distance separating the parallel lines in Fig. 30 by the

diameter of the field of view shown in the figure, the result is that the FWTM of the image of the

sheet-explosive simulant is 0.11 + 0.01 times the width of the field of view. Multiplying this by the
27.1-cm width of the field of view, the apparent width of the image of the explosive simulant is
found to be 3.0 .+0.3 cre.

If the spatial resolution of the NDP system were determined by the resolution of the MCP

alone, then the width of the image of the explosive simulant in Fig. 30 could be predicted by

convolving a normal distribution of proper width (given by Eq. 1) with a rectangular function of

width corresponding to that of the simulant. In the case of the present example, Eq. 1 gives a value
for the FWHM of the normal distribution of 0.82 _+0.14 cre. Convolving this distribution with a

rectangular function of width 1.0 cm (the width of the simulant), the FWTM of the resulting
distribution is found to be 1.95 -±.0.1.9 cre. This corresponds to 0.071 ± 0.007 times the width of the
field of view, which is 65% + 9% oi' the width of the observed image.

To explain the discrepancy between the experimental result and the result predicted on the

basis of Eq. 1 alone, the effect of the finite size of the beam spot on the STNG target was

considered. As shown in Fig. 31, the finite size of the beam spot on the STNG target leads to an

uncertainty in the measured values of the neutron and alpha-particle trajectories. In other words,
two alpha particles may be detected at the same position on the ZnS(Ag) screen, and yet their

angles of emission fl'om the target may have been significantly different from one another because

they may have been emitted ft'ore different locations within the beam spot.
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Fig. 31. 77l,e finite diameter of the STNG's beam spot leads to uncertainty ill, the trajectories of the
neutrons an,d alpha particles. Two deuterons are illustrated inq)inging upon the target on opposite
sides of' the beam spot. Both react with tritons in th,e target to era,it an alpha particle and a neutron.

Although each alpha particle is detech:d at th,e same point on, the ZnS(Ag) screen,, the trajectories
from the target of the alpha particles and their associated neutrons are different from one anoth, er.
Note that the scale has been, greatly exaggerated in this figure fbr illustrative purposes.

According to CCC reports, 8 the deuterium-tritium beam in the STNG is focused to a 1- to

2-mm diameter upon the target. If the cross section of the beam were approximated by a normal

distribution, then the bhn'ring of the image caused by the associated angular uncertainty could

also be represented by a normal distribution. Assuming the beam-spot blurring of the image to be

independent of the blurring associated with the MCP assembly, the normal distributions

representing each source of blurring could be convolved with the other to determine the

distribution that describes the combined blurring effects associated With the MCP and the finite

beam-spot size. Because the two distributions are assumed to be normal, the convolution is simple,

and the result is another normal distribution wllose £WHM is obtained by adding the values of the

FWHM of the two original distributions in quadrature. If no other factors degq'ade the image

resolution, then convolution of the resulting distribution with a rectangular function representing

the explosive simulant should predict the width of the image produced by the NDP system.

Conversely, having measured the width of the image formed by the NDP system and having a

model for the amount of blurring attributable to the MCP assembly alone, it would be a

straighttbrward matter to determine the width of the normal distribution that would represent th_.

effect of beam-spot blurring on the image. From this distribution, an estimate could then be made

of the FWHM of the STNG beam spot.



The apparent width (FWTM) of the image of the sheet-explosive simulant in Fig. 30 is

3.0 crn + 3 cm, and the width of the normal distribution associated with the MCP resolution is

given by Eq. 1 to be 0.82 ± 0,14 cre, FWHM. It can easily be verified that the observed width of the

image would result if' the FWHM of the normal distribution representing beam-spot blurring were

1.26 + 0.14 cm at the position of"the explosive simulant. The corresponding beam-spot size is

1.85 -±0.25 mm, which matches well with the assertion by CCC that the diameter of the beam spot

is between 1 and 2 mm. Based on this conclusion, the width of the normal distribution describing

the combined effbcts oi' the MCP resolution and the size of' the beam spot is given by the expression

s = 0.052r .+..0.005r, (2)

where s and r are dci]ned as in Eq. 1. This is the expression that will be used in later analyses to

describe the length of the sides of the voxels in the diinensions perpendicular to the radial

dimensionl It is noted that the length of the side oi' a voxel given by Eq. 2 is approximately 85%

larger than the value given by Eq. 1. Thus, the size of' the beain spot has a significant effect upon

the resolution that is achiew_ble in the NDP system. Moreover, it can be shown that even ii' the

resolution of the MCP were perfect, voxel dimensions would be given approximately by the

expression s = 0.043r. Thus, in the present system, position resolution is dominated by the

diameter of' the beam spot, and it is the beaIn spot that provides the greatest limitation to the

achievable resolution. Indeed, to make the effect of beam-spot size upon image resolution

negligdble, the diameter of the beam spot must be smaller than one-half the size of a pixel

projected onto the ZnS(Ag) screen. This constitute.s a significant challenge to any efforts that may

be made to significantly ilnprove the resolution of the systeln, especially if increased neutron

output is also desired.

By way of comparison, another experilnent, t)erfbrmed and reported to the NAVEOD Technical

Center by CC,C 9, was considered. In this experiment, two 1.27-cm-thick steel bars were suspended

within the NDP's interrogation volume as illustrated in Fig. 32. The irradiation of the bars lasted

approxiInately 1.5 h, and the image produced by the NDP is shown in Fig. 133. Proceeding with an

analysis similar to the one described above tbr the image of the sheet-explosive sinmlant, the

spatial resolution tbr the NDP system as in_plcmented, by CCC was ewfluated. In this instance,

however, the analysis could be conducted somewhat more objectively because, the report of the

experimental results included a histogram (shown in Fig. 34) in which the image shown in Fig. 33

was projected onto the horizontal axis. This made the objective measu.rement of the widths of the

images of the objects a very simple matter. In addition, the small diInensions of' the steel bars

(5.08 cln) in the radial dimension reduced t,he uncertainties in the width of the field of view, which

had to be determined in order to relate the width of the objects in the image to a unit of length.

The analysis of Fig. 34 is based on the image of the bar positioned closest to the STNG, which

is located on the left side in the figure. (Notice that the image is reversed from the positions

indicated in Fig. 32.) Based on an analysis similar to the one applied previously, it was found that

the FWHM of the corresponding peak in Fig. 34 represents an apparent width of approxilnately

2.75 ± 0.25 tin. This width would be achieved ii' the FWHM of the kernel representing the

combined blurring effect from all sources were approximately 2.55 cm at the position of the steel

bar. Based upon this result, the length of the sides of the voxels in the dimensions perpendicular to
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Beam ",x.,./ __/ .2<_, _ _

[ . ',O,./

0.5- x 2- x 12-in.
Steel

Fig. 32. flYmgeometry Ibr cre,e._perimet_,treporlvd by CCC. 9

Fi_,_,... ,'I,'L.hnrtg_:lbrm.ed t)y the NDP system,.,after irrc_diating the ,_'t(._l,,bars illustrated in. Fig. 329 for
1.5 h.

the radial dimension may be expressed as s = 0.072r (units are inetric, as before) in the case of the

experiment performed by CCC. Although this represents resolution significantly poorer than that

which was achieved in the present evaluation program, it does indicate that the expression

presented in Eq. 2, above, is a reasonable estimate of the best resolution achievable with the NDP
system, as it is presently constituted.
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Fig. 34. Histogram of the image shown in Fig. 33.

There are other factors in tile NDP system that could conceivably degrade the resolution of

images formed by the MCP, some examples of which are the effbcts of the interactions of scattered

neutrons and the effect of the finite grain size of the ZnS(Ag) crystals. The effect oi' the latter upon

image resolution is certainly negligible, since the dimensions of' the ZnS(Ag) crystals used in the

system are probably on the order of' 10-20 _tm, which is much smaller than the resolution of the

MCP for images formed on the scintillator screen. But the effects of neutron scattering within the

interrogation volume could be significant. In the examples discussed above, the effect of neutron

scattering is minimized because of' the idealized geometry and the absence of' surrounding

materials. In a more complicated environment, however, the effect of neutron scattering could be

much more significant. This effect is discussed in greater detail in Sec. V.G., however, in the

context of its relation to the system's detection threshold.

V. ESTIMATES OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IN DETECTING VARIOUS TYPES OF
EXPLOSIVES

A. Factors Affecting System Sensitivity

The issue of the NDP system's sensitivity is a complicated matter that is affected by many

factors. These factors include (1) the neutron output rate, (2) the time allowed for the

interrogation, (3)the type, quantity, and distribu_,ion of materials located in and around the

interrogation volume, (4) the achievable spatial resolution, and (5) the geolnetrical configuration of

the detection system. The limits of the system's performance are defined by the confidence with

which the threshold quantity of contraband material is to be detected and by the maximum rate of

thlse alarm that is to be allowed. Ultimately, the sensitivity of the system is determined by its

'!
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ability to interpret the data that are collected , and this relates Lo the ability to accurately unfold

gamma-ray spectra, to apply image-processing techniques (including pattern recognition), and to

produce the most useful display of the interrogation results.

Because determination of the system's sensitivity involves so many variables, it is not feasible,

within the Scope of the present program, to evaluate the peril)finance of the system o'/er the entire

range of operational parameters that might reasonably be encountered. The present systein, u lth

its single NaI(TI) detector and low neutron production rate, has a very low rate of data acquisition,

and it is therefore of little use for practical applications. For the purposes of the present

evaluation, therefin'e, the NDP system has been evaluated in the context of several specific

scenariosin which a system like the NDP, expanded to a usefhi scale, might be employed. Two sets

of evaluations were perlbrmed: one tbr t;he case in which the spatial resolution of the up-scaled

system is the saine as that of the current system and one in which the system's resolution has

been improved to the level believed to be achievable with modest imi )vements.

The evaluation was made in the context of three specific situations: one involving the detection

ot'1.5 lb of bulk explosiw._ within a suitcase, a second involving the detection of' a 1.5-1b mass of

3-mm-thict_ sheet explosive inside ot'a suitcase, and a third involving the detection ot'a 10-1b

explosive within a 4- by 4- by 4-['t box that also contains an ot'dinary automobile battery. The

original intention was to evaluate the system's detection threshold on the basis of experimental

and calculated results obtained lhr each of the configan'ations described abcve. To this end, many

experiments were performed throughout the evaluation pre,gram. In these experilnents, samples

with high conc,entrations of' individual elements of interest such as C, N, and O, which are fbund in

explosives and other common materials, were examined. In addition, some other elements, such as

A1 and li'e, were examincd, which are oi' interest because they are common struclural materials

that might tbrm part of the matrix in which contraband materials could be concealed. Finally,

experiments were perfbrmed using both Semte, x sheet-explosive simulants and another

high-exph_sive simulant in bulk tbrm. In these experiments, however, it was diflScult to determine

from the NDP data the mass o[' the explosives being examined because it was found that the

data-acquisition elec.tronics of' the NDP system lose some significant ft'action of the gamma-ray

signals produced by the detectors. Because of' this, it was necessary to evaluate the system's

sensitivity by using calculated projections rather than by extrapolating from experimental results.

As an example of an experiment in which the NDP system lost a significant number of

gamma-ray counts, Fig. 35 shows the raw-energy spectrum that was produced by the NDP system

when a 1465-g graphite sample was placed in the interrogation volume, According to the NDP

display shown in the figure, during the 5647-s acquisition time there were 7651 gamma-ray signals

produced in the ROI that included the 4.43-MEV full-energy peak and the 3.92-MEV first-escape

peak of 1_'C. As noted earlier, however, a Canberra Series 35 Plus MCA was used for gamma..ray

and tin_e-spectrum acquisition, independent of the NDP's coincidence unit, DMA interthce unit,

and IBM PC/AT. Figure 36 shows the display of the Canberra MCA corresponding to the NDP

display shown in Fig. 35. Although the shape of the spectrum produced by the Canberra MCA

appears to closely match that of the spectrum produced by the NDP system, the Canberra MCA

shows that the true acquisition time tbr the experiment was 6220 s. The Canberra MCA's display

also shows that at least 11 398 gamma-ray signals were generated by the Nai(T1) in the ROI that
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Fig. 35. Raw energy spech'um, front the NDP system's display and al!,alysis software showing 7651
counts in the full-energy and first-escape peaks of a .1465-g block of l2C after a 5647-s acquisition,

Fig. 36. Screen from the Canberra MCA
used to independently monitor the
per/brmance of the NDP system in parallel
with the, NDP's data acquisition system.
This spectrum was acquired concurrently
with the spectrum acquired by the NDP
system shown in Fig'. 35. The Canberra
display, however, shows that the true
acquisition time for the experiment was
6220 s, and that at least 11398 gamma-ray
signals were generated by the NaI(Tl) in the
ROI considered in Fig. 35.

includes the 4.43-MEV full-energy peak and the 3.92-MEV single-escape peak of 12C. In this

instance, there was approximately a 10% discrepancy in the elapsed-time measurement, while

there was approximately a 33% discrepancy in the number of counts recorded between the two

data acquisition systems.

Although this general pattern oi' discrepancies was observed throughout the experimental

program, the magnitudes of the discrepancies between the two data acquisition systems were not

constant and did not appear to be related Lothe data acquisition rate, which was always

exceedingly low. No great effort was expended to identify the cause of the discrepancies, but one

]
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phimsible explanatien is tlla_ the coincidence uMt: improperly rejects a large ft'action of tlle total

mtmber el:'true coincidences' that occur. This might happen ii' thm'e were either a large dead-time

in the data acquisition system oy if' the coincidence unit fi'equently failed I:o receive valid position,

t,ime, and energy sigmals within the 154ts window of' the DMA interface unit. Because the total

signal-processing rate was always exceedingly low, it seems tmlilcely thqt there c'mld be any

significant dead-time lhr t:he system, And because no losses were apparent in the t,ime and energy

spectra collected by the Canberra MCA, it appears that these signals were being properly

generated and transmitted to l:he coincidence unit. lt theret'ore ,eemss,,' reasonable to speculate that

('oy s()nm reason the MCP's position computel' often does net produce tile "w.did-data" signal that

tlm coincidence unit requires as part ()t'a cemph;te data set;,

l:{eg_tr(.lless of the cause o[' [;l10 discrepancies, _tn evaluation of the prr, sent systeln's detection

threshold, with its unpredictabh: data losses, would be ()t' littlt, wdue. Of greater wtlue weuld b(, an

ewtluatien ef the detection t,hreshold that might be achieved by the sysl:om if a properly

funet, ioning darn acquisition system were to l)e used. Unt'orl;unately, although a parallel data

acquisition system was used in the evaluation lJrogranl, it was not a n_ullfiparanleter ctata

acquisition system; instead it, consisted ()t' a singlt.'-p_tranwt:er MCA anti a separat, e storage scop(,.

The data coll(,ct:ed by the t)arn}lel system c()uld not be combined to form lh(, t,yp( )of multiparameter

data sets that a properly l'unct, ioning N1)P data acquisition systemwould produce. Therefore, it

was not possible to use experimental data collected with the parallel data acquisition systein to

ewduate tlm NDP s ' ' .,'ystem s perl'orlnanee. To ew:dual:.(, l;h(, system s performance, ii: was n(,cessary to

make projections on the basis of calculations, rather thnn on the basis of' extvnpolations ft'ore

experimental resu Its.

B. Conceptual System and the Basis for the Performance Projections

Even given a fixed geometry tbr the system, the potential wu'iability in the geometry and

cot_t(:,'nt of interrogation samplc, s makes the projection el' such ct system's performance difficult. In

t,he following analyses, the dis(:ussion is focused upon tw() conceptual designs t'ora full-scale

implementation of the NI)P syst(,,m. One design is intended for interrogating small articles, such gas

suitcases, while the other design is intended to be lllol'e versatile and migllt be used to interrogate

larger objects of va)'inblc, geometry. To provide an ewlluation with the brondest utility, the results

will be parameteriz(,d so that they may lte easily adapted to w:u'ious syst(,m ,:onfigurations and

ilfl.errogal;ion snmples other l:han l;hose thai; will be explicitly considered here.

The geomel:ry for the first conceptual design era t'ull-scale NDP system is shown in Figs. 37a

and 1371),The design consists of nn array of Nai(T1) detectors that are located just outside the cone

of the interrogation volume. These detectors are shielded by a composite shield of' iron and borated

polyc,,t,hylene. The shield would minimize the interaction of the direct flux of' neutrons in the

detect:ors. This would be achieved by scattering t:he fast neutrons out of the path of the detectors,

as well as by slowing and capturing the neutrons in lhc, shield's borated polyethylene. Gamma rays

produe(.,.d in the neutron shield would be attenuated by several centimeters of lead positioned

bel:ween the detectors and the neutron shield, reducing the gamma-ray background. The

interrogation volume is defined by a cone whose vertex angle is approximately 56 °, and the surthee

_(' t.1_o, rlr,t.(mt-.r_v _m';:_v h;_ hr, r,n w_t h;ar, lr fvnm thr, ,'_ll-f'.a,,r_ ,_{:'_hi_ ,,r_,_,, hy _.O ,,m 1?,_,, 11_,, [..... l .... ....... _"
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Fig. 37. Conceptual design/br a full-seclle system used to interrogate,, parcels alzct luggage.
(ct) Isometric view. (b) Cutaway vi('w showing conveyor belt.

the preseilt discussion, the length of the interrogation volume has been somewlmt arbitrarily
defined as being 1 m in le,_gth, as measured along the central axis of the interrogation volume.

The two ends of the interrogation volume correspond to the projection oi' the enclpoints of the

detector array onto the central axis. The smallest radial dimension of the interrogation volume is
therefbre -70 cm at the end nearest the neutron generator _ large enough to accommodate most
luggage.

The geometry ibr the second conceptual design is illustrated in Fig. 38. This design is diffe,'ent
than the previously illustrated one in that the detectors do not cover the surface of the

interrogation volume, but are deployed in smaller discrete arrays that may be arranged in modular

fashion a,'ound larger objects as necessary. This conceptual design will be discussed in greater
detail in Sec. V.F.
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Fig. ,'IS'. Conceptual design. #)r a mol_ile['ull-',_cah,system used to interrogate large or irregularly
shctped objects. (ct) Top uiew. (b) Front view.

The evaltmtion was based on a modest neutron-generator output rate oi' 5(107) s4, and the

parameterized results were normalized to an output of 106 s1. Explosives were modeled at total
mass densities of 1,6 g/cma to 1,7 g/ema, while parameterized results were normalized to an areal

density of 1 g/cre2 when projected along the radial dimension. The solid angle subtended at the

neutron-generator target by the sample was normalized in the parameterized results to 4_ sr, as

was the solid angle subtended at the sample by the gamma-ray detectors, The effbcts of multiple
neutron reactions and neutron and _amma-rav attenuation upon the results are not o.amlv

II "
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parameterized because these are functions of the size and shape of the explosive, as well as the

con:position and distribution of the materials that surround the explosive. Therefbre, these issues

will be addressed only in general terms at the end of the present discussion. The evaluation will be

made on the basis of' tw() voxel sizes' one based on the resolution of the present system, and One

based on the resolution that might be achieved if modest inlprovemel:ts were to be made to the

system.

Any evaluation of tile pert'ormance of a systeln such as tile NDP must be made in terms of the

level of confidence with which the presence or absence of the threshold quantity of contraband

material is to be establishc, d. This would ordina:cily be based upon the probability of detection (PD)

of' the threshold quantity of contraband material and upon the probability of false alarms (PFA) fbr

' samples that do not contain the tla'eshold quantity of contraband material. These measures of

perfbrmance, however, are strongly affected by ,;ystematic errors and sources of background that

are highly dependent upon the matrices within which :,he contraband material is concealed, as well

as upon the hardware and sol':ware that is used in the _ystem. Because the PD and PFA are so

' strongly dependent upon sample, application, and site-specific parameters, it is not useful (nor is it

practically possible) to provide an analytical evaluation of the perfbrmance in terms of the PD and

PFA. An evaluation it: these tern:s would be more amenable to experimental determination, and

the results would wiry tbr the same system and the same operational parameters ft'mm one

application to the next. Alternatively, given a well-known matrix of materials within which the

contraband material is to be concealed, and giwm a well-deth:ed system configuration, the problem

., may also be addressed by more sophisticated computer modeling than has thus far been attempted

in regard to the NDP application. Considering the large nun:ber of' potential applications for a

system like the NDP, a l_nore tractable approach to the question of the system's sensitivity would

be based only upon the randomly distributed errors associated with its perfbrmance, such as those

related to the counting statistics of gamma-ray spectroscopy and those associated with the system's

spatial resolution.

Two sets of perIbrmance criteria were considered tbr the present evaluation. The first made no

l'equiremen_ upon the imaging capability of the system; it was based upon the detection of the

mass of each element that would be present it: the threshold-quantity of explosive. It was chosen

as the lc,ng_h of tilne necessary (with a given geometry and neutron-output rate) tbr the system to

measure this quantity of each elernent with a90% probability (based on counting statistics alone)

that the error in the resulting mass estimate would be less than 10% of the true mass. The second

detection criterion was similar to the first, but it required that tile masses of' the elements in each

voxel be measured with 90% probability oi.'being accurate to within 10%.

The "90-10" detection criteria that were chosen as tile basis fbi' the evaluation are somewhat

..................'..}......................2.................. ' _...........................................?................'_..................... _-__.*._arbitrary, and the ,)0-10 criterion for ima_g, in Earticula!5_is likely to be much more rigorous

........................................?....2............................:.............'_................................ r.............2...............__............................................2............__2'than what is necessary_ fbr the syst(_m to achieve a high rate of' detection and low rate of' false

__-t.l._rm.Even determining the statistical requirements necessary to achieve a given level of

perfol'mance would require a more thorough review of the imaging techniques that would be

al)plied and oi' the models that would be used to discriminate between explosives and innocuous

materials. It is diii:cult, therefbre, to put the perforn:ance projections fbr the system into a more

useful perspective until more is known about the detection requirements Ibr such a system. For the
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moment, however, the projections obtained through this ana,ysis can give order-of-magnitude

impressions of' the capabilities of' the system.

C. Detection of C, N, and O

In most applications ot'a system such as the NDP, the discriminants between contraband and

noncontraband materials wottld be based on the content of C, N, and O in each volume of space

interrogated. Therefore, befbre addressing the sensitiwty of the system to explosives pet'. se', it is

uset'ul to consider individually the detection of the elements that, will provide the strongest

signatures of' the presence of explosives: e_H'boll, nil:rogen, and oxygen. Normalized values tbr each
of the significant lines of C, N, and 0 are presented in Table III ibr estimating tlm full-energy-peal¢

gamma-ray yields for each o[' these elements in spectra acquired by the NDP system. These values
are noPmalized in tile manner described in Sec. V.B. Included in these w:tluos are estimates of' the

peak-to..total ratios fbr the detectors. The est, imated w:dues Ibr the peak-to-torsi ratios were based

on tile graphs given by Marion and Young 6 tbr 5- by 5-iu. NaI(TI) detectors. As noted previously,

the values presented in the table de not account tbr the effects of multiple neutron scattering or

neutron or gamma-ray attenuation. These el'feels are accounted fbr separately.

• i i ii H i

Table III. Normalized values for the detection of C, N, and O gamma rays by a Nai(TD arr,)y.
Tabulated wflues ape estimates of the full-energy-peak counts per second, normalized to 10 t' n/s,
4n source-sample solid angle, 4n sample-detector solid angle, 1 g/cre _ areal density ibr samples
when p rojl.etcd radially, 80 _, detc.etor et'fieicney, and peak-to-total ratios given by Marion and
Young _' tbr 5- t)3' 5-in. Nai(T1) detectors.

..................................... • ...................................................................................................................................................... 7 ..... ' ..........................................................................

E (MEV) Normalized Peak Counts Normalized Peak Counts Normalized Peak Counts
for Carbon (s "l) tbr Nitrogen (s "t) for Oxygen (s "t)

.............................................................................................. ' ........................................................................... ' ................................................................... 7 .........

2.31 --- 710

2.75 ..... 470

3.09 ....... 190

3,68 .... 330 580

3,85 ........ 270

4,43 1680 -- 1.40

4.,t6 -- 550 ---

5.1 -- 430 --

5.8 .... 180

6.13 -- _ 970

6.92 .... 270

7.12 _ _ 350
._____ , __ , , I , , |
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There are several sources of systematic error in interpreting the gamma-ray spectra, and these

errors will result in larger uncertainties in the measured counting rates for some gamma-ray lines

listed above than will be observed for others. As a result, it is likely that (at least for initial system

implementations) only a few of the gamma-ray lines listed in Table III will be of use in detecti, Lg

contraband materials. Another source of error that will generally tend to reduce the observed

counting rates ft'mn those predicted by the values listed in Table III is the variation in the

peak-to-total ratio with the gamma rays' angle of incidence upon the scintillation detectors. The

values listed in Table III are based upon normal gamma-ray incidence. The true value of the

peak-to-total ratio, however, will tend to decrease as the angle of gamma-ray incidence becomes

more oblique. While gamma rays originating from a sample in the interrogation volume may have

nearly normal incidence upon some of the detectors in the array, this will not be the ease for many

of the detectors. It is therefore expected that lower counting rates would be observed

experimentally than are indicated by the values listed in Table III.

Despite the considerable number of caveats listed above tbr the limitations of the present

analysis, Table III still provides a useful guide to the perfbrmance tlmt could be expected from a

full-sealc system. The values presented in Table III may be scaled to estimate the total number of

counts that will appear in the thll-energy peaks of the galnma-ray spectrum fbr samples of a given

mass, size, and position in the interrogation volume. To do this, the values presented in Table III

must be multiplied by the fbllowing factors:

_21 The ratio of the solid angle subtended at the neutron-generator target by the sample to
4_ sr.

_;_p. The ratio of the solid angle subtended at the sample by the detector array to 4n sr.

R O The ratio of the neutron-generator output rate to 10 (-;s1

RN The mass of"the sanlple in grams divided by the area in cm 2 of the average sample cross
section taken perpendicular to the radial dimension.

Values of £_2 tbr samples placed near the central axis of the interrogation volume may be taken

from Table IV, below, tbr the conceptual configuration illustrated in Fig. 37. Values of f_2 tbr

sample positions off of the axis of the interrogation volume are more difficult to calculate, and

these positim_.s will not be explicitly considered in the tbllowing discussion except to note that

on-axis venues for _-_2at a given distance from the neutron-generator target will always be smaller
than off-axis values (and hence this aspect of the gamma-ray yield projections is conservative).

Table IV shows that tbr samples positioned near the center-line ot' tlm interrogation volume at

a distance of 70 cm from the neutron-generator target, -16% of the gamma rays will be emitted

from the sample in the direction of one of the detectors. For samples positioned 165 cm from the

target, -32% of the gamma rays produced in the sample will be emitted in the direction of the

detector array. From the standpoint of the ettSciency of gamma-ray detection, it is therefore most

favorable to position samples at the greatest distance from the source. But since gamma-ray

i production is directly proportional to the neutron tlux through the sample, it is easily verified that
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the system's sensitivity would be much greater

in the position closest to the neutron generator
Table IV. Values of.Q_ for

than it would be at larger distances. Irt fact, for samples placed at vamous
a given sample, -2.7 times more gamma rays distances from the neutron-

would reach the detector array by placing tile generator target along the

sample at the 70-Cln position than would reach central axis of the
interrogation volume.

the detectors if the sample were to be placed at

the 165-cm position. Distance ft'ore t22
Target (cre)

With Tables III and IV, estimates may be 70 0.1.60
made of the gamma-ray detection rate that .................................................

would be expected t'rom samples having various 80 0.170

contents of C, N, and O. This is only a part of 90 0.197
the intbrmation, however, that is necessary to ........................

estimate the system's ability to discriminate 100 0.228

between contraband and noncontraband 110 0.253
materials. As was noted at the beginning of this ..........................

section, anysystem such as the NDP will 120 0.272

discriminate between contraband and 130 0.285
noncontraband materials on the basis of the .............................................................

measured content oi' C, N, and O in each 140 0.296

resolved volume of"space (i.e., m.ainly on the ...............................................................
150 0.306

basis of elemental densities). To achieve a high ....................................................................................

rate of"detection and a low rate of false alarm, 160 0.318

there must be a clear separation (within the ..............................................................
165 0.325

volumes resolvable by the system) between the

C, N, and O content in contraband and
noncontraband m aterials.

It is well known that most explosives can be distinguished very well ft'mn most common

innocuous materials on the basis of their carbon, oxygen, and in particular, their nitrogen content.

However, if the spatial resolution of a system such as the NDP is coarse in comparison to the

dimensions of an explosive, two effects will reduce the system's detection and discrimination

capability. The first adverse effect of coarse spatial resolution is that the explosive's image becoines

distributed over a volume of space that is larger than the volume actually occupied by the

explosive. Not only does this blurring of the explosive's image make it inore difftcult to determine

the true size and location of the explosive, but it also results ill an apparent dilution of the

explosive's C, N, and O content. In the case of nitrogen, which has a relatively high concentration

in most explosives as compared to most nonexplosive materials, this dilution has the effect of

making tile explosive appear more like an innocuous material because of tile reduced nitrogen

density in the explosive's ilnage.

The second adverse effect of coarse spatial resolution is related to tile blurring of the image of

the materials that surround the explosive. The result of this blurring is to superimpose some

ft'action of the image of the innocuous surrounding materials upon the image of the explosive. This
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superposition of sig_mls further reduces the system's detection capability by producing an image in

the volume occupied by the explosive that is composed of a combination of sigmals from both

explosive and nonexplosive materials. The superimposed signals from the ilmocuous surrounding

materials may be viewed as a source of background in the volume of the iinage that is actually

occupied by the explosive. The net effect of this superposition of sigmals is to thrther reduce the

separation between the thresholds that would indicate the presence of explosives and the
thresholds that would indicate their absence.

Because the blurring effects caused by limited spatial resolution ininilnize the differences

between the signatures of contraband materials and the signatures of noncontraband materials,

the spatial resolution of a system such as the NDP is one of the primary factors that determines

the threshold quantity of contraband material that may be detected. In considering specific

applications of such a system, the apparent dilution of the chemical contents of' contraband

materials will therefore be central to each application's viability.

D. Detection of 1.5 lb of Bulk C4 Explosive in a Suitcase

Calculations were performed to estimate the performance of the NDP system in detecting 1.5 lb

of C4 explosive. The lmminal density fbr this type of' explosive is 1.65 g/cm 2, and the composition

assulned was 3.6% H, 21.9% C, 34.5% N, and 40.2% O by weight. The shape of the explosive

chosen fbr the evaluation was that of a rectangular prism with sides 4.5 by 4.5 by 20.35 cm. The

explosive was assuined to be located within a suitcase whose dimensions were 25 by 50 by 60 cre.

An evaluation was pertbrmed ibr various orientations of the suitcase to account for the differences

in the neutron attenuation within the explosive itself and to account for variations in performance

caused by the changes in the signal density that would result ft'ore the reorientation of an

irregularly-shaped explosive. No accounting was made for the effects of' neutron and gamma-ray

attenuation in the suitcase. As noted previously, these effects are highly variable and will be

discussed in general terms later.

In the th'st position considered, the explosive was oriented with its longest dimension

perpendicular to the direction of neutron flight. The diameter of the interrogation volume is large

enough that the suitcase may be easily accommodated while standing upright at the end of the

interrogation volume closest to the neutron generator (i.e., at a distance of approximately 70 cm

from the neutron generator). The least favorable position for detection of the explosive, given this

orientation of the suitcase, is near the central axis of the interrogation volume, adjacent to the side

of the suitcase that is farthest from the neutron generator. Given the dimensions of the suitcase

and the dimensions of the conceptual system shown in Fig. 37, this puts the explosive at a distance

of ~90 cm from the neutron-generator target, as shown in Fig. 39. Table V lists some of the

assumptions that were made for the calculations performed for this scenario.

Table VI lists some of the results of the calculations. The table shows that although the

combined effects of neutron and gamma-ray attenuation in the explosive are significant for this

orientation of the explosive, these effects are not prohibitive.
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and suitcase in the interrogation volume

• _ /bl" the first scenario considered.

C4 Explos,ve

Neutron
Generator

ii Ill II in ii I I

Table V. Assumptions made in calculations of the NDP system's ability to detect
a 1.5-1b mass of C4 plastic explosive,

Explosive's Density 1.65 g/cm a

Explosive's Dimensions 4.5 x 4,5 x 20.4 cm

Hydrogen 3.6%

Carbon 21.9%

Nitrogen 34.5%

Oxygen 40.2%

MCP Resolutien 0,052r x 0,052r (3° of arc), FWHM

Radial (Time)Resolution 11..7 cm (2,3 ns)
|1 i i iii i

III I I I I ____ I I I I Illl

Table VI. Calculated results based on 1.5 lb of C4 explosive located 90 cm
from the neutron-generator target and positioned as illustrated in Fig. 39.

-1
Macroscopic Cross Section 0.13 cm

Average Neutron Transmission 76%

Awn'age Gamma-Ray 94 - 98%
r'l S 'I ran,s mission

Average Voxel Dimensions 4.7 x 4.7 x 11.7 cre, FWHM

Dimensions of the Explosive's 5.8 x 20.4 x 12.1 cre, FWHM
Im a ge

Number of Voxels Occupied by 5.5
Explosives Image



Based on the results shown in this table, combined with the gamma-ray production rates listed

in Table III and the solid angles listed in Table IV, estimates were made of the gamma-ray

detection rates for each of the significant lines of the C, N, and O present in _he sample. These

estimates are presented in Table VII and are based on an assumption that there are no

surrounding materials. In most cases, however, it is expected that there will be innocuous

materials surrounding the explosive and that they will contain signiticant masses of the same

elements that are found in the explosive itself'. In these cases, the counting rates actually observed
are likely to be greater than those listed in the table.

I

Table VII. Estimated counting rates fbr the
C, N, and O full-energ3, gamma-ray peaks
from 1.5 lb of' C4 explosive positioned as
illustrated in Fig. 39.

--v ....................................................................................................................

G amnla-Ray Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen
Energy (s1) (S -1 ) (S "1 )

(MEV)

231 -- 11.5

4.43 17.3 _

5.1 _ 7.0

6.13 ..... 1.8.6

6.92 ..... 5.2

7.12 .... 6.7

TOTAL 17.3 18.6 30.4
ii i i , i ,, i i,,

Calculations of the time necessary to detect. 1.5 lb of 04 at the 90-1.0 probability level were

made on the basis of the results presented in Table VII. The results of these calculations are

presented in Table VIII. In most cases, with surrotmding materials present, the time for each

element that would be necessary to establish the presence of each element in the 1.5 lb oi' explosive

at the 90-10 probability level would be shorter than those presented in Table VIII.

i iiii i

Table VIII. Estimated time necessary to detect with 90-10 confidence the presence of
the quantities of C, N, and O present ix,' 1.5 lb of C4 oriented as showr m Fig. 39.

Gamma-Ray Energies (MEV) Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)

4.43 17.3 _

2.31 and 5.1 _ 16.2

6.13, 6.92, and 7.12 _ _ 9.9
i i iii



Table VIII shows that fbr a bare 1.5-1b C4 explosive in the position illustrated in Fig. 39,, the

maximum time expected to be necessary to measure the mass of C, N, and O present at the 90-10

confidence level is 10 - 20 s. Ii', after an interrogation of perhaps 115- 25 s, the system had not

detected the threshold quantity of each of these elements, it would be possible to clear the object

without thl"cher interrogation. In practice, because surrounding materials could significantly

attenuate emitted gamma rays or could shield an explosive ft'ore the probing neutrons, a somewhat

longer interrogation may be required prior to clearing a bag.

II', during the initial interrogation, the threshold quantity of each element is detected, then a

longer interrogation would be required to image the distribution of' each elelnent ill the sample.

The objective of the imagdng would be to determine whether (in any resolvable volume of the space

occupied by the sample) there is a sutt]cient mass of C, N, and O to indicate the possible presence

of an explosive. (In practice, the detection of explosives would also be I)ased on t,he analysis of

derived values, such as the ratios between the masses of C, N, and O in each resolvable volume of

space. The analysis here, however, will tbcus upon the primary inibrmation provided by the NDP

system: the mass and distribution of elements contained in the interrogation sample.) Table IX

shows the estimated time necessary to achieve 90-10 confidence in the mass of each element

contained in each voxel, based on the present system's spatial resolution.

i i i

Table IX. Estimated time necessary t()ilnage the C, N, and O
contained in 1.5 lb ot'C4 with 90-10 confidence ot'the mass of each

element in each voxel. 'Phe explosive is assumed to occupy
al)proximately 5.5 voxels whose average dimension is 4.7 by 4.7 by
11.7 cre. The explosive is also assumed to be t)ositioned as illustrated
in Fig, 39.

Gamma-Ray Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

,1.43 1 02 -- ._

2.31 and 5.1 _ 95

6.13, 6.92, and .... 58
7 '). I. _.J

i i t li

Table IX shows that the conceptual system would require a 60- to 100-s interrogation to linage

each element in a 1.5-1b C4 explosive oriented in the manner illustrated in Fig. 39 at the 90-10

confidence level. As was noted earlier, however, the 90-10 criterion tbr the imaging of each voxel is

likely to be greatly in excess of what would actually be necessary for the system to provide a high
rate of detection and a low rate of false alarm. Less conservative estimates must follow research

and development regarding the imaging requirements of the application, as well as the

deterlnination of the image-processing techniques that should be applied.
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For this orientation of the explosive, the length of the explosive in the radial dimension

(4.5 cml is much smaller than the radial spatial resolution of the system (11.7 cml, so the blurring

of the image in the radial dimension is significant. In the other two dimensions, the blurring of the

explosive's image is not as large because the MCP resolution in these dimensions is much finer in

comparison to the dimensions of the explosive. The net effect of this blurring is a dilution of the

explosive's apparent density. In this case, the true volume of the explosive is only about 29% of the

volume occupied by the image of the explosive, and there is a corresponding reduction in the

apparent density of the explosive. In addition, when the dimensions oi' the explosive are

comparable to, or smaller than, the resolution of the system in any dimension, a significant

fraction of the signals froln the explosive will appear outside the volume defined by the FWHM of

the image. In the limit of an infinitesimally small explosive, only about 45% of the signals from the

explosive would appear within tlie volume defined by the FWHM of the image. In the present

example, due to the dimensions and orientation oi' the explosive, the additional dilution caused by

this eflbct is only ~60%, giving a total apparent density for the explosive that is about 17% of the

explosive's true density. Therefore, any separation between explosives and nonexplosives as far as

their content of C, N, and O would be reduced by a factor of approximately five to six times. In

other words, due to the blurring of the images of the explosive and the nonexplosive surrounding

materials, tile dit'ference between the apparent density of each element in the image of the

explosive and the density of each element in tile image of the surrounding materials would be

reduced to only 17% of the actual difference between the composition of the explosive and the

composition oi' the surrounding nonexplosive materials. For a given spatial resolution, this

limitation is independent of the amount of time allowed tbr the interrogation, and therefore the

ultimate limitation of the system's detection threshold will be largely determined by the resolution

achievable by the system.

Based on the present evaluation of the system, it appears that by making only modest

modifications to the current system's hardware, the spatial resolution of the system might be

improved ft'ore approximately 30 of arc to under 2.5 o of arc tbr the MCP, and from 2.3 ns to about

1.3 ns fin" the time resolution. Greater improvements could be achieved by making significant

modifications to the currently implemented hardware. To estimate the improvement in

performance that could be achieved with modest modification and eflbrt, calculations were

performed on the basis of a conservative assumption that the MCP resolution could be improved to

2.6 o of arc and that the time resolution could be improved to 1.5 ns. The results of these

calculations are listed in Table X, below.

To achieve 90-10 certainty of the mass of an element in each voxel would require

approximately 300 signal counts pcr voxel. With improved spatial resolution, the image of the

explosive would occupy a larger number of voxels. It might therefore be expected that to achieve

90-10 imaging of the explosive with improved spatial resolution, the total number of sign_al counts

(and therefore the interrogation time) would have to increase in direct proportion to the increase in

the number of voxels occupied by the image of the explosive. However, Table X indicates that the

total interrogation time is expected to be shorter when the system's spatial resolution is improved

to 2.6 of arc and 1.5 ns. The explanation lies in the fact that a greater fraction of the total number

of signals fl'om the explosive would fall within the FWHM of the image if the spatial resolution

i! were to be improved. Thus, although the number of w_xels occupied by the image would inc,'ease
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Table X. Estimated time necessary to image the C, N, and 0
contained in 1.5 lb of C4 with 90-10 confidence of the mass of each

element in each voxel. The explosive is assumed to wccupy
approximately 7 voxels whose average dimension is 4.1 by 4.1 by
7.7 cre. The explwsive is also assumed tw be positioned as
illustrated in Fig. 39.

Gamma-Ray Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

4.43 64 _

2.31. anti 5.1 _. 59

6.13, 6.92, and _ _ 36
7.12

i ii iii iii iiiiiiii ii

frwm 5.5 to 7 voxels, the apparent density of the explosive wmfld increase from 17% to 27% wf the

explosive's true density. The 30% increase in the number of counts necessary to achieve 90-10

imaging would be more than (_f'f'setby the 60% increase in the signal density within the image of

the explosive.

These results indicate hww an improvenlent in the system's spatial resolution would improve

the system's performance. First, due to the reduction in the apparent dilution of the object being

imaged, the time necessary tw satisfy a given imaging criterion can be reduced in some instances.

Second, the improved spatial resolution has the added benefit of increasing the separation in

"decision space" between the characteristics of the explosive's image and the characteristics of the

image of the nonexplosives. The result would be a reduction of the statistical criterion necessary to

distinguish explosives from nonexplosives, thereby reducing the interrwgation time necessary.

Ii; is obvious that the system's performance will be very dependent upon the achievable spatial

resolution. The system will perfbrnl best when the spatial resolution in each dimension is fine in

comparison to the corresponding dimensions of the objects being imaged. Because the system is not

likely to have the same spatial resolution in each dimension, the ability to detect

irregularly-shaped objects will therefore be dependent upon their wrientation in the interrogation

volume. Fwr this reason, and in cwnsideratiwn wf the change in perfbrmance that would result from

different neutron attenuation in the explosive itselt, calculations were perfbrmed for a second

orientation of the explosive. In this orientation, illustrated in Fig. 40, the explwsive was assumed to

be located in the center of the 25 by 50 by 60 cm suitcase, and the explosive's longest dimension

was assumed to lay in the radial, or time, dimension of the interrogation volume. The position of

the explosive for this orientation of the suitcase would be al)out 95 cm from the neutron-generator

target. Table XI lists some estimates of the system's pertbrlnance for this orientation of the

explosive, based on the system's presently achievable spatial resolution.



Fig, 40. Orientation of the C4 explosive
and suitcase in the interrogation, volume
/br the see.end scenario discussed in. the

text,4 Explosive

Neutron
Generator

ii i i i ii mrli i i ii li ii i

Table XI. Calculated results based on 1.5-1b C4 explosive located 95 cna from the
neutron-generator target and positioned as illustrated in Fig. 40.

Macroscopic Cross Section 0.13 cm -1
.................................................................................. :............. , ..........................................................................................

Average Neutron Transmission 35 - 45%, depending upon the precise
orientation

Average Gamma-Ray Transmission 95%

Average Voxel Dimensions 4.9 x 4.9 x 1.1.7 cre, FWHM

Dimensions of the Explosive's hnage 6.0 x 6.0 x 20.9 cm, FWHM

Number of Voxels Occupied by 2.6
Explosive's Image

t i Htl .i t .u t. t t tt

With this orientation of the explosive, the self-attenuation of the neutron flux by the explosive

is much more significant than before, resulting in the gamma-ray detection rates listed in

Table XII, which are significantly lower than the detection rates predicted tbr the previous

orientation of the explosive.

tBecause of these lower gamma-ray detection rates, the time necessary to determine the :ota,

mass of each element in the 1.5-1b explosive to within the 90-10 confidence level would be
increased to the values listed in Table XIII.

While the estimated time necessary to detect the presence of a sufficient quantity of C, N, and

O to warrant more detailed imaging is about twice the time that was required tbr the previous

orientation of the explosive, this is balanced by the improvement in the resolution of the explosive's

image and the associated reduction in tlm time required to produce an image of the explosive at
4-1-_n I'_/'_ 1 /'_ ga ..... ] ..... ] A .1.1-.1 a._ _1-, 1 1 ,1...... - .... -_-,,.,u_.,.. ,,_._,, _u_u _u m,_ wumu be mc veduci.ion in interrogation time that could be

realized by the relaxation of the imagdng criterion associated with the reduction in the background
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Table XII, Estimated counting rates in Lhc C, N, and O full-energy
galnma-ray peaks ft'ore a 1,5-1b C4 explosive positioned as illustrated in
Fig, 40.

Gamma-Ray Carl)on (s t ) Nitrogen (s-I ) Oxygen (s 1 )
l)]nergy (MEV)

..................................... ,. _ ..................... ,......................... , ............................................

2.31 -_ 5,2 ---

4,43 7,8 ......

5,1 -.... 3,1 --

T O 'PAL 7.8 I/ 8.3 13.6
I i

,.... , 1, ,, li i i i i i i 1,

Tal)le XI II. Estimated time necessary to detect wit:h 90-10 contidence
the. presence of the quantities of C, N, and O in 1.5 lb ot' C,4 oriented as
shown in Fig. 40,

...... .......... i .............. ....................................... [ ....................................

Gamma-Ray Carbon is) I Nitrogen is) Oxygen is)
F,nergies (MEV)

4.43 38.4 ....

' ' '(' " ' I -- 22.16.1.,:1,6.,)2, and 7..1.2
1iii

counting rate provided by the improved spatial resolution. Table XI shows that even though the

explosive is posit:ioned 5 em farther ft'mn the neutron generator than in the previous example, the

number of voxels occupied by the image of the explosive is reduced from 5.5 in the previous

example to only about 2.6 fbr the present orientati(m. Not only is a sharper image of the explosive

produced with this ()rientation, but the number of counts necessary to achieve the 90-10 level of

image fidelity is significantly reduced, The estimated interrogation time necessary to image each

element in the 1.5-11) C4 explosive sample tbr this orientation is listed in Table XIV.

Table XIV shows that although at)proximately twice as much time would be required to

determine the total mass of each element tbr this orientation of the explosive, the improved

matching of the system's spatial resolution with the dimensions of the explosive would allow 90-1.0

imaging of the explosive to be achieved with only a 40% increase in the interrogation time over the

t,im_, rncmirt;d fnr rho prnvinl_._lv ennglcll-wt.,d nrirmtnflm_ nr _-1_,,r.,vnlncalwr_ rPhr_ h,-,nc_f_f ;_ ,,n {n-_q,'rr, ,',{'

the explosive that, occupies less than half the volume of the image that was produced when t,he
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Table XIV. Est, imated time necessary to image the C, N, and O contained
in 1,5 lb of C4 with 90-10 confidence of the mass of each element in each
voxel. The explosive is assumed to occupy approximately 2.6 voxels whose
average dimension in 4,9 by 4.9 by 11.7 cm and is assmned to be oriented
as illustrated in Fig. 40,

Gamma-Ray Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

4.43 1.42 --

2.31 and 5.1. -- 133

6,13, 6.92, and _ -- 82
7.12

i, i,i i . .......... H , , i i H

explosive was oriented as in the' previous example. This added image fidc,lity would significantly

improve the detectability of the explosiw,., and it would also be of great diagnostic value ii' an

attempt were to be made to oi)en o)' defuse the explosive device. In addition, tbr the reasons

discussed above, the improw,,ment in t:he image fidelity would actually reduce the statistical

requirements necessary to detect the explosiw.,, tllereby reducing the interrogation time. The 40%

increase in interrogation time necessary to image the explosive is therefi)re a conservative

estimate. The primary cause of this 40% estimate, d increase is the increased attenuation of

neutrons in the explosive itself, which is based on the assumption that the hmgest dimension oi' the

explosive is pm'lL,ctly aligned with the dh'ection of tlight ot' the neutrons. With only a 20 °

misalignment, the attenuation of unreacted neutrons would be reduced sufficiently to alh)w

imaging to be pm'tbrmc'd in the same time as was required with the previous orientation of' the

explosive, yet the sharpness of the image produced with the 20° misalignment would be virtually

tlm same as that whic.h would result with pert'ect alignment,

As with the previous orientation of the explosive, improvement of the system's spatial

resolution would be a(:COml)anied by a significant imt)roveIncnt in the system's perforlnanee. II, as

was assumed in the l)revious example, the spatial resolul;ion of the system were improved to 2,(1° of

arc [i)r the MCP and ]..5 ns (7.7 cna) for the time (or radial) spatial resolution, then the average

dimensions ot'a voxel aC the location oi' the explosive would be reduced from the dimennionn listed

in Table XI to 4.3 by 4.3 by 7.7 cre. Because of the smaller voxel size, the number of voxels

occupied by the explosive's image would increase from al)proximately 2.6 to about 3.3. The

estimated time necessary with this spati_d resohttion to achieve 90-10 imaging oi' each element in

the explosive is listed in TaMe XV.

As was the case tbr the previous orientation of the explosive, the interrogation time required to

achieve 90-10 imaging of' the explosive is expected to be smaller with the improved spatial

resolution assumed in this example. While the number of voxels occupied by the image of the

explosive would increase from 2.6 to 3.3, the apparent density of the explosive would increase from

27% of the true density of tlm explosive to 46% ht' t:hn _×pla._ive'_ true density. The 27% increa._:c in

i the number of voxels occupied by the image of the explesive is more than offset by the 70% ,_
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Table XV, gstimat:ed time necessary t,o inlage t;he C, N, and 0 contained
in 3.5 lb of C,i wit;h 90-10 confidence of the mass o[' each elenlelfl; in each

voxel, 'l'he explosive is assttxned t;o occupy approximately 3.3 voxels whose
avet'age dimension is 4,3 by 4,3 by 7,7 eta, 'P he exl_losive, is also assumed
to be positiom.,d as illust, rated in F'ig, 40,

Gallllna-.lgay Carbon ¢s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

d,43 83 ......

2.31 atnd 5,1 ,...... 78 ......

6,13, 6,92, nncl 7,12 ........... 48
ii _ ] i

incre_tsc, in t:he sigmtl clensib, oi'the explosive's image, In practice, l,here would again be an adcled

redtlcLion in l;he {xH.alinl, evrog'_lL,ion t:ime re(luired I_ecmlse t,he incre_tsed sit.mtl density in the

explo:_ive's iniage wotlld enhatnec_lhc: (lifferc, llc:es beLwec',nLhc, image cN't,:heexplosive and the image
of the surrotlnding nonc.,xpl_sive innt:c:vi_tls,

To summalrize, I;lle resull,s preseI_l,ecl _dmve tbr t,hc_c:c_llc',epl:ualsysl,em illust, rat:ed in IPig, 37

indical;e t;hat, s||ch a system would be c,apafl)h.,,of dot,eel;ing and ima@nI" al :l,5-1b explosive concealed

wit;bin a suil;c,_lse wilh {lh int:errc_g_fl:ion l,ime ot' bet,wc_'etl1.alnd 2.4 rain ii' the neutron and

p;_tnl|na-ray a|tl;c;nual, ioll c_t"surrou neling inal,c.,rials we,re insignificant;, The result, s indi care t,hat, the

l:ol:_Llt:ime recluire,d lily' l:l_c.,,inl:errc_g'alt:iondepel|cls strongly Ill)On l,he posit,ion alnd m'ienl:ation of the
explosive in l;he cavil:y, als well as upon t,he spatial resolution t:hat is aw,hiew_blc. In addit;ion, the

_|chievabh: st)a|l:i_tl resoltvl, ion del:ermines t,he dilution of the signal density in the explosiw.,'s image.

Regardless of t.he inta.,rr{_gat,ion time atllowed, t_his dilul:ion will largely ch.,lx.,rmip.e the ultimate

abilil,y o1' the. syst,em t:o dlst, inguish t.hreshold quantil:ies of c'xplosives ft'ore nc)nexplosive

su rrounc|i rig materi_tls.

1,;. Detection ot' a 3-mm-'rhiek Sheet l_]xplosive in a Stlitease

'Po estimal, e the abilil.y of t;llc,,conceptautl system to dc;teel: sheet_ c,xplosives, calculal;ions were

pert'c)rnied based cm a 1.5-lh saniple with t.hickness equal to 3 mm. The chemical compositicm of

sheet explosives, a_ld the nit;v'ogen t'z'acl:ion in part:icular, may v_try greatly dependingupon the

amount; ot' plastJcizer used in a given tbrmulat, ion. The model for l,his ewduation was based on

PI!;'PN sheet, explosive wil_h 4.2% 1-I, 29.8% (I, ]6% N, and 50% O by weight:, In terms el?nitrogen

l'ract:ion, l,his san|pie r_tnks toward t,he lower end of the range of thai, which might t;ypically be

enc¢)untered in a sheet explosive. 'Pypical values ['or l:he nitrogen ft'action in sheet explosives might

I'iillge between atl:)proximal:ely 12% for PETN mixed with a large quant;ity of plasticizer and

approximately 25% tbr some Semtex sheet explosives. The explosive was modeled as being 53 cm in

lengl, h and 26 cm in height, with a density of 1.64 g/cre ';I,Cl.iven t;t|ese dimensions, this explosive

could be made I;o line either t,he sides of or a divider inside t,he 25- by 50- by 60- cm suitcase

considered in the previous examples. The calculations were t)erformed for two orientations of the

_j suit, case to consicter l:he di l'lbrences in peril)finance t:hat might: be encountered as the result; of
different spatial resolution in each dimension and as tl_e result of differences in the at;tenual;ion
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within the explosive itself. Again, the effects of neutron and gamma-ray attenuation within the
suitcase itself were not explicitly considered,

As in the previous example, the first position considered was with the longest dimensions of
the explosive oriented perpendicularly to the direction of neutron flight. Because the diameter of
the interrogation volume is large enough to accommodate the suitcase in its upright position at the
end of the interrogation vohLme nearest to the neutron generator, it was assumed that the suitcase
would be placed in this position, The least favorable position for detecting the explosive, given this
orientation of the smtcase, would be in the side of the smtcase that is farthest from the neutron
generator. As for the previous examples with the C4 explosive, this places the explosive at a
distance of approximately 90 cm from the neutron-generator target, as shown in Fig. 41. Table XVI
lists some of tho assumptions that were made for the calculations performed for this scenario,

Fig, 41. Orientation of the sheet
explosive and suitcase in the
interrogation volume for the first
scenario considered.

Neutron
Generator

I III I III II I

Table XVI. Assumptions made in calculations of the NDP system's ability to
detect a 1.5.1b mass of sheet explosives.

Explosive's Density 1.64 g/cm3

Explosive's Dimensions 0.3 x 26 x 53 cm

Hydrogen 4.2%

Carbon 29.8%

Nitrogen 16.0%

Oxygen 50.0%

MCP Resolution 0.052r x 0.052r (30 of arc), FWHM

Radial (Time) Resolution 11.7 cm (2.3 ns)
I I I Iii I rllll III
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Some results of these calculations are listed in r,lak)le XVII.

IIllll .... I I I II I I I I I I

Table XVII. 6alculated results based on a 1,5-1b sheet explosive locat.ed 90 cm from
neutron-generator target and orient:cd as ilh i_a'ated in Fig. 41.

........................................................................................................................................... _ .............................................................. _..................................... -.

_ 'Macroscopic C,ross Section 0.13 cm '1

Average Neutron Trans m ission 98%

Average Gamma..Ray 1ran_; n Ission ,_100%

Average Voxel Dimensions 4,7 x 4.7 x 11.7 c,m, FWHM
.................................................................................................... i .........................................................................

Dimensions 0t' the l_xpm,'lw,' s Image 26.0 x 53.()x 11.7 cre, FWHM
.................................................................................................... 1..................................................................................

Numbc, r of Voxels Occupied by Explosive',,; Image 63
li, r H i i _--- " i li i i lm.

For the g'c'ometry of this example, neither ne.ui, ron nor g_lmma-r_ly attenuation is a significant

thctor. In Table XVIII, t:he cst:imated gamma-ray detect:ion rates tbr this geometry are [ist, c,d for the

gamma-ray enc, rgic, s most likely t.o be tls(;['ul tbr the detection _)['explosives. As with the

corresponding tables for the examples based on C4, the detecti(m rates listed are the estimat.ed

w_lues fbr the full-crmrgy photopeaks only,

Although the gamma-ray dote, ct,ion rate for nitrogen is somewhat smaller in t.his (._xaml)le

because the nitrogen ['l'action is less than 50% o[' the value assumed in l:he previous (._xamples with

the C4 explosive, the gainrna-ray detection rates for cm'bon and oxygen sr(; much great:ct t)ec;.tuse

.i i .__HIH I |li m I _

Table XVIII. Estim_tt(,,d counting rates tbr the C,
N, mid O t\fll-energy gamma-ray peaks t'ron_ a
1.,5-lb sheet; explosive positioned as illustrated in
Fig, 41.

cia,\i/ ,i(iiay...........c,i;i,;,,/;........Niii,il;-i.0,- 0x .... -
Energy (MEV) (s"l) I (,..l) (s-r) .

2.31 -.- ] 7.3 -.-
4.43 :}2.2, ....

I 5.1 .--- 4.4 ---
I

' 6,13 _ -- 31.2
............................................... ,................................ , ........................ , ........................

6,92 _ _ 8.7

7.12 --- -- 11,3
............................... -- ............................................ I ............................ ' .........................

|TOTAL 32.2 11.1.7, , 5,1.2, ] :
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of the larger fraction of' each of these elements and the greatly reduced effect of' neutron

attenuation within the explosive itself'. While the gamma-ray detection rate for nitrogen is smaller

than in the previous examples, the strong carbon and oxygen signals may still provide excellent

discriminants of' the presence of the explosive.

Based on the detection rate:' given in 'gable XVIII ibr this example, Table XIX shows the

estimated time necessary to establish the presence of the threshold quantity of each element in the
!

explosive at the 90-10 probability level. These values presume the (unlikely) absence of other

surrounding materials containing these same elements. As was explained above, this

determination of the gross elemental composition might constitute the first level of interrogation by

which an object could be rejected as having a concealed explosive (on the basis that the total mass

of one or more of the elements in the suitcase is insutl]cient to constitute a significant threat).

- ,, la i i i iii i

Table XIX. Estimated time necessary to detect with 90-10 confidence
the prese,_ce of the threshold quantities of C, N, and O in the
interrogation volume.

Galnma-l{ay C,arbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

,1,_13 10 --

.... .......i :i:iiiii:ii71111711:iii
]

6.13, 6 .,q2 , _ln d -- -- 6
7.12

iiiii i li .........

Based on these projections, an interrogation of 10 - 20 s may be adequate to determine whether

a sufficient quantity ot" each element is present in the sample to warrant a more detailed

interrogation and imaging of tlm object. This estimate is independent of the system's spatial

resolution, since this is sin]ply the tirol: neecssm'y to detect the gross quantity ot' each element

present, and is not based upon any imaging requirement. In practice, it is not likely that the

system would usually require this amount of time to determine whether more-detailed imaging is

required. This is because it is likely that there will frequently be a sufficient mass of C, N, and O

in innocuous materials within a suitcase to signal tlm possible presence of an explosive. Of course,

this does not imply that the interrogation process will be shorter on average, but rather that it

will, in t_mt, be longer overall than 10 - 20 s because more time-consuming aad detailed imaging

will be required whenever t,he threshold quantity of each element is detected. Table XX shows the

estimated t,ime necessary to achieve 90-10 confidence of the ,nass of each element contained in

each voxel for this ge(_:netry and spatial resolution.

The greatest diffic,flty in the present example arises not: in the ability of the system to detect

the threshold quantities of C, N, and O in the sheet explosive, but rather in the ability of the

system to resolve the position of these elements in st)ace. For this orientation of the explosi',e, the

length of the explosive iii the radial dimension (0.3 mn)is much smaller than the spatial resolution

of the systenl in the radial dimension (11.7 cre, FWHM ). In the oi:lwr two dimensions, the lengt:h of
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Table XX. Estimated time necessary to image the C, N, and O contained
in a 1.5-1b sheet explosive with 90-10 confidence of the mass of each
element in each voxel. Tlm explosive is assumed to occupy approximatdy
63 voxels whose average dimension is 4.7 by 4,7 by 11..7 cre. The explosive
is als() assumed to be positioned as illustrated in Fig. 41

................................................... ,................................... . .....................................................................................

Gamma-Ray Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
Energies (MEV)

4.43 480 _
.................................................................................................. , ......................................... . ........... _.....................................

2.31 and 5.1. --- 1320 _

6.1.3, 6.92, and -- 300
7.12

,i i , |i,, -- -

the explosive (26 cm and 5;3 cre)is large in comparison to the sl)atial resolution of the system

(4.7 cre, FWHM). Therefore, the blurring of the image is significant only in the radial dimension.

Because there is such a large difference, however, between the explosive's thickness and the

resolution in tl_(,, radial dimension, the ratio of the true volume of the explosive to the volume

defined by the FWIIM of the image of the explosive is only 0.026. Because only about 76% of the

total signal from the explosive apt)ears within the limits oi' the image defined by the FWHM of the

image, the total apparent dilution t_tctor o[' the explosive's density is 0.019, which is approximately
one-fit'tieth the true density oi' Lhc ext)losive.

Tabh_ XX indicates that the elements that constitute the explosive in this example could each

be imaged to the 90-10 confidence level, with interrogations that might range from 5 - 2:2 rain.

Although Eds might be an acceptable investment of time in some cases, the result of the

interrogation in this instance would be less than ideal due to the large dilution oi' the apparent

density of the explosive's constituent elements. In a suitcase whose thicknesa in the ra&al

dimension is only 25 cna, the ability to produce an image in which only 76% of' the signals from a

sheet explosive appear within 6 cm of the true position of the explosive leaves much to be desired,

particularly since the apparent density of the elements that comprise the explosive would be a

factor of 50 less than the true density. In the presence of' other C-, N,, and O-containing materials,

tlm change in the apparent density of each of these elements (due to the distributed image of the

sheet expl.osiw_,) over the apparent densities that would result ft'ore the innocuous materials alone

is not likely to be identifiable. It is therefore unlikely that a sheet explosive could be detected with

a syst,em having the spatial resolution assumed in this example if the explosive were oriented in

the manner illustrated in Fig. 41.

In this instance, an improvement in the MCP's resolution provides no sigmificant improvement

in the explosive's detectability because it is the system's time resolution that causes the greatest

blurring for this orientation of the explosive. If the time resolution were to be improved to 1.5 ns,

the volume defined by the FWHM of the explosive's image would be reduced to approximately 25

times the true v¢)lume of t.h_::¢,xpl¢_._ivo.Tha t:hiekno.q.q af th_ oYplo_ivo wot,!d still be very _much
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smaller than the resolution of the system ii1 the radial dimension, so there would still be only

approximately 76% of the total signal appearing within the volume defined by the FWHM of the

image. The apparent density of the C, N, and O in the explosive would still be approxiinately a

factor of 35 - 36 times smaller than their true density in the explosive. Although this would result

in an image in which approximately three quarters oi' the sigmals from the explosive would appear

within less than 4 cm of the true position of the explosive, the large apparent dilution of the

explosive's density is still likely to make detection difficult. The orientation of the explosive

illustrated in Fig. 41. is clearly not favorable for detection by the NDP system. To the extent that

the concealed mass of sheet explosive can be inaximized by lining the broad, tlat panels of a

suitcase as has been assumed, it is mffavorable ft'ore tile standpoint oi' sheet-explosive detection to

orient the suitcase as shown in this figure.

Clearly, froin the example presented above, the optimal detection of sheet explosives requires

that the smallest dilnension of tlie sheet explosive be oriented in such a manner as to coincide with

the dimension in which the system provides the finest spatial resolution. To achieve the greatest

probability of detecting a sheet explosive concealed witlIin a suitcase in the maimer oi' the previous

example, it would therefore be desirable to orient the suitcase in the interrogation volume as

illustrated in Fig. 42. Given a 50-cre-tall suitcase, this places the center of' the explosiwt at a

minimum distance of approximately 95 cm from the neutron-generator target, 5 cin farther froln

the target than in the previous example. 'fable XXI presents some results tbr calculations

performed with this orientation (Fig. 42).

witil the aheet explosive reoriented as shown in Fig. 42, the length of the explosive in the

r_tdial dimension (26 eta) would be large in comparison to the spatial resolution of the system

(11.7 cre, FWtlM), so the blurring of the image in this dimension would be very small. The width

of the explosive (53 cm) would also be large in comparison to the system's spatial resolution in the

corresponding dimension (4.9 cre, FWHM). Although the systenl's spatial resolution in tile vertical

dimension would still be large in comparison to the ?.3-cre thickness of the sheet explosive, the

situation is greatly improved over tile previous orientation ot"the explosive. Now the ratio of the

true volume of the explosive to _he volume defined by the FWHM of _he image would be 0.06,

i i ii , iii,, ,li i i i

Tat)le XXI. Calculated results based on a 1..5-1b steel explosive centered 95 cm tYom
neutron-generator target and oriented as illustrated in Ii'if. 42.

................................i.................i:,I.....i.....................................................I ......... .....................................................
Macroscopic (.,ross Section I 0.13 cm

/

Average Neutron Transmission I 28-98(_, depending upon prec, ise geometry

• rl , tAverage Gamma-Ray I ransmission ,.-100%
..................................... ]

Average Voxel Dimensions I ,1.9 x ,1.9 x 1.1..7 cre, FWHM

.......................................................................................................l)imcnsions, of the, Explosive,' "s II .,1-1ager, I....................................................................,1.9cx o3: x 26' CIll, I_WHM
, d • t ,' r

Number of Voxe.s Occupied by Lxplosive s In)age I 24
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Fig. 42. Orientation of tlre sheet explosive
and suitcase in the interrogation volume for

the second scenario discussed.

Neutron
Generator

which is an improvement of about 2.3 times over the value obtained with the previous orientation

of the explosive. Although the apparent density of the explosive in this orientation increases to

approximately 4.6% of the explosive's true density, detection of the explosive with this dilution

fhctor is still likely to be difficult ii' the decision is to be made only on the basis of simple

thresholds on the number of gamma rays detected at each energy. Of course, much more

information may be extracted ii' more sophisticated pattern-recognition techniques (including linage

processing) are applied to the data.

Because the dilution in the appal:ent density of sheet explosives is directly related to the

spatial resolution that is achiewtble, this will certainly provide the motiwltion for continued

improvement of the system's spatial resolution. With the improvement in spatial resolution tlmt

appears to be within the reach of a modest eltbrt at the present, the ratio of the true volume of the

explosive to the volume of the explosive's image could be increased to 0.07 tbr the configuration

illustrated in Fig. 42. The apparent density of the explosive would then be approximately 5.3% of

the explosive's true density, which would still be likely to make detection difficult. With a more

ambitious set of modifications, the system might realistically be tailored to the effbctive detection

of sheet explosives, but this would include substantial changes to the current system, and the

geometry for detection would be significantly different t.han that of the conceptual design

ill_lstrated in Fig. 37.

F. Detection of a 10-1b Bulk Explosive in a 4- by 4- by 4-ft Box

The last scenario for which the performance of an NDP system is to be considered is that of a

10-1b explosive concealed within a 4- by 4.-by 4-ft box. Because of the large size of this container, it

would not be practical to apply a system such as the one considered fbr the previous two scenarios,

which was designed for the interrogation of smaller objects. For the present scenario, a diff'erent

conceptual system, illustrated in Fig. 38, was considered. In contrast to the previously considered

conceptual design, this mobile system could be moved to the location of a suspicious object without

disturbing the object itself. Furthermore. the dr:sign c_f'this conceptual system wnuld be rnndnlar.
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allowing it to interrogate olzjects that differ in size and shape ft'ore the 4- by 4- by 4-ft cube

currently being considered.

The concepttlal system illustrated in Fig. 38 would consist oi' three rectangular arrays of 45

5- by 5- by 5-in. detectors. Each array would be mounted on a wheeled cart that could be easily

moved by a single operator, and each cart; Would include mechanisms that would allow the detector

arrays to be raised or lowered to the optimal height and orientation for interrogation of' the

suspicious object. One ot' the carts would be designed m such a manner as to allow its detector

array to be positioned above, the object to be interrogated.

In use, operators would move the detector system into nearby positions surrounding the object

to be interrogated. The neutron generator and associated electronics could be mounted on one or

two wheeled carts. Once the position of the neutron generator had been chosen, the detector arrays

could be rolled int(_ position near the object to be interrogated, yet outside tlle interrogation

w)lume. Mobile neutron-shielding modules could then be rolled into position to minimize the

background counting r_tte associated with the interaction of neutrons in the detector arrays.

Finally, electrical connections could quicldy be made between the detector arrays and tile

e.lectronics carts by the ttse of cable harnesses having only a single multiconductor connector at

each endl The, interrogation could be monitored remotely with display and control electronics that

could also be znounted on a mobile cart. Communication botweell the ru_note display-and-c.ontrol

electronics and the (Jthc,r c'lectr()nics carts h)cated near tile object (d' the interrogation could be

achieved either througll a direct cnbl(>harncss link or througll suitabh_' telemetry.

The composition of tile explosive was assumed to be 2.1% [[, 36.2% C, and 29.4% each tbr N

and O by weight. The dt_nsity was taken as 1.68 g/cre 3, and tilL.' sllape was assumed to be eul)ic

with sides 13.9 cm long. F()r the present scelmrio, the 10-lh high exph)siw t was assumed to be

located within a 4- by ,1- by ,l-ft box as illustr_ttc, d in Fig. 43. The asSUnled po,,dtion of tile neutron

generator _tnd tl..: (h_t,(,_ct.(,rarrays is also illustrated in Fig. 38. Witll the arr_lngem('.nt illustrated in

Fig. 43, tile disl,_l_lc(_ t'r(_nl the n(_utr()n.-generator t:Lrg(A, to th(., centc'r ()1'the explosiv(, would be

./_..f- ......-..\

" _ 1"i.4..13. l:',sitioH (,/' the btu" _lnd

_/ <vtdosi_'e /i,r the scenclrio deveh)t)ed fbr
lh(' s('('o:_(t con(,('plu(tl design.

Neutron
Generator 10-1b

Hioh F_,n!ogive
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approximately 216 cm. '.Plie average distance ft'mn tile center of die explosive to the fnce of each

detector array would be about 1.1.6 c:m.

In a realistic scenario, i_zis plausible that there nlay nel; be access to ali sides of the object to be

interrogated. For (_xample, ii' the box in Fig. 43 were to be positioned ad,jacent t;o a wall, or worse,

if iL were to be local, cd irl a corner of the room adjacent to two walls, one could not have access to

some sides of t:he box without d.isturbing it. For the purposes of the present analysis, therefore, the

consmwative assumpt, ion was mnde that there is access to only three sides of the box, which is the

situation that, would resull, lt'the box were located in the corner of a room, In this instance, only

two of the three der:ect, or arrays might be used, with the result/,hal; the total inCe:'rogation time

required would be ilw.rc'a,,_ed about 50% over t,he t,ime required ii"ali three arrays cou]d be used.

The location of t,l{e neutron generatm" and detector arrays illustrated in Figs. :38 and 43 allows

98.5% of l,h(t v()lumc of t,he box to be interrogated during the first inspection. To view the entire

volume of the box in a single interrogation, ii: would be necessary t:o lllOVe the neut,'on generator

approximate.ly 60 t:wllt'arl,/lcr from the box, thereby reducing the neutron flux through the box and

increasing the required int;errogation l;ime. It would also be necessary to move the detector arrays

about 25 cm thrt, ller from the hox, which would require nn addit, ional increase in the interrogation

time. These increases in the interrogati(m t:imc, atl(l t,he accompanyinK reduction in the resolution

and sensil;ivity would be' bot,h prohibitive and unnecessary.

The sh_q:)e of t,hc_,velum(; that would remain unint(.'rrogat, ed at't,er the, firsl; examination is

somewhal: irregular, and it. is illusi, rated in Fig. d4. Althotlgh only 98,5% of the volume of the box

t';llls within t:he intcrrogat, iozl volume for t:his posit, ion of the neutron generator, it would be difl:_eult

t,o conceal a single 10-lh mass ()t"cxplosive en drely within 1,he volume that remains unint.errogated

atfCer the til'st; iilsl)(_ction. And even t:hough l:wo interrogations would be required to examine the

entire box, it is likely that the tot:al interrogation time required would be shorter with two

inl;err()g_ttions th;m the interrogation l;ime thai, w()uld be necessary Lt)examine the box's entire

v{)lum(_ i_l lt sit_al(, irlt(_rrogld, i()n.

Interrogated ""
Volume

Uninterrogated
Volume

I:il4. ,14.Shc_pe of ttz_,ulzilzterro/#tt, ed

I uohlme Ibr tlm .s'cel_ari_ c,_si&,re_l for

thescc_)ndc_mcept.uczlclesid_.

Neutron

Generator
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Table XXII summarizes some of tile assumptions that were made in projections of the

conceptual system's ability to detect a 10-1b mass of high explosive within a 4- by 4- by 4-ft box,' fbr

the geometry described by Figs. 38 and 43.

i|. |, , i iii

Table XXII. Assumptions made in projections of the NDP system's ability to detect
a 10-1b mass of high explosive sequestered within a 4- by 4- by 4-ft box,

Explosive's Density 1.68 g/cm 3

Explosive's Dimensions 13.9 x 13.9 x 13.9 cm

Hydrogen 2. i %

Carbon 36.2% ......................................

Nitrogen 29.4%

Oxygen 29.4%

MCP Resolution 0.052r x 0.052r (3 ° of arc), FWHM

Radial (Time) Resolution 11.7 cm (2.3 ns)
i |ull lm i lm, i

Same of the results of the calculations are listed ii1 Table XXIII. Because of' self-attenuation in

the explosive, the neutron flux in the explosive, averaged over the explosive's volume, would be

only about 47% oi"that which reaches the explosive. Self-attenuatioi_ of gamma-rays by the

explosive would reduce the observed number of' gamma rays by a factor of' about 15%.

I'lll I I ' I

Table XXIII. Calculated results based on a 10-1b mass of high explosive located 216 cm froln the
neutron-generator target.

Macroscopic Cross Section 0.13 cm "1

Average Neutron Transmission 47%

Average Gamma-Ray Transmission 85%

Average Voxel Diinensions 11.2 x 11.2 x 11..7 cre, FWHM

.....................................................................................................................I)imensions of the Explosive's Image I 15.6.....................................................x 15.6 x 15.9 cm, FWHM.........................................

Number of Voxels Occupied by Explosive's hnage ] 2.6i i i , I lH,

The estimated gamma-ray detection rates for the most significant lines of C, N, and O are

listed in Table XXIV. Despito. t,ht: lnrge_ ._alf-ni.t_mll.:ltlm_ (,f"T):,t_t.r,_nSa_.__dthe r,i'!ativ,_,ly large

distances between the explosive and the neutron generator and gamma-ray detectors, the

gamma-ray detection rates are not prohibitively small.
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Table XXIV. Estimated counting rates fbr the full-energy gamma-ray peaks wf
gamma rays emitted ft'ore a 10-1b mass oi' high explosive positioned as
illustrated in Figs, 38 and 43,

Gamma-Ray Carbon (s "l) Nitrogen (s "l) Oxygen (s "l )
Energy (MEV)

2.31 -- 1.8

4.43 5:2 --
....................................... ) ......................................... _............................................................ i ............................................

5.1 _ I.I
.................................................... t ............................................... )....................................................... , .......................................

6.13 -- -- 2.5

ffOTa r .. , i , '1 ,,

These gamma-ray detection rates dc) not take into account the effects of attenuation of neutrons

and gamma rays by materials surrounding the explosive. These effects will be considered at the

end of the present analysis.

Using the gamma-ray detection rates listed in Table XXIV, projections were made of the

maximum time that would be necessary to detect, the quantities of C, N, and O present in the 10-1b

mass of high explosive, given the situation illustrated in Fig. 43. The numbers listed in this table

are the times estimated to be necessary simply to detect the presence of the C, N, and O in the

explosive at the 9040 confidence level of the total mass, and they do not include any requirement

for imaging. It is als() assumed fi)r the moment that there are no other C-, N-, or O-containing

objects present in t.he interrogation volume.

With the explosive, neutron generator, and detector arrays positioned as illustrated in Figs. 38

and ,i3, Table XXV shows that approximately 1 - 2 rain would be necessary to detect the presence

of the quantity of C, N, and O that 'would be present in a 10-.lb mass of high explosive (ii" the

i i i ii i i _ lH i i - Ill

,'Fable XXV. Estimated time necessary to detect the presence of the C, N, and O contained in a
10-1b mass wf high explosive fbr the detection geometry illustrated in Figs. 38 and 43. Detection
is based on the counting statistics necessary to achieve 90-10 confidence of the total mass
present.

Gamma-Ray Energies (MEV) Carbon (s) Nitrogen (s) Oxygen (s)
..................................................................................................... ) .............................................. )............................................. _...........................................

4.4.3 58 _

2.31 and 5.1 _ 105

[ 6.i8, _.92, and '/.12 _ _ 74
_--=-- i i ii i lH nii -
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neutron and gaInma-,'ay attenuation of surrounding materials were not severe). If', after a fbw

minutes, the system had not detected a suf'f]cient mass of each of these elements to constitute a

potential threat, then it would be possible to either continue the interrogation to establish whether

there might be a smaller mass of explosive or to proceed with the interrogation of the sn:ali volume

of the box that remains uninterrogated. If', during the first t'ew Ininutes of the interrogation, the
threshold mass of each element were detected within the box, then a longer interrogation would be

required t,o determine the distribution of each element within the box. Table XXVI shows the time

estimated to be necessary to image each element in the explosive with 90-10 confidence of the mass

present in each voxel, give n the spatial resolution presently achieved by the NDP system.

i iiii i i i iiiii i I

Table XXVI. Estiinated time necessary to in:age tile C, N, and O
contained ii: _ 10-1b mass of high explosive with 90-10 confidence of the
mass of eacll element iii each voxel. Tlle explosive is assumed to occupy
approxilnately 2.8 voxels whose average dilnension is 11.2 by 11.2 by
11..7 eta. The explosive is also assumed to be positioned as illustrated
in Fig. 43.

G an:ma-Ray Carbon (s) Nitrogm: (s) Oxygen (s)
Fnergies (MEV)

4.43 180 ....

2.31 and 5.1 _ 325 ---

6.13, 6.92, and _ _ 230
7.12

I I I Illll I Illl I I Illll

At 216 tin from the neutron-generator ta,'get, tile spatial resolution due to the MCP woulcl be

about 1:l..2 eta, wllicll is colnparttble to both the NDP's time resolution and to the length of the

explosive in each dimension. The signal density oi' the explosive's image with this spatial resolution

would be approximately 32% of the exph)sive's true density, which may be adequate tbr this

al.)ptication of tlm system. Table XXVI indicates tllat in the absence of significant attenuation of

neutrons and gamma rays by materials surrounding the explosive, the C, N, and O in the 10-1b

mass of high explosive could be in:aged at the 90-10 confidence level ill each voxel with an

interrogtttion time of between 3 and 7 ,nii:.

The performance of tile system would be improved ii' better spatial resolution were possible.

Table XXVII lists the estimated interrogation times that would be necessary to image the 10-11)

inass of high explosive tbr the detection geometry of Figs. 38 and 43 ii' the spatial resolution were

improved to 2.6 ° of arc tbr til(; MCP and 1.5 ns tbr the time resolution.

The signal density with this spatial resolution is expected to be 45% of the explosive's true

density. Table XXVII indicates that interrogation times of between 2 and 4 rain would be; ilecessary

to image the explosive at the 90-10 confidence level of the mass of' each element in each voxel of

tile explosive's image. Furthermore, the statistical criterion tbr ilnaging would be relaxed with
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Table XXVII, I_stimated time necessary to image the C, N,
and O contained in 10 lb o[' high explosive with 90-10
confidence of' tile mass of' each element in each voxel. The
explosive is assumed to occupy approximately 4.3 voxels
whose average dimension is 9.7 by 9.7 by 7.7 cre, and it is
assumed to bw )ositioned as illustrated in Fig. 43.

(._amnla..l{ay Carbon is) Nitrogen Is) Oxygen Is)
Energies
(MEV)

4,,13 130 _

2.311.and 5.1 -- 235

(_ ....6.13, 6,92, ]65
and 7.12

inii ii n III lull I III Illl I

improvements in the spatial resolution, allowing an added reduct:ion in the necessary interrogation

t,ime. With reduced background c!ounting rates, the statistical r(_quirement for the number of

counts necessary in each voxel to t)roduce a good image would be relaxed.

G. Some Effects of Materials Surrounding an Explosive upon the Conceptual System's

Ability to Detect Explosives

S,The analyses presented in _.(.us. V.C. - V.F. were simplified by neglecting the effects of

surrounding materials on the detection of an explosive. In ['act, these effects are not likely, in

general, to be negligi/)le. While it. is possible to deveh)p a highly accurate model of these effects for

;t known compositi(m and distribution of materials, performance of such modeling is beyond the

scope oi' the ,_:urrent ewtluation program. It is possible, however, to draw general conclusions about

the effects of materittls surrounding the explosive for the examples of Sees. V.C. - V.F. by applying

a much simpler model of the int, eraetien,q of neutrons and galllnla rays with these materials.

For the t)urt)oses of the l)resent, analysis, two main efl'ecl,s of surrounding materials upon tile

detection of explosives will be considered' (1.) shielding effects and (2) background-enhancing effects

of gailltlla rays l)roduced in rc,actions that involve secondary neutrons. The consequences of the

first are obvious. Materials surrounding tile explosive attenuate the probing flux of neutrons,

tllereby reducing the Fate o[' gatnma-ray production in the explosive. Likewise, these materials

attentlate tile gamma rays that are emitted ft'ore tile explosive, reducing t,he number of gamma

rays that; would otherwise reach tile detectors. Both of these attenuation effects reduce the

gamma-ray detection rate and therefore increase the time that is required to complete an adequate

interrogation. 'Pile production of' gamma rays in react.ions involving secondary or scattered

neutrons may result in a significant background because the trajectories of these neutrons are
llllkllOWll. The, nnint:._ aC'ro'iu'in ,_f't-li_,_, ¢r.qmm.a ,-nv,_ u,ill fhr,,.,,f},,.,, he ;_1.... t.;/_,,_A;............ _.1,,' _-1,,,

image produced by tile system.
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To make a rough estimate of how materials surrounding an explosive might af'tbct each

conceptual system's ability to detect explosives, some assumptions were made about the

composition and quantity of materials that could be expected to sm'round the explosive in each oi'

the scenarios discussed in Sees. V.C. - V.F. In the first two examples considered in Sec. III,

explosives were assumed to be concealed inside a suitcase, The total mass of the suitcase in each

example was assunmd to bc 13.4 kg, with a tnass density of 0,18 g/cia :_,The composition of' the

suitcase's nonexplosive contents was assumed to be 3.5% H by weight, and the remainder of the

mass was assumed to be a combination of' C, N, and O. These assumptions were based on the

characteristics found to be typical of luggage that was scanned during airport tesi of other

explosive detection systems.l°

For the first orientation of the suitcase considered in Sec. III.B., the average thickness of

material traversed by neutrons prior to reaching the C4 explosive was assumed to be

approxiinately 23 t:m. Calculations indicate that about 28% of the flux of' 14-MEV neutrons would

be attenuated prior to reaching the explosive upon passing through this thickness of' the material

assmned to surroulld the explosive. The average path length ct' gamma rays through the suitcase

was assuIned to be about 1.2.5 cre. Approximately 3% of the galnma rays emitted from the

explosive would be absorbed by passing through this thickness oi' material. The combined etTect of,

this neutroI_ and gamma-ray attenuation in the materials surrounding the explosive would be a

reduction inthe observed gamma-ray detection rates to about 79% of those presented in Table VII.

This would increase the initial interrogation time required to al)proximately 14 - 25 s. The tilne

necessary for imaging the explosive at the 90-10 conl]dence level would increase to about

85 - 150 s. With the spatial resolution improved to 2.6 ° of arc and 1.5 ns, the interrogation time

required ibr 90-10 imaging would be about 50 - 90 s.

For the second orientation of' the suitcase considered in Sec. III.B., the average path length of

neutrons through the suitcase prior to reaching the explosive was assulned to be approximately

30 cm, while the average gainma-ray path length through the suitcase was assumed to remain

about 12.5 eta. In this case, the neutron attenuation would be increased to about 35%, while the

average gamma-ray attenuatiol_ would remain at al)out 3%. The rate ot' detection oi' g_m_ina rays

emitted from the explosive would thus be about 63% ofthe rates indicated in Table XII. Because of

the reduced gamma-ray detection rate, the initial interrogation would require approximately

35 - 60 s, while the interrogation time required tbr imaging of the suitcase would increase to about

130 - 225 s. With the improvement in spatial resolution that was assunmd achievable with modest

improveinents to the systeln, the imaging rilac would be about 75 -130 s.

In See. III.C., the blurring of tltc sheet explosive's image was shown to pose the great, est

obstacle to detection, and the overall rate of gamma-ray detectiox_ was nota primary limitation of

the system's pertbrmance. Therefore, this example will not be considered with regard to the etTects

of materials surrounding the explosive.

The composition oi' the materials surrounding the 10-1b explosive in the example of Sec. V.F.

was chosen on the assumption that tlm explosive might be conceafled within a large appliance such

as a document photocopier. The detailed composition and distribution of the box's content were not

modeled, but attenuatiela effects were estimated by assuming that the box contained 270 kg (about
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600 lb) of iron distributed evenly over the box's volume, The average path length through the box

was assumed to be about 115 cm for both neutrons and gamma rays. With these assumptions, the

e_timated reduction in neutron tlux would be about 38%, while the reduction in the number of

gamma rays reaching the detector arrays would be about 21%, The gamma-ray detection rate in

the. presence of these materials would theretbre be approximately 49% wf the values listed in

'l?able XXIV. The initial interrogation time required would increase from the 1 - 2 rain indicated in

Table XXV to between 2 and 4 rain, and the interrogation time necessary fin' imaging would

increase to about 6 - 11 rain. With the improved spatial resolution assumed in Table XXVII, the

imaging time would be about 4 - 8 rain.

In these examples, the effects of neutron and gamma-ray attenuation in materials surrounding

t,he explosive are considerable, but they probably de not make l_he system inviable fbr certain

applications. With a known composition and distribution of materials, it is a fhirly simple matter to

estimate how much additional time must be spent to adequately interrogate each object. In

practice, of course, ii' the composition and distribution of the materials in an object were known, its

interrogation would be unnecessary. In thct, the actual composition could be very different from

that which has been assumed in the examples considered above, Common aggregations vi'

materials such as copper, iron, polyethylene, wax, and water are very effective attenuators of thst

neutrons, while materials having a high atomic mass number (such as iron, copper, lead, and

bismuth) could be very etTective attenuators 0f the gammtt rays emitted from an explosive. Ira

combination of these materials were to surround an explosive, it is possible that the explosive could

be very effectively shielded from detection by a system like the NDP. Fortunately, the NDP system

should be capable ot' identi(ying the presence of significant masses ot' these shielding materials by

detecting the gamma rays that would be emitted from them in thst-neutron interactions. For

example, ii, in the scenario described in See. V.F., a typical automobile battery were to be placed

between the neutron-generator target and the 10-lh explosive, the neutron tlux reaching the

explosive would be significantly reduced. Likewise, ii' the battery were to be placed between the

explosive and one of the detector arrays, the effect would be to significantly attenuate the gamma

rays (emitted from the explosive) that would otherwise have reached the detector array.

Calculations were perfbrmed in which the attenuation oi' neutrons and gamma rays was

estimated tbr penetration through a J.7-kg battery consisting of 9.5 kg o[' lead and 7.5 kg of a

solution of water and sulfuric acid. With the detection geometry illustrated in Fig. 43 for the

conceptual system, a single automobile battery would not be capable of silnultaneously shielding

both the explosive from neutrons and the detector arrays from the gamma rays emitted fl'om the

explosive, For this reason, two positions of the battery were considered in the analysis: one in

which the explosive would be shielded ft'ore exposure to the probing tlux of neutrons and another

position in which one of the detector arrays would be shielded from the gamma rays emitted from

the explosive. The dimensions of the battery were assumed to be 16 by 18 by 23 eta, and/br each

position considered, the orientation of the battery was assumed to be such that the 16-cm

dimension of the battery would be aligned with the direction traveled by the neutrons or gamma

rays being shielded. This orientation was chosen because it would cast the largest shadow and

would therefore be the orientation oi' thr: bat.to.rv thnt, ernlld ma,q! r'a..qi!y _b.ie!d the entire e::p!osive.

:, With this orientation of the battery, the lead plates inside the battery would be perpendicularly

-i '1
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oriented with respect to the trajectories of the neutrons and gamma rays being shielded, resulting
in more unifbrm attenuation.

The results of the calculations indicate that the battery would reduce the useful neutron flux

reaching the explosive to about 16% of the flux that would otherwise reach the explosive. The

calculations also Showed that ii' the battery were to shield a detector array from the gamma rays

emit, ted by the explosive, the number of gamma rays detected would be reduced to about 17% of

the number tlmt would otherwise be detected. In fact, because a single automobile battery would

not be capable of shielding more than a single detector array, the reduction in the galnma-ray

detection rate would be smaller than that which is suggested by the calculations.

[n this example, t;he shielding caused by the automobile battery would increase _he

interrogation times required to thoroughly interrogate tl?e box by a t'actor o{"up Lo about 6.5 over

_hose that were suggested it: the analyses presented in Sec. V,F. Thus, the initial interrogation

time necessary might increase to between 6 and 11. rain; the 90-:0 in:aging time with tile spatial

resolution of' the current, system migl:t range from 19 - 35 rain, and the imaging time with the

itnprovernents in spatial resolution assumed in the previous examples might be between 14 and

25 rain. While it may be argued that these results are still not prohibitive Ibr the application being

c,onsidered, it iu obvious that only a slightly greater cost and eftbrt on the part era terrorist would

be required to achieve essentially perfect shielding of the explosive. This could be accomplished by

surrounding the explosive with batteries or other shielding materials instead of using just the one

, battery that was assumed in the example considered here. Ii'urthermore, with the reduced rate of

detection of gamma rays c,mitted {'rem the explosive that would be caused by the presence of

shielding materials, it would be necessary to examine in closer detail whether an acceptable

signal-to-background ratio could be achieved. The ilnportant question here iu not whether the

explosive could be detected in a reasonable amount of time in the presence of countermeasures, but

rather it: is whether such shielding materials could be identified and localized by the system within

the same iriterrogat:ion time that would otherwise have been required to image the explosive ix: tl:e

absence of coui:termeasures. If' this were possible, then the infbrmation provided wauld constitute a

w:tluable diagnestic as to how to proceed with the interrogation of the box or the elimination of the

potet:tial thre_tt.

It: the case described above of the automobile battery, there are a number of very strong

ganlma-ray lines that inight be used to dci;ect t:he p2?osence of lead. In fact, some oi' the gamma

rays emitted by lead in t'ast-neutron reactions are many tin:es stronger than the strongest lines of

C, N, and O (a characteristic that may be of use in the detection of explosives such as lead azide

and lead styphnate). Unfortunately, the strongest gamma-ray lines of' lead appear at relatively low

energy and would thereti)re be superimposed upon a larger Coml_ton continuun:, which might

malic them dit:'l'ictdt to use. On the positive side, these gamma rays are fairly close to each other ix:

energy and would probably appear in gamma-ray spectra as atdistinctively broad and irregularly

shaped pt;ak. For larger masses, there can be little doubt that detection would be a silnple matter.

For now, the question iu whether at: autmnobile battery could be detected within the same time

th :.it would Io,:,tee,:,ss ary to d,:et.eet a ] (_-110,>xpl:mi v_-,i_: t.b.('.!})s,-meo c,f"elm n t;o.m__.nm__'(,g:rPho

estimated gamma-ray detection rates for a single battery, listed ix: Table XXVIII, suggest that even

a single atttomobile battery at the relatively large distance li'on: the neutron generator that has

e
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been assumed in this example would have a high probability of detection within the time thut,

would otherwise be required to detec, t the explosive in the baggery's absence.

i iii m - n, ii ! -

Table XXVIII. Estinaated counting rates fbr
the most prominent full-energy gamma-ray
peaks emitted ft'ore the leact in a typical
automobile bat, tery positioned in close
proximity to the explosive illustrated in
l.i'ig. 43.

(htmma-l_ay Energy Lead (s -l )
(MEV)

0.81. 8.6

0,89 4,8

0. c)9 1:3,0

1.06 9.5

] .77 1.8

2.62 2.,1

TOTAI_ 30,2'" '
i, ::, i i __ __ - ....... __ --

'Pal)le XXIV t"rom See. V F., which listed tile gmnma-ray detection rates for the most significant

lines of the C,, N, and O in it 10-1b explosive that would be expected in tile absence of neutron or

g'amnla-ray shielding is repeated below (as Tal)le XXIX) for con-lparison with Table XXVIII.

A comparison o[' Tables XXVIII and XXIX shows that even a single automobile battery, which

would constitut, e only it modest attempt to shield an c:xplosive, would llave ata identifiable signature

that may be many times stronger than that of' t,he explosive itself'. Cerl;ainly the 2.6-MEV g_:Jmlna

rays of lead w,mld be a usabh', signature tbr d(;tecting the presence of' the lead, and these gamma
[

rays alone are estimate.d to have a full-energy-peak detection rate that would be comparable to tile

sttnl o{' the detection rates of the rnost significant lines o[' the nitrogen contained in the explosive.

In addition, the oxygen content of the automobile battery would be about twice that o["the

explosive. Although this woukl be balanced by the selt'-attenuation ot' neutrons and gamma rays in

the bat;te,'y (which would l)e al)out ".),.5times greater than the self-shielding effect in t,he explosive),

the oxygen gamma-ray signals could certainly be expected to provide an additional strong

signature of the presence o1'the battery.

Assuming no improvement iu the spatial resolution o[' the conceptual system considered here

over that which is achievable with the current lab system, the time required to image the battery

on the basis oi" the signatures of its lead content alone would range between about 20 and 200 s,

depending ripen which gamma rays were used fi)r imaging. If ali of til(., most significant gamma

rays listed in "daNe XXVIII could be used, the, n the interrogation time required to image the lead
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Table _CtIX. Est:irnated counting rates for the full-energy gamma-ray peaks of
gamma rays enaitted fr(ml a 1 ()-lh mass ot" high explosive positioned as
illustrated in Fig. 43.

Gamma-Ray Carl)on (s 1 ) Nitrogen is 1 Oxygen (s "1)
Energy (MeVD 1

2.,31 ..... 1.8 ! --

K

o.2 ...... i
..... ;.......................... ] .......................

5.1 ...... 1.1. i --

(;.1 ;3 .............. 2.5
• I .............

' t ..... _ 0.76.32 ...... t
......................... l ..........

7.12 ............ 0.9
................... !

T()TAI, 5.2 2. a ,1.I
I ...- ........ ! __ , _ .....,...........

at the 90-10 confidence level might, be ils short ils 20 s, whm'cas ii'(_nly the 2.6-MEV line we.re to I_e

used, tlm imaging tilne wot_ld be closer Io 200 s. 'l'h_,s¢, are sla_rtc, l"i_t,err¢_gatti¢_ times tllan the

180- to 325-s interrog',ttion times tl_at, were e:siim_tted to 1_¢,r_,quil'ed I._ dci ect the 10-ll_ explosive ill

the absence of shielding materials. This is zt very importanl aspect _t' the system's l)ertbrma_lce

because intbrmation regarding the presence of shielding materiltls would be crucial to the

interpretation of the interrogation results ;_nd would provide a_ extremely valuat31e diagnostic as

to how much additional tilne would be required I,o adeqtlately interrogate any shielded volumes of

space. OI' cmtrse, the ability of the system t,o reveal the, manner in which shielding materials are

distributed would also be a very useful diagm_stic as to wheth('r shielded volumes of space could be

interrogated more eft_ctively ft'ore a diffe, rent t3erspective.

As was noted at the beginning of this section, the discussion t,hat has just been presented is

based upon very simple inodels and assumptions about the materials that might surround the

explosive in each of the scenarios considered in Sees. V.C, - V.F. Nevertheless, the results of the

analyses upon which the discussion was based suggest that while materials surrounding an

explosive may effectively shield it fi'om being direcdy detected, there is reason to believe that such

countermeasures could themselves be detected by a system based on the associated alpha particle

tecbaique. Not only would _l_e detection of such potential countermeasures result in lnore deta'_ed

scrutiny of any object within whic[: they are detected, but the imaging that an associated alph

particle system could provide of stfielding materials would provide information important to either

the further interrogation of the object being examined or to the determination of *he best means oi"

eliminating 'he possible threat. As is the ca_e with the detection of explosives, i+ J the detection of

the threshoid mass of shielding material that will be the limiting parameter ii" ' vstem's

performance, since larger masses will be read'ly detected and smaller masses will be less effective.
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is another possibly significant effiect 0f

materials surrounding an explosive that wi_: be considered here. As the 14-MEV neutrons pc.uetrate

through increasing thicknesses of material, the number that have not reacted with the materials

through which they have passed (referred to here as primary neutrons) drops exponentially. In

most of the fast-neutron reactions that occur, incident neutrons will be scattered either elastically

or inelastically, as illustrated in Fig. 45. (The elastically or inelastically scattered neutrons, as a

group, will be referred to in the remainder of the discussion as secondary neutrons.) Thus, the

number of secondary neutrons can be expected t_ increase exponentially as the ntTmber of primary

neutrons decreases. Because the secondary neutrons often remain quite energetic even afl.er

multiple reactions, their reaction cross sections are comparable to those of the primary neutrons,

Therefore, as the probing flux of primary neutrons penetrates to increasing depths, an increasing

fraction of the gamma rays detected can be expected to originate from reactions that are induced

by secondary neutrons. Un fbrtunately, the traj_ctories of these neutrons are not uniquely

_,-Ray
Detector

__ _ Ta rg at j__?"_\

Fig. 45. Illustration of the effect of secondary-neutron interactions. A primary l_,eutron (n e) is emitted
from the STWG target and scatters from a nucleus in the interrogation volume at position A. The

scattered neutron (n 1) subsequently scatters from another n,ueletts at position B 1. There is no way,
however, for th,e NDP system to correctly identify the point of interaction of the scattered neutron

because its trajectory is unknown. The gamma ray emitted from B 1 is indistinguishable from one
that might have been emitted from B 2, for example. Th.e NDP system will, in any case, map the
position of the secondary neutron interaction to a point (B) alo1_g the trajectory of the ilzitially
emitted neutron, corresponding to the sum of the primat:y and secondary neutrons' times of flight.
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correlated with the known trajectories of the primary neutrons, so the locations of the

gamma-ray-producing reactions of the secondary neutrons cannot be identified in the same way

that the reaction sites of' the primary neutrons are determined. Gainma rays emitted as a result of

the interactions of the primary neutrons are not distinguis table from those that are emitted in

reactions that involve secondary neutrons, with the exception that some of the secondarily emitted

gamma rays will be mapped to radml coordinates that clearly fall outside the volume of the object

being interrogated. A gamma ray emitted in a reaction that involves a secondary neutron and that

is detected within the coincidence window oi' the data acquisition system will therefore be mapped

to the position in space that tlm corresponding primary neutron would have occupied had it

continued on irs initial trajectory fbr the measured TOF. Gamlna rays origina_Ang from

secondary-neutron reactions can theretbre be expected to constitute an ever-increasing source of

background with increasing thicknesses of material to be interrogated. In other words, the

signal-to-background ratio of the image can be expected to decrease as the thickness of"material

penetrated by the neutron probe increases. Because the only discernable difference between

gamma rays originating from primary-neutron-induced reactions and those originating from

secondary-neutron-induced reactions would be in their times of dct,ection, the only l)ossibility that

currently exists to discriminate between tl,ese gamma-ray signals is to reject those signals that are

clearly mapped to positions outside the object that is being interrogated. This, however, will

usually allow only a/Yacc;tm of"the total number .:)f secondary- neutron-induced gamma rays to be

rejected. In the next section, an alternative conceptual design will be described that should be

effective in significant;ly reducing the background signals associated with secondary neutrons. For

the tnoment, a heuristic analysis of' the significance of secondary-neutron-induced gamma-ray

background effects will be presented tbr the examples that were considered in Sees. V.C. - V.F.,
and earliur in ,<Ic,c. V.(Tl.

The expect/:d m,:_.ii_ft'ce path of I.d..MeV neutrons would be about 70 cm in the material

(3.5% 1I l)v. weight wi_h a combination of' C,, N, and O to give a total mass density of about

0.18 i,,/cm:_) assumed to ._urround the explosive in the previous examples in which an explosive was

' ' " ,_' about 30% oi' the neutrons entering the sltitcase could beconcealed within a suitc,t, c. Thus,

expected to interact prior t,o escaping. The trajectories of secondary neutrons would not be

isotropically distri/mted, but ratber would be biased in the directions corresponding to the

trajectories of the pri_nary neutrons. In the first orientation of the suitcase considered, the average

thickness of material that a s,econdary neutron would have to traverse before passing out of the

suitcase might therefbre be about 12 - 15 eta. If' the average thickness of material traversed by

secondary neutrons were 1_5cm and if the mean t'ree path of the secondary neutrons were the same

as that of the primary neutrons, then about 20% of the secondary neutrons (about 6% of the

primary neutron flux) could be expected to react with nuclei in the suitcase. (Following this line of

reasoning, the ratio ot' the number of tertiary-neutrino, interactions to the number of

primary-neutron interactions within the suitcase would probably be less than 1%.) Assuming that

the rate of gamma-ray production would be essentially the same for secondary neutrons as it would

be tbr primary neutrons, the background signal rate attributable in this example to secondary

neutrons would be about 6% of the gamma-ray signal rate associated with primary neutrons. This

background would usually be concentrated in the region of the C and O lines because of the organic

r
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In the second orientation of the suitcase, about 50% of the neutrons entering tlm suitcase

would react with the contents of the suitcase prior to escaping. If the average thiclmess of' material

traversed by secol_dary neutrons in this example were about 25 cre, and assuming the mean free

path of the secondary neutrons would be the same as that of' the primary neutrons, then about 30%

oi"the secondary neutrons (about 15% of the primary neutron flux) could be expected to react

within the suitcase. Again assuming that the rate of gamma-ray production is essentially the same

for the primary and secondary groups of neutrons, the background signal rate estimated to be

attributable to secondary neutrons would be about 15% of the signal rate associated with the

primary neutron flux.

Some of th(-_se Fam_aa ray signals could certgtinly be rejected because of' their late time of

detection, but the point here is not to provide a precise estimate of the effect of secondary-neutron

interactions, but rather to illustr;_te that {,he signal-to-background ratio (S/B) may be significantly

degraded with increasing depth and to suggest thnt this is a t)otentially significant effect that

should be ex_tmizmd in greater detail.

For t.h(_example of the 10-lh explosive concc'_ded in the 4- by 4- by 4-ft box, the explosive was

assunled to be surroufld(,d by iron with n mc,nn density of 0,15 g/Chi3. The mean ft'ce path of

1.4-MeV neutrons in this material would b(.;abmlt 240 cre. About 40% of the priInary neutron tlux

might tller(dbr(._ I)e ext)(w,t(_d to irlteract within t.he I)ox. Assuming that the average thicknes;s of

nl_ll,eri_ll l.r'llvcvse(l I)y scc()ndary neutrons would I)e only about 60 cre, then about 20% of the

s(_cor_(l:l_'yll(,utr()ils would react witliin the box. In ()th(.'r words, in this example, the number of

._;ec.olld_try-n(._utr(m-induc(,d bnckgvmlnd gamlna rays might be as much as 8% of the numb(,.r of

l)rinlary-tl(,utr,)_l-in(ltw.ed gamma rays d(_'tc'cted, although ;is in the l)revious examplel some ft'action

of th(_ I)acl_grotlt)d gammel rnys ('(mid be rejected on the basis of their times of tlight.

l',etbre concludi_lg this chapter, ii; must b(, emphnsized that the lasl discussion regarding the

potential et't'(_,cts()t"ITlullil)le n(,utron interacti(ms was highly subjective, and the calculations upon

which t,he discussio)_ was l)_lsed can only be considered to provide a crude representation of the

con|plic._lt(.,(l pllysic_il t)r()c(_ssc,s that; are iuvolved. Indeed, l)ecause there has been almost no

d(:v(,lopment to (t_'e of the imagc-l)rocessing techniques that would I)e applied to the data acquired

by a syst(ml such as the NDP, there is lit,tle basis tbr determining what an acceptable background

rate would be and wheth(.'r the rates that this analysis suggests might be possible would prevent

l,h(_system ft'ore eftbctively detecting explosives. Although more detailed modeling of these effects

is beyond the scope of' the current evaluation program, it seems to be clear that consideration of

these effects should be a part of future evaluations and shoulci also play a part in consideration of'

the range of applications to which the associated alpha particle technique could be usefhlly applied.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The NDP system demonstrates the feasibility of using systems based on the associated alpha

particle technique in applicat.ions such as explosive detection. However, the current laboratory

prototype suffers from many shortcomings and limitations that make it impractical for such

applications. Various improvements are recommended here for each component of the current

system's design to make the system more useful for realistic applications. These improvements
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generally address three aspects of the system's performance: efficiency, spatial resolution, and data

handling and analysis. Also suggested are areas where further research and development efforts

should be committed, and some applications to which the associated alpha particle technique may
be best suited.

A. Neutron Generator

Obviously, the neutron generator is central to the associated tdpha particle technique. The
design and capabilities of' the neutron generator are major factors in determining the overall

performance of the system. To be practical, an associated alpha particle system such as the NDP

must offer reliability, a continuous neutron output rate between about 5(1.07) and 1(108) n/s, and

(depending upon the alpha-particle detection geometry) a l)(,am-spot size no larger than about

1 - 2 inm, FWHM. A neutron-output rate in the range (._'5(107) to 1.(10s) n/s is required it'

interrogations are to be completed in a reasonable amount of time, while tlm constraint on

beam-spot size arises because of the spatial resolution that is likely t() be required in practical

applications. Additional desirable qualities would include simplicity of design, case of use,

compactness, and low (:()st. Unibrtunately, there is probably no existing system that satisfies all ()t'

these needs, although different subsets of these qualities are ot_i?.red by a number of existing

lleutron generators.

While the NI)P system's STNG does enjoy a number of desir_,bh; characteristics, such as small

(_2 mm, FWHM) beam-spot size, compactness, sinlplicity of design, case of use, and rel;ttively low

cost, its ability to reliably provide a continuous output in the range of 5(1071 to 1(10 s) n/s has not

been demonstrated. During the ewfluation, the perlbrmance of the STNG was tbund to be

adequately reliaMe when operated at low neutroi>outlmt rates [-:{/105 )1, but a significant

reduction in its neutron-output rate was obserw_'d after about 300 - 4()0 h of operation. This was

probably caused by contamination of the target by materials stmtt,('rt_'d t'r(,m other surfaces that arc,

exposed to ion bombardnmnt. (lt should be noted that this system's STN(I was presunlably

operated for some large nunlber of hours prior to its shipm,_,nt t,o l,os Alamos. _ Despite this

generally reliable pertbrmarme, however, there is good reason to believe that when the generator is

operated at the high neutron outputs required for practical applications, the lifetime ot' the

generator would be prohibitively shortened.

Active mechaiaisms such as a rotating target or closed-loop water or freon cooling will probably

be necessary to dissipate enougtl heat from the target to provide both reliable imutron-output rate

in the range between 5(107) and 1(108) n/s and a beam spot of between 1 and 2 mm. Whereas heat

is dissipated from the target in the present system through the high.-conductivity copper post upon

which it is mounted, the bean>spot power density of a practical sy'.stem would be 2 - 3 orders of

magnitude greater than that of the present system, and a passive heat sink such as the copper

post would probably not provide target cooling adequate to prevent damage. Because of the need to

increase the neutron-output rate while minimizing beam-spot size, neutron-generator developrnent

should be emphasized in short-term system-developInent effbrts. While tche need for more eft?ctive

target cooling will certainly add somewhat to the cost, complexity, and size of the neutron

generator, the technologies for target rotation and liquid cooling are well-developed and probably

do not represent a large obstacle to the creation of a practical full-scale system.
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B. Alpha-Particle Detection ,,i,:V,tD.eltection Geometry
t

Effects related to the l)eam-sl)ot .@_epl,ay the most important roh: irl determining how

accurately neutron trajectories are measured in the NDP system, and this is likely to be true of

future systems as well. Although this provides _,he motivation to contirme efforts to minimize the

beam-spot size, considerations of heat transt'(:r ft'ore the target; will limit the improvementl', ihat

can be made in this regard. As was shown in See, IV, however, the present laboratory prototype

also sufl'c, rs from other facto)'s that significantly degr_tde the spatial resolution. In the dimensions

imaged by the MCP, lh(: most significant of these (other that_ that which lllay I:)e attributed to (,ht:

size of the beam spot) apl)ears t()I.)e related {o l.he l)OOr c()upling oi"the ilnage of the ZnS(Ag)

scintillator screen to (.lit: MCP. To nlitlimize these el'li:ct:s, the (h:sigr_ and ge()metry of the

alpha-palrtich: detector sh()uld I)e revi(,wed atn(l nl()(lit?ed.

The re-(:v_lluation ()f th(_ d(,t(:ct()r's design shollld l)egin with _l r_'c()nsider_ition of"(,lle origin_ll

n)otivation fbr flu, alph_t.-partich_ d(,t(,ct()r':_ l._res(,)lt design, wl_ich was ost,(>'nsil:)lyI)ased on lh(, )u'ed

l() acl)iev(_.: good (i)1)e)"('s()luii())). Acc())'ding to )l r(,l)())'t l)y ('.('.(_.,'; til(, M(',I ) would )i()t I)(_c'_II)_tl)l(!()I"

l)r()vidi))g st|it_tl)l(, (.i)l_i)q_,_sig,_als _l( lh(.' atli)il:t-p_trt.icl(_ det.(ycti())l )'at.('s (>Xl)(,('((,(lin )))()st. _ippli(,:ili()ns
l)(:cat_s(, ()I"t.l)e small v_tlue ()f lh(,, :t)_()(h, curr(,)_( _t,,'_til:tI)l(,.lt is w(,ll l,_)mw)_,l_mv(.:ve)', l.i_t(, tl)e

M(_l"s (h',_iILn l)r()vid('s it, with very g()()d (i)ning (,l)_l'_(:((_)'isl,i(:s, _nd t.h(_ M('.l)'s m_t)It)l'actt_)'(!r (ITT

I",I¢(tr()-()l)(.ics) )'(,ll,rs (:t_s(()nmr._ t()¢_ p_q)(._rII I)y W.( ',. McMull_n (,t al., in ,vhicl_ 5()()-ps time
)'('sl)fiction (I,'WIIM) w:_s (h,m())_s()'at(,(l with ¢_n M(',I ) :_Im()s( i,h,nIic:_l t()th(., _)n(_us(,(l i)_ th(, NI)l )

syst(,m. \Vl_(,r(':_s lh(,)'_., _)'(, :t numb(,)" ()I' r(_s()ns wl_y it, w()t)ld n()t I)(, I))'_(:(ic_I t()_,l)(._in ti)n(,

sign_tls t')'on) tl_(' r(,sisliv(, _tn()(h' ()f lh(, M(',I', this l.);tl)(,r sugl-(,sts lh:lt will', at very siml)l(_ ci)'(.'t)i(,

(.imi_g sign_tls ('()t_Id i)(. ()l)(_tin(,(l i')'()m rho (l'_lllSi(',lll, l)()sil.iv(' v()li:_g(, ti;;_t d(".'elops :u:)'()ss l.i')('l:tst ()I'

(i_(' (.l_)'('('M(?l)s (hal _t)'('cascaded i)_ (hl" ITT M()(h'l l",ll 4('; NI('.I), 'l'l_er(, is m) al)p;_rt_nt red,sun wI_y

this w(n_l(l )n)t w())'k i)_ (,l_(:NI)I ) :_pl)licati()n, ats li]is :_l)l))'()_t(:I_w()uld have an i))significan(. ('l'I'(,ct

ul)()n lI_e M(.'.l)'s l)(,)'li))'m_tnc(, (,x'('n _t(. t.l_e d(,t(_cti())) )'_tl.('sanl.icipa_((_d in l))'_('.(ica] _tl)plicati()ns. I(.

w;ts sl_()wn in 5-;(,c. IV (.l);)l tl_t, (imi)_g t))_c(,)'la)int.y atss()cia_l:(,dwith the NaI(TI)dt,l(:ct()r (lo)ninal.es

tlm l)r(.!:st:nt sys(t,m's (.im(_r('s()luti()n. Tht:)'t,f())'(,, t_s(, ()I"(:lm M(',I ) for timing would not result in :t

gre_t improv(,mc')tt it_ (he s3'st('m's over, til tim(, )'(:s()lulio_. lt w()uld, h()w('ver, result in n

signific_tn(, i)np)'()v(:nm[_t i_) (.l_(:system's spatial r(,s()lul.i()n it' lh(.! l)r(:_s(,_H:,sys(:(,m'(.: _'uriib(_)'s()m(:

()pl.its could l)(: siml)lifi(:d and in_pr()v(.'d by eliminating t.h{_mirror and by eithei:' im i))'ovir_g o)'

(_limir_at.ing the t'ocusi_g of the lens, since th(:se comp()nents atppear t.o degrade the cu)'l'ent syslem's

pe)'f'ormance.

In the NDP system, the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen was reduced through a lens to the same

size as the MCP's active area. If the MCP could be used fbr timing purposes, the need tbr the

mirror could be eliminated, but it would still be necessary to match the size of the ZnS(Ag) image

to the active diameter of the MCP. If" a lens were still to be used tbr this purpose, the focusing
mechanism should be designed very caretgtlly. Particular care should be taken in the choice of the

lens t.o be used and how it is coupled to the MCP. In addition, the focusing mechanism should be

l easily adjustable. To meet these needs, the focusing mechanism may require a compound lens anda suitable aperture as is found in a camera's focusing mechanism. It is not likely that a simple lens

like the one in the present system will provide adequate resolution.
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Another alternative would be to eliminate the lens from the system completely. This could be

achieved either by proximity fbcusing of the ZnS(Ag) image onto the MCP (which would restrict the

size oi' the interrogation vohJme to the solid angle subtended at tile STNG target by the MCP) oi"

, by coupling one or more MCPs to the ZnS(Ag) screen via coherent bundles of optical fibers. For the

present system, this latter technique would require about three MCPs like the one presently used

to cover the entire area of the ZnS(Ag) screen. Another option that should be considered would be

to replace the ZnS(Ag) screeri with a fi_ce plate (if scintillating fibers, again fiber-optically
connected with one or more MCPs.

There are obviously a number oi' possibilities tbr the ultimate design of the alpha-particle

detector, and each design has its own advantages and disadvantages with respect to the others,

Because of the ditlbrent rcqliircmcnts of tile many potential apl_lications of a system such as It<

NIIP, tile final choice tbr the design ot"the alpha-particle detector will depend on each system's

illt.(;nded applicatiori, TIw. fimtors that will affect the design most. will bc c()nsiderations ot"the,

)'(:quir¢,d spatial )'esolution, the solid angh; that mtist be covered by the interrogation volume, _lnd

the tirlte that will l)e allowed tbr tlm ititerrogation (because this will deterinine the alpha-particle,

cotlnting rat;e iii the MC1}I. For eXaml)lo, a simple w_ly to iml)rove the spatial resolution ai]d rr;dues

l,lic_chance coincidence rate of the system is to movt! the ZnS(Ag) screen lilrther from the neutron

gt'lWl'ill,or's t,ai'gO{.. Tills i'(;di.lcos the solid _ingle subteilded at the scirll,illator by the be;am spot,

t lieret>y rotlUCilll4 the tlllC(,r{.ailll.,y iii (.Iii' llOUtl'olls' nl(,aStll'od l,raj(!clx.lries, l,ikewise, lllovillg l,}lt;

sc.iill,ill:il,or farther t'rl)lll the lit}ul, roll gelieratol"S flit'get would l'(!duce tile alpha-parl, iele del,ocl,ioii

I'al.t, iii (',aC,li M(?I _ li<!CtillSO olieh MI.',P would tliell view ii Slllllller solid angle ilbout the l, lll'gOt. Iii

t,ltch clise, howi_vcr, t.o t'Xlllt.illut, i;(i c'.ovoc a fixed int;errogtil, iOll volt.lille, i;hiJ ill'ell ()t' l_ho scinl,ill;ll.or

,scl'{!{_ll would ill(_'l't.'iist' _is l, lit, Stltlare of lhc di:',tanct! I)etwc'en the scintillal.or and the IT(li.itr(iii

gt,.ilcl'ill.or's i,ai'lgt;t. In tills iliSl,allCO, lhc ill.illiber of M(IPs required to view the entire screen would

ii/;c(,sS_ll'ily illcrt,_lsl, til. the s_lnio rlite. This h_is obvious coliscqti(;nccs iri both cost lilld con_plexity.

(',. Alpha-Particle Scintillator

l!htc_iuse the start sigllals tbr the 'FOF Ineastll'enlellts (which give !';he radial spatial coordinate

of l;lie gjalilllla-rliy-lJi'()ducillg ill;til, rcn interactions) originate with the emission of light from the

scintillator, this sciritilllt/,or should llaturall': l)(; chosen to be as fast: as possible. But because the

scintillator is incorporated into the STNG, which must be baked at a high temperature to obtain a

good w:lcuum, the scintillator must also be capable of withstal]ding such heat. Untbrt;ulmtely,

although organic scintillatoors are typically very fast (-1- to 4-ns decay colistant), the tenlperature

al; which they become soft or begin to melt is very low (-75 - 100 °C), arid they cannot survive the

temperatures of tube bakeout, which may be tip to several hundred degrees. Tlm only

i alpha-particle scintillators that arc capable of withstanding temperatures of several hundred
degrees or more are inorganic crystals, and of these, ZnS(Ag) has nearly tile highest melting point

(1850 °C). In addition, ZnS(Ag) is known for its high scintillation efficiency (~17%), but it has a

relatively long main decay constant of about 200 ns. The only other sciptillator that may perform

better is ZnO(Ga), which has a melting point of 1.975°C ap_d a main decay constant of 1.5 ns

(comparable to very fast ' " ' w,m_ givir, g a ,,E,,_ output ........ ,. of Zn,q(Ar,"l lightpis,sues:, , ',- _:_i.4. t.l_,,t, is abou.t 2C1% . ..

output. This light output is probably adequate if other aspects of the scintillator's performance arc

suitable (little afterglow, suitable grain size). Although there have been no deficiencies attributed
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to the relatively slow response of ZnS(Ag) during the ewdutttion progn'am, ZnO(Ga) should be

considered in this application.

Regardless of the scintillator used ill fl.lttll'e systems, great care should be taken to ensure that

t,he scinl;illal;or's thickness is unifi)rm over Llm entire scintillation screen ao that the system's

response will be uniform over the entire interrogation volume. [n addition, Llm scintillator's
r" -) "SLl_iekness (grain size in the c'._lseof ZnS(Ag) or Zn(((:,a)) should be on the. order of the alpha

p_trLicles' range (at mnxirnum energy) Lomaintain high et'ficieney while allowing mir_imuni

dispersion of light withitl the scintillator it,self. Iii'or ZnS(Ag), the grain size should probably be

chosen Lt)lm. bet.wt;en all)oul: 8 and ii0 ttm.] IAkewi,_e, to minimize light dispersion and to produce

1;l_(_sharpcsl im_tgc possible, l.he plastic, subsLral,e upoll wllich the scint.illator is del)osiLed should be

as t.llin as possil)le atncl m_ttch Lhc rel'ract:ive index oi'the :,n,.__e_gJ scintillaI;or.

I). Microchannel Plate (MCP) Detector and Position Computer

The M(?I' IWt)vicles very Vood spirt,iii resolul, ion (current.ly ;twtil:tble MCPs otTer resolution as

t'illO _lS;_() ,Hill) ;tlld vt!ry good t,imint- _ _p+tl>ilit]es (_(.),5 ns), wlaich ,sake ii, attract, lye tbr tl+is

all_I_1it;li io_l. N_JI,oil ly v,,ill t,he d_,t,ect,i_n of explosiv¢'s azld ot,l._r toni, riband mat+crisis depet:Ld ttpol!

l,ll_! .,-;y:;i,_,[n',,-;_,tlcr<y _tllc.l_l.utt,i;ll resolul, ion, lint. ii, will all,'qodeln_nd, on I,he system's _tl)ilil,y 1,o

;w('ur_tl.ely me;tsurc the matss ()t' e:w]_ tqemenl, (lel.ecl,(,d. P,ec_tttMe t,]lese matsses are meastired by

(:(_t_t.i_.,, lhc i_t_,]_l_(,r{_l"ggltllllllll l'ilys c]_tract, el'isl, ic of (_tch elelnent that, are detect.cd, it, is very

iI_ln_Clanl, l.ll_tl,lJ_e syst, em should I_:tve insignil]c_nt, (lead-time I()sses, or that these losses l)e

:uwt_ra_tt'ly km_w_ _ti_(ls_:tll ('_(_ti,_,l_t.t_adlow inl.t,rrog_l;it)_s i,o I_e c(_ml)lett!d wit, lain the time

ct_sl l':_inl s ,,I"ll_(, _tl)plic:tl.io_, While the t_ee(l tbr reasontflfl(, intc, rrogat:ion times in most practical

;tpl,lic;tlit_l_S _t' t,]](_,,;ysl,(,n_will require high lWul.rol_-out,ptzt r;ttcs on the order ot'5(1.07) to

1(1()"_}n/s I:_)<l henct, I]igh rad,es til"lmsit,ion-sensitive _ll)h_t-l)arl, icle defect,ion), 'the l)rese_]L system

is s_,verely l i_nited I>y the Imsil.iol] computer's low count, ii_g-ra/,e capabilit, y, This iu _t sil.,;nific_tnt

li_l,iI,_l,ion t,t)l.h(, _ysl.t,ln's l)(!vfmun:tnct_ _t_(.l viatfiliCy, l,',vei_ ii"5(107) l,, 1(10 s) n/s could be obl;ained

t'l'()nl [,lit} Iletl[,l'()ll _1,11(,1';11,()1", lhc' N1)P sysl,elll)S i)()sit, ion C()lllp'tll, er would I)e far ft'ore capal)le of

I_t_tlling l,}_('alph_t-I)_trl,icle dei,(:ct.im_ rqt.e.

Surt';_ce Scie_w.es l,admral,m'i_,.s (, SI,)is the ln'irna.ry Inan_t'acturer ()1"commercially awfilable

t)(_sil:ion con_putt.'rs al. this l,ime, and their Model 2,101. X-Y Posit,ion (3omputer is eucrently used in

t,l_e NI)P sysl,elll. While ft practical system will reqt_ire l,he MCP Le operate at al)out l - 5 MHz

(.d(;p(;nding upoli Lhc'.neutron-generator output rate, t;he solid angle to be covered by the

alpha-particle dete.c,l;Ol',and Lhc iltllllber o[' MCPs Lo be tlsed), dead-time signal losses wiLh this

positior_ comimter start to become signific.ant at about l0 kHz, Not only is this an unacceptably low

counting rate for practical applications, but it was also tbund to be unacceptable even for the

laboratory system which was operated at only about 1% oi' the neutron-output rate estimated to be

required for a practical system. (Be('._use of this, in fi!_ct, the signal losses described at the

beginning oi' See. V were not initially attributed to the position computer. These losses occurred at

such low counting rates that they were assu reed to be caused by solne malfunction within the

._vstam rat.hor t.hnn hy fh_, nm'mnl d,_-d-tin, e ef't?ets tlp,the p,,o;';",- com .... '.... *_'"",, . ...................................... _............ now appear to

have been responsible for these losses.) To accommodate th.e counting-rate requirements

anticipated for practical systems, several alternativ :s to the current alpha-particle detection
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system should be considered, including tile use of a thster position computer, the use of rnultiple

MCPs to view the scintillator screen, and tlm use of other position-sensitive alpha-particle detectors.

Although SSL currently offbrs a position computer that is thster than the Model 2401, there

are new products now available or soon to be available froln Ch('sal_eake Photon Sciences that may

provide siga_ificantly higher counting rates. Regardless ot"the position computer chosen, its

performance should be optimized for this application to maximize the couilting rate without

significantly degrading the system's overall spatial resolution. SpecifiCally, it should be possible to

achicive significant improvements in the counting rate in exchange tbr an acceptable degradation in
the MCP's position resolution. These improvements could be achieved in tw() ways: (1) by reducing

the voltage on the first MCP plate and (2)/)y short(;ning the charge-integration time of the posit, ion

computer. Both of these steps would degrade the system's position resolution somewhat, but as

long as the MCP's resolution is equal Lo or bet, tct than abou.t 0.5 mm, the , 'system s overall spatial

resolution will still be dominated by the size of' the neutrola gr.tic,,r',tt¢_"s target beam spot, and the

MCt s resolution will have little effect on the system s ovor_ll i)ertbvln_tnce. By optimizitig tlm

charge-sensitive anlt)lifier and tlie position comput,er's perfbrrn_tnc, e in this way, the counting rate

of the system may be improved by a factor of two or inm'e over tllat: whicll would otherwise be

achievable. Tlm expected upper limit tbr positi.n COmlmter l)erfi)rnlance is expected to be on the
order ot"1 - 1.5 MHz.

The other _ilt,ev_ative thnt should be considered is the use of' a dif'fevent type off

position-sensitivc_ alplaa-p_trticle detec.tor. Althougll other l.ypes of detectors have their own

lixI_itations, such _ts lhc:lr time resolutiota, cost, complexity, _tnd reliability, tiwri; are a nttmlmr of

options t,hat merit further c(msider_ttioll. S(_nle of these alterllal, iv(,s j tlclude tlm use of a PIN diode

;lI'r_Ayor ;.til ;.trrily of discrete scintill_d,ors (perhaps scintill_tting fibers)connected to either a single

multi-anode or resisl;ive-anode PMT, or to multiple individual l'Mq's. Although the use of ;t single

multianode I'MT with multil)h.' scintillators Ims the advantage _f' simplicity, compactness, _tlld

relatively lower cost, the use of multiph:, individual I_MTs has t,ht.' adw, tntage of' faster timing and

lligher counting-r;lte cal)ability. Of course, there are lllany vatriatiolls that may be made with

respect t.o the type and number of sciatillators and PMq's that may be used, and there ave other

types of position-sensitive, detectors that may be viable. This applic_ttion's reqnirements will

challenge dit'tL,rent asi.)ects of each alternative's capabilities. The filml choice, for the all)lm-particle

detector will therefbre be a complicated mattc,,r and may involve various compromises; this choice

should :,ake a high priority in turther development el'fin'ts.

E. Gamma-Ray Detectors

dust as the MCP should be used to resolve three spatial dimensions, the role of"the system's

gamma-ray detectors is to resolve both the radial position (in conjunction with the MCP) and the

energy dimension of the detected gamma rays, each oi' which is central to the sy:_tem,'s overall

perfbrmance. While the time resolution of the gamma-ray detectors is significant in determining

the systein's overall spatial resolution in the radial dimension, the energy resolution of the
1 J J 1 O 1 -J 1 {'O a . ._1 .... ._ .... 1-, -1._'121.-..I _ ._.l_.-a-2P-. J.l-- _1 ...... .t._ J-1-.-_,./-

_i:llllIllLt-l'_..ly U.t3bt2CbOl'b IIV..I.IS i:t IU.IIU,_I.IIIUIIU_.ll t_llt2t3t, O11 bll_ _y,'Jb_lll D _:tl,.JlllbJ/ Do tttt_/llbllv V UtlU Utt31ttt.:Jllu_ bitctb

are present in the interrogation volume. In addition, other features ot' the gamma-ray detectors'

response (such as the full-energy peak-to-Compton-continuum ratio and the peak- to-escape ratio)
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will also affect the system's ability to interpret tlm gamma-ray energy spectra. To choose a

gamma-ray detector for the systmn, it will therefore be necessary to balance considerations ef time

resolt,.tion and energy response. The relative importance of each will depend upon the particular

application and upon the software available for unfb!ding of the gamma-ray-energy spectra. Added

to this will obviously be consideration of' the cost, which is influenced not only by the type of'

detector chosen, but also by detector size and the solid angle covered (which will determine the
numbc, r of detectors and associated electronics).

In the present laboratory prototype, the greatest contri/mtion to the system's overall timir_g

uncertainty arises from the time jitter oi' the Nai(T1) detector's PMT and (to a lesser extent) the

jitter associated with the large volume of the detector. Although the 2.1-ns time resolution of the

Halnainatsu R1250 PMT is good tbr a PMT with such a large diameter, a smaller-diameter PMT

would be capable of providing significantly better time resolution. Three-in.-diam PMTs could be

used with 5-in. scintillator crystals by using commercially available Lucite light guides. This would

significat,tly improve the system's tin le resolution, while preserving the advantages it: eilergy

response and el'ficiency afforded by t,hc_,large ctetec,tors.

The overall time rcsoluti(m could also be significantly improved by using a scintillator witll a

shori,er decay constant, sttch as Bag2, which is intrinsically much faster than NaI(TI). Iii'Bali' 2 were
to be used in _t system i,lste_td ¢,,1'Nail'.Pl), and ii" small, fast PM'Ps were used, it should be possibh_

t() improve the system's overall time resolution to 1 ns (~5 cre) COlnparcd with t.he t)rt'_sent system's

2.3-ns tiine-.resolt;titm caped)i lily (_i12 cre). This would be done _Lta cost et' slightly poorer enc}rgy

res(_lution in I_,aF., _ls ct)mpared with NaI(TI) (because of BaFe's lower light etltpUt) and a

significant int',reltsc ill price [Bag 2 costs sevend times more than NaI(TI)]. Although, the cost weuld

ht} llltlch gl'oatt}r for a BaF2-based system, this cost w,)uld lmve to be weighed against the needs of

the al)plication tbr cnlumc, t_d spati_tl resolution. In some apl)licatiol_s , it may be desirable to use two

types of detec, tors so that both good timing and good energy resolution could be achieved by folding

the data from each type of detector togethc'r.

The lasL m@_r c,(msidc, ration t,hat must be made is with regard to the size of the detectors to be

used. I,arge detectors offer a number oi' advantagc's over smaller detectors. The photopeak

efficiency of large detectors is greater than that of smaller detectors because of their lower escape

probability. This makes the interpretatioll of large-detector gamma-ray spect:'a simpler than that

of the corresponding spectra obtained from smaller detectors. And while tile cost of the detectors'

larg, volume to the system's time resolution can be small if smaller-diameter (-3-in,-diam) PMTs

are used, large-volume detectors also offer a sigqificant potential cost advantage because fewer

PMTs, preamplifiers, amplifiers, and data acquisition channels are necessary to cover a fixed solid

angle than would be required ii' smaller detectors were used. It is therefbre recmnmended that

large-volume gamma-ray detectors be used in the system in conjunction with smaller-diameter
PMTs.

F. Detection Geometry and System Desil,m

'Pile associated-all)ha-particle technique is potentially quite versatile in that it, may be adapted

to a large nuxnt)er of different (tctection seen;trios. I'otential _tpplications include not only the
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detec'tion of explosives in suitcases and small packages, but, ;_lso the detection of explosives and

other contraband matdrials (such as drugs) in larger, irregularly shaped containers or spaces (such

as large boxes, atttOlnobile trunks and tires, and the walls of cargo containers or ships). Whereas

the interrogatim! time and energy resolution may be the most critical perfbrmance parameters in

some applications (such as l_he detection oi' bulk explosives in airline luggage), other applications

may not require such short inl:errogation times and may instead require very good spatial

resolution. The requirements of these applications can be accommodated thrmtgh the prol)er choice

of detect, ion geometry _md other operational pararneters such as the netttron-l_,enc_,rator output anlt

l:he WlX.'.and rmmber of detectors used.

[Pwo concepLual systelns wc',re considered and analyzed in Sue. V, but these cb,signs were by no

mt;_tns opl:inlized ti_r t,heir p_trticular applicat, ions and were only int, e,nded as exan_ples of t:he

pe,rti)rmanee thal; mivhl: be achievable with a full-scale system. I.;'urthermore, these sysl;ems are not

suit,able ti_r inll,ny applications. It was shown in Sec. V, for e.xamph;, tlmt detecl;ing a sheet

explosive wit:li either of tlmse two cortceptual systems would probably be dift_cull; because t,hese

syst, ems wouM blur tl_t; explosive's image, t,hereby reducing its apparent density and rendering it,

ilidist;inguislmble from surrounding nonext_losiw_' materi_tls. Au an example of how t,he system's

veometry may be _ldat)ted to u part:icular upplical.inn, Fig. 46 illusia'at.es how the spuLiul resolution

c()tlld l)e jml)roved :', _,,,:llieve lt Iligh shcet,-exl)losive del,ect, ion l'i|t,e wit, h a low rat,e. _.)t'I,tlse ;.llltl'lll.

O,reotion"_-_-__ of Motion

Neutron _-:__ _Generator ,:,_,_

3 :?)_

veyor

_ Belt
Linear

o_-Partir;le Neutrons
Detector Array l

Composite
Collimator

Fig. 46. A ccnceptu, al design, to improve the system's spatial resolu.tiolz, in, one dimen.siott and to
ntinin_izc, the background caused by th,e intcraclion.s o/'secon.dao, neu.tron.s.



Tlais could be done by coll imnCirig t;he probing neutron flux indc u nnrrow (perhaps 1-era-wide) f'nn

benin, ns illusCrnCed in the figure, NeC only would such a s,ysCeln provide enharmed spnCinl

resolution, hut it could Itlso enjoy Cho ndvnnCngo of rt lower west l.lnd conal)lexity becnuse (1) the

MCP cottld be l'eplnced by n linenr arrny of alphn-parCich, doCecLors; t:2) iC nlny bw possible Co relax

Ciae consCrMnD ell l,lae neui_l'on genernDor's bohm-spot size (which lnighC nlso shorCen Ciae

iut.errogttCiou time by Mlowil_g higher neuCron-ouCpuD rnCc,.sLo be used); nnd (3) fewer gammn-rny

dt.'tecCm's nmt t:heir nssucittCed t'lect, ronics would bf'. rc,tluired l.o etTocCivo,ly cover n lnrge solid nngle

;tl)tltlt Dhe oltjecC being ii_l,t,rrognl.¢;d, The lqy,,._Celnwmihl st:nn nn entire olzjecC eiflaer by moving iC

c(_ut.inumisly plu_l, the collilnat,ov at. a slow l'ItCeur l_y moving ii. in smltll, disc.reDo inc.renienCs 1)ast
{,lit, c(lllinl_lt.or,

'l'llis is ,itl._t.one vxi_u_llle _i' how DIle _h,sigli _t' :lh i_ssuci_tt.t,d nlphn pnrCicle sysl,ein ntighD be

wt,ll-t_lil(_rt,d i._J:t ll:trl.iclll;tr :ll_plic_t!,il_ll. Not. t,nl.v woul(I lt s vxtl,l_l such ns t.ho one dc,scril)ed _llmve

I_l't/vidt' l,illl_iiiced ,<;l_itilll res/llllCiun, licit ii: woilltl also illcr(,ltse the sigll_ll-i,o-lltic'.kgroulld r_il,io (,S/Bi

t_l' the .<;y,qt.elnlly t l i l'l,([tit'.illl_ the llllc.[i/.{rotll/(l ._ip_lllii_ {'l'lllll scw.tillditry lletll.,l'oll<qmnplled t,o enel1
"._;lict,"_f' lilt, oltjt,ci, Iu'tilt4 sclttllit"(] illld (2)rpcltic.iill4' the ciiltitiilil lit' l.he (_xplclsive's iillltQ,e (sinc.e nii of

llll' t.,'iiliilliii i'iiy,q (It'l,t'cl_!d \vlliil(t Iii, c(irisl.l'_iilit,([ l,tl flit, llllili(, cii' l.lie c.ollillliil,(ir). In nddil;ion,

itllil(itlt{ll li l_illl.{"t'i" i_li('i'r<,1411(i<lll l.iln(_ wtlul/l c'.l'rl.nirlly lit; rc'lttliro(I, t.ht, ii/(_l't;lisell S/13 would resulD iii

ii l_l.;ll ililt,i'i'lll_,;iil.i_lli liillt, ,qigllif]cliiit',y .<;lioi'l_,i" l,lllill lilt, l!l'l)tliic'.l, lit'lhc llUl/lller ()[' 1 -c',ill se_ltiOlaLs

;ill(i <_1'l.lil, iiill,i'l'_l_iilitlil t,illi(, llrttit,ctl,d l)ri,viuu:ly t't>i" ii ,,-;y.<d.t,lil l.ll_li, wmlld eXllliiillc Cho t_ilCil'e

,,I,.i<,ct:ii tj, tit,t,. I"iilltlly, tilt, :,;)'::,(,t!lll',% il/lil}_{illl_ tidt,lit,y (illill hft>llCt_ il,S i.)rol)nl)iliLy til' dt, t,ec,Cion _111(| r_iDo

i_f t]ll_;_' '<illii'lli i t'lliil(] tie l].l'iilli_iliclilly iilll_l'l_vl,_l lly inl.i,rl'_ll4ill.inl4 till <,ltiecl,['l'Oill lli'Cilo_'Oli_li

llt'r:,;lll'i'l ix'i'.<; '<llllt i'l'll,c,.',;,.Clll'l'(,]ill,illl_ lilt' tt_llll..

'l'llis t'X_lilit)lt' ;lilt] tilt' t'x:tlilllles _t' St'c. V sug/esl, ii ritlnlllt, r of w;lys iii which the, system's

_ll,,,,i/4ilIll,iv lit, _,f'l',.,ciivt,ly il(llllJlt_tl Iii pllrl.iC.illllr ill)pliclil, i_lils. Phere['(ll e, lt is obvious LbllD iri.

ih,.qil,;_iilll_,,ii l'tlll-scllll, .qy,qleill, c.lirel'til c0il,qidOl'i.il.iOll shoulcl l)c; l.,,ivell DeDhe I/retAil,u,til' opDinlizing Llle
Itt_t_lil_,ll'.V_ilil] _lllil'l' ([t',qigll I)_ti'illllt'l,i)l'S (.ii iiC.]lievc; fill' be,_l,l)l'rlill'lli_tnct, pos,_ible.

l;, Past l,otfic. UniD llud l)ill, ll Aequsition System

'l'lil, l'_isi I_l.ti_:liliii lisl,(l iii i.he N Iii' systenl slll)llld I_eredesigned Lo ennble the sysDein to
tJl)t,l'_t!..t,;tl. lii/h _,'()tlili,illg I'_tlx',<-;_tlld should p,oDbti ,ql:.pi/rl;t{ed['l'()ill tilt; resD of Lilt) dnDn-nequisii;ion

.qv,<;lx,ln.The logic/iilil, sllollld be:coiltl)ilied with Che d_lCa-_./cquisiDiorisysColn irlDo _t sing'lo tlniL till.lC

ti>ll<>wsthe (',AMAC, sl.:;,ndnrd. Such _l s VSDel/l would be s;tiiDnble fbr hluldling nault,ipnrnnleCer dnDn

lilld ctliilnltiltic.(t{,iiib_ et'ticielat;ly Iii, high il.lJUC-Ol.iDptlLl'liCes with a t'asl,ooFrlpl.lCor,(]iVOll fill

ilt_llropritlt,e inl:ml,-oul:pul: controller, such iii sCnndl.irdizod system could nlso g'ronCly sinaplit_y t;ho
inl,(;rlTic,e Ill:Cweeli Cho d;iCn l.tc,quisiDion and i:lllalysis sysDem and Ciaecoincidence unit, c:oincidenco

g_.;iDes,I.ila(].{;lie A/I) C.()IIVOI'DOi'S['Of Dite eriergy, time, nnd poaitioil pilr{ullo'Dors lalO[iSul'ed by the

sysl:em, linen would be CransfL, rred C¢)Che computer via a DMA conDroller card which should bw

connected Lt)a VME bus, which is vow tTist:,



H. Display and Analysis Software

The element oi' the NDP systern that bears the greatest criticism is the display artd analysis

software. The greatest problem with the NDP system's software does not lie in tile large number of

utilities that either function improperly or do not function at all (although this is certainly an

important problem), but rather that the software's organization and architecture is inadequate and

unsuitable for this application, lgather than enumerating the various shortconaings o{' the present

system here, recommendations are made below as to the features that should be present in a

software package appropriate to the needs of this application. A description of the NDP's software

package can be fbund in App. A. This includes a tabulation of the utilities present in the NDP

software, as well as notes that indicate whether each utility f'unetions corre.ctly or not.

1. The sotLware should allow each parameter or groulJ of' parameters to be gated by any other

parameter or group of' parameters. Per example, jt should be possible to gate the energy

spectrum by a window in three-dimensional space so that the contents of an arbitrary

volume of space may be analyzed. The NDP's present software package only alh)ws the

energy spectrmn to be gated by either a window in the radial dimension (time) or by a

horizontally oriented rectanguhlr window.in the azimuthal dimensions (measured by the

MCP). One of the greatest strengths of tile associated-alpha-particle technique is its

potential ability Lo analyze tile elemental content of arbitrary volumes o[' sl)ace. 'Phe al)sence

of the ability to perfbrm this function represents a significant and unnecessary handicap on

the system's perfi)rmance. In addition, the system should not be constrained to the use of

horizontally orient:ed rectangular windows. There has beeil commercially awfilable sof'tware

capable of defining arbitrm'ily shaped windows tbr several years, _tnd such flexibility should

be available for this application.

2. The software should inchlde a Sol)histicated gamma-ray-spe.ctrum uniblding routine which

should incorporate a good model for the gamma-ray detectors' energy response. Such an

unlblding retttine is essential tbr interpreting gamma-ray spectra and identifying elements

ii1 the interrogation volume because a large number of elements will typically be present

and the ganlma-ray spectra will be very COlnplicated, making inturpretation of tile spect, ra

diii]cult witheut an unfolding routine. Tlm unlblding routine would increase tile system's

eflkmtive S/B by accurately discriminating the counts i_ _gamma-ray peaks from those in the

Compton continuum and also by mapping some of the counts in the first- and second-escape

peaks to the full photopeak energy instead of rejecting them as background. A system would

probably be ineffective without this type of a utility, and this utility is absolutely essential if

there is to be any automated analysis of elemental distribution as would be reqtlired to

detect contraband automatically.

3. The system should produce an isometric image of the co',tents oi' the interrogatio,1 'vohmae.

The operator should be able to adjust the perspective of the display (a feature that is
available in comInercial software packages), and the image should be _ated by any

combination of paramet:ers. In other words, the user should be able to view the content of'

arty volume of space by defining that volume and by choosing the g;llllllla-l'ay energies t;o be

displayed, In this manner, the' element, al distribution of nit;rogen in a given volume, for
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example, could be visualized by setting windows around the 2,3-MEV and 5,1..MEV regions of

" the energy st)ectrum, 'Pile image may be either blacl_-and-white with grey lew:ls

corresponding to the, number of phoi;ons detected in tile isometric projection or it may be. a

similar type ot"pseudocohn' disphty that would allow the visualization of the spatial

correlation of multiple elements simultaneously, There are a number of other similar

utilities common to imaging systems that should also be, aw.tilable.

4, The system should be able to cross-{3OlTelLt/o images formed from multiple interrogations

from different perspectives, This could significantly improve (_ll(:syst.',m's effective spatial

resolution and would be useful in instances where, tbr c',xaIllple, simple configurattions of

shielding mal,erials are present,,

5, Algorithms should be developed t,o _tutomat,icnlly deL.ect explosives and other conl;rnband

maW, rials, as well as potential counterrneltsttres. This algorithm should be based on the

physical ch_tracterist, ics ofbot, h contraband al_d noncontrabnnd matt:rials, _s wt:li as the

c lutr_tcteristics of m;tterials that would be: eFt'ec,l,ive shields of ell;her neutrinos or gamt_la rays,

G. ,qigllil]cnnl, iml)r()vem(')/l,s l,o l,he sysl,em's I)('I'['()I'IIIIIIIC() llllly I)Uachieved l)y npplying

image-processing techlliques to l,llt,dat,a, Tl!es(:_ t,echl_i<lues, including various l,ypes of

Slml,iatl filters _tnd l)(ttten_ )'ecogtlit, ion algorithms, nlay be very (:t'{'ecl,ive in reveltling smaller

m_tsses ()t'coll(,r_ll)alxd m_tt,erial t,h_tn w()uld o{,herwis(: be I)()ssit)le, These tec,hni(ltles h_tve

been (h_inollst, r_tl,(_dt,o be very eft'ect, iw,_in ot,lu'r applicat, ioIIs, incltlding explosive-defection

atptflica_t,ions, itncl shmtl(l be cortsidered i_ t,his inst,_tt_ct_ats weil, l)el)undit W UFmn l,hc

t,echni(lta;s t;o bf, atpplied, this nlay re(luire the use of a dedicat, ed image processor, but many

v(,ry t_sul'ul t,ecl_iques col_ld be' (:(ti_cl,ively implt_ment,ed on a [hst I'C or work station as weil,

VII. SUMMARY ANl) C(}NCLUSIONS

13oth flu! exist,ing multipixel NI)P developed by Ct(', and t,l-: designs ot' several concc',ptual

full-scale syst:,ems wt:ro examined (hiring tilt.' evaltmt, ion [)l'ogt'it[ll. /n each case, a tlt.tlll[)of Ill'

p_tl'lllllet,et's relat:ing Lo pt_rf'ormance, reliability, _tnd cost, were considered. The most, important of'

t,hese p_tramt:ters inclttde(l (1) t:he syst, em's thrc!t:-din_ension_tl Sl)still resolution; (2) t:heir etticiency

(primarily for detecting various masses, shapes, and type, s of explosives); (,3) their ability to locate

and ident, it_yc,.lt:ments in a complex matrix; (,4) their ability to correctly measure the density of the

elc'.menl, s ideni:ified; (5) the i_.terrog,'ati()n time required in v_t)'ious scenarios; and (6) their (:()st. and

reliability,

The expm'imental program proceeded in several phases, beginning with tile evaluation of

individual COml)onenl:s of the NDP system. This phaa(: )'e,vealed several components that (lid not

work properly, and these were repaired or replaced. From these tests, tlm neutron-otttput rate of

the STNG was found to be ahout 3(105) n/s at 15-kV extraction and tbcusing potential, 70-kV
acceleration nat_:ntial nnd ::_..5-_At.;:_)-_m(.,,_)')',mt. rPl_o r,n,,ro'u ).r,,anl_i;,m hf' lh_, NI.al'(qH_ .'._m,_ ......'......

detectora was found to be about 9 2% at 662 keV, and tile time reservation of the NaI('I'l)

gamma-ray detector was tbund to be about 2.1 n,_:,FWtlM.
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In the next phase, the NDP system's overall performance was evaluated, beginning with the

system's overall time resolution. Two paths were followed in doing this. The first path involved

experimental determination of the system's overall time resolution and the major factors that

determine the time resolution (including the time resolution associated with the Nai(T1) detector

and its PMT, the alpha-particie detector's PMT, and tt'j time jitter in the various other electronic

components of the system). The second path involved developing some simple computer-based

models which were used 5o (1) verify that the system's overall time response was well understood

and (2) estimate the components of the system's overall time resolution that could not easily be

determined by direct measurements (such as the TOF uncertainty associated with variations in

alpha-particle energy and path length to the ZnS(Ag) screen). The experimental results agreed well

with the predictions of the model and showed that the largest component of the present system's

2.3-ns overall time resolution is associated with the 2.1-ns time resolution of the Nai(T1) detector.

While the NDP system's radial spatial resolution was found to be about 12 cre, FWHM, this

showed that improvements in the gamma-ray detector's time resolution could significantly improve

the system's overall time resolution.

Another computer model was developed at this time to extrapolate the STNG's maximum

neutron-output rate from its measured output rates at accelerating potentials and beam currents

far below its design limits. This was done to avoid the risk of destroying the tube by pressing it to

the limits of its abilities. This computer program predicted that the tube's maximum neutron

output rate would be -3(106) I_/s at 120-kV total accelerating potential (although this result is

based on data taken after the tube had presumably been operated for several hundred hours).

Higher neutron output may be achieved with a fresh tube.

The next element of' the system's performance to be evaluated was the spatial resolution in the

dimensions imaged by the MCP. To do this properly, it was necessary to ensure that the image of'

the ZnS(Ag) screen was focused upon the MCP as well as possible This was made somewhat

difficult not only by the cumbersome desig_ of the alpha-particle-detector assembly (which made

accurate positioning of the MCP and lens difficult), but also by the lack of documentation of the

assembly's dimensions and details of how the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen was being focused onto

the face of the MCP. Because of this lack of documentation, it was necessary to measure the lens'

fbcal length and the dimensions of the alpha-particle-detector assembly prior to evaluating the

system's spatial resolution to ensure that the best spatial resolution would be achieved. To avoid

the risk of damaging the MCP, this measurement was performed without removing the lens from

the face of the MCP. To do this, a pattern of light was created by passing light through a stainless

steel mask which was mounted inside a light-tight tube of variable length. With the MCP housing

mounted to the end of' the light-tight tube opposite the mask, the lens' fbcal length was measured

by identifying the distance from the lens to the mask at which the sharpest image was produced.

This procedure showed the position of the MCP housing that would produce the optimal spatial

resolution for the system. In addition, the focusing tube made it fairly simple to isolate the MCP's

component of the system's overall two-dimen_ional spatial resolution from any other factors that

might degrade the system's spatial resolution. Experiments with the focusing tube showed that the

NDP system's MCP-lens assembly is capable of resolving angles of about 1.6 ° at the STNG's target.

Since the MCP itself should gdve much better spatial resolution (probably -0.05 ° for this

configuration), it was concluded that the simple optics of the alpha-particle assembly probably do
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not focus the image of the ZnS(Ag) screen perfectly upon the face of the MCP, With the MCP-lens

assem/)ly t)roperly positioned, experiments were perfbrmed to measure the system's overall spatial

l esolution in the dimensions viewed by the MCP, which was found to be about 3° at the STNG

target. The discrepancy between the MCP-lens assembly resolution and the system's overall

resolution was attributed to the uncertainties in the measured trajectories associated with the size

of the STNG beam spot. By taking the difference in quadrattlre between the two values of the

spatial resolution (1.6 ° for the MCP-lens assembly alone, and 3o for the system overall), the

diameter of the STNG's beam spot was estimated to be 2.5 ° subtended at the center of the ZnS(Ag)

target, which corresponds to a beam-spot diameter of about 2 mm on the target.

The next phase ot' the evaluation program involved a number of experiments in which spectra

from wu'ious samples were col]ected. These samples included simple materials containing C, N,

and O (the most common elements expected to be tbund in both the contraband and noncontraband

tl_aterials), such as graphite, liquid nitrogen, boron nitride, water, and magnesium oxide; samples

of iron and aluminum (typical structural materials); and complex materials including simulated

samples of C4 plastic explosive, Semtex sheet explosive, and a bulk high explosive. This phase of

the experimental program led to (or reinfbrced) a number of important conclusions about t,he NDP

system, l)erhat)s the most impt}rtant of which was that the position coml)uter presently used with

the MC,P in the NDP system limits the rate of signal acquisition to about 1% of the rate that would

be required tbr the system to be of practical use. It may be possible to eliminate this limitation by

using an improved position computer or by using multit)le position computers or reducing the solid

angle interrogated, ttowever, it may be necessary to use another type of position-sensitive

all)ha-particle detector for this application until a suitable MCP position computer is developed.

The. other conclusions tlmt were reinforced during this phase of the evaluation program were

the need for a good gamma-ray-spectrum unfblding t)rograln and the need for a true

multil)arameter data acquisition, analysis, and dist)lay program to achieve the system's full

potential. The unfolding routine is necessary because even the gamma-ray spectra of relatively

simple materials can be very complicated to interpret. Because there may be constraints associated

with the allowable interrogation time (which is directly related to the statistical significance of the

data collected) and the presence of background signals, it is very important to make efficient use of

the inf'ormation content of the gamma-ray st)ectra. This can be done most effectively by using an

untblding routine; indeed, such a routine will be essential if an automated analysis of the data

collected by the system is to be pertbrmed by a computer. Likewise, a true multiparameter display

and analysis capability is necessary to allow the greatest freedom to identif_y patterns in the data

set that may indicate tlm presence of' contraband or shielding materials.

Finally, in the lasl: phase of the evaluation program, conceptual designs were presented fi)r

full-scale practical associated alpha particle systems, and projections were made of some

perf0rlnance characteristics that might be achieved for such systems. Unfortunately, due to the

complexity of the analysis that would be required, it was not practical to project the performance of

these systems in terms of the usual performance measures, the probability of detection (PD) of a

threshold mass of contraband material and the probability of false alarm (PFA). Such an

evaluation is much more amenable to experimental determination than to analytical projection.

Instead, a number of parameters that would affect the PD and PFA were varied, and the effects
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upon the systems' performance were analyzed and discussed in terms of the sigqlals' statistical

uncertainty. These analyses were performed for 1.5-1b masses of a C4 plastic explosive and a

3-mm-thick sheet explosive in a suitcase, and for a 10-1b mass of tfigh explosive inside a

4- by 4- by 4-ft box, for various orientations of the explosives, various amounts of shielding

material and innocuous surrounding materials, and with various assumptions regarding the

systems' achievable spatial resolution. All analyses were pertbrmed with the assumption that the

neutron generator would be capable of providing 5(107) n/s and that the alpha-particle detector

would not be limited at this rate, both of which seem to be reasonable assumptions about the

present state of technology. These calculations suggest that the detection of 1.5 lb of bulk C4

explosive inside a suitcase and 10 lb of high explosive in a large crate may be accomplished with a

full-scale system with high probability in a reasonable time and at a reasonable cost. And although

the situation is not as clear with regard to the detection of thin sheet explosives, it is noted that

the calculations were very conservative throughout with regard to the statistical requirements for

detection and imaging of the explosive. Furthermore, there was no consideration given to the

information that may be derived through the application of image processing or discriminant

analysis of very large data sets. Even very simple image-processing techniques could significantly

enhance the systems' detection capabilities. In practice, if the statistical requirements Ibr detection

and imaging are less severe than those assumed in the calculations, thin sheet explosives may be

found with a high probability in a reasonable interrogation time in scenarios such as those

described in Sec. V. It" these requirements can be further relaxed through the effective use of

image-processing techniques, commensurate improvements in performance could be expected. In

this regard, some encouragement is given by the performance of the explosives detection system

manufactured by SAIC, 1° which has spatial resolution much poorer than that which is presently

achievable with the NDP system, yet is capable of detecting sheet explosives. On this basis, it

seems that if neutron output of 5(10 7) n/s can be realized in a system like the NDP, the system's

superior spatial resolution and multiple elemental signatures would make prospects very good for

detecting explosives with a higher PD and lower PFA than the TNA system.

Calculations were also performed during the final phase of the evaluation program to estimate

the effect that shielding materials and secondary neutron interactions might have upon the

system's perfbrmance. Although these calculations were not exhaustive, the shielding calculations

suggest that while explosives or other contraband might be effectively shielded by simple

assemblages of' materials, the presence oi"effective masses of shielding materials might be easily

detected. The calculations also showed that while the effect oi' secondary neutron interactions is not

likely to be severe in the interrogation of small articles such as suitcases, it may become sig_ificant

in the case of larger objects if a sufficient mass of material must be penetrated by the neutrons. A

means was suggested of reducing the adverse effect of secondary neutron interactions by tightly

collimating the probing neutron flux into a narrow fan beam. This would effectively improve the

system's spatial resolution in one dimension and thereby improve the system's S/B (at the expense

of a longer interrogation time). Both of these factors (shielding and secondary-neutron interactions)

may significantly affect the system's performance, and the calculations presented here merely

support the need for more thorough analyses.
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Among the major conclusions, results, and recommendations of the NDP evaluation were the

following:

• The poor coupling of'light from the ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen to the microchannel plate

(MCP) position-sensitive detector significantly deteriorates the system's overall position

resolution. This degradation can be eliminated through a more direct coupling of the

scintillator's light to the MCP by various means discussed in the last section. Not only

could this result in improved spatial resolution in "X" and "Y" dimensions, but it could also

greatly simplify the detector system by eliminating the PMT and the partially reflecting

mirror. Using the MCP for timing would also slightly improve the system's overall time
resolution.

• Higher neutron output and small beam-spot size are required for a full-scale system to be

practical. A greater neutron output rate is required to complete interrogations within

realistic time intervals, and the small beam-spot size is L'equired to maintain good spatial
resolution.

• The overall time resolution of the present system is about 2.3 ns, FWHM, which is

equivalent to a radial spatial resolution of about 12 cre, FWHM. The largest contribution to

-I'_ this uncertainty is due to the time resolution of the PMT of the 5- by 5-in. Nai(T1)
t gamma-ray detector. A sig,_lificant improvement in the system's overall time resolution may
J
! be achieved by coupling smaller, faster PMTs to large scintillator crystals instead of

t matching the size of the PMTs to the size of the scintillators.
• The gamma-ray spectra produced by the system are often very complicated, even whent

i very simple samples are being examined. This is due not only to the presence of

I background signals (that arise froln neutron interactions in surrounding mate_ials and inlt

!] tl_e detector itself), but also as a result of the for,n of ttle scil_tillator's response to gamina

rays. This complicated detector response superimposes the signal to be measured on a

continuum of other signals and sometimes upon other peaks (first- and second-escape

peaks). This makes the interpretation of the gamma-ray spectra very complicated without

the use of a deconvolution algorithm. Because the gamma-ray spectra encountered in

realistic scenarios will be even more complicated than those encountered in the laboratory

environment, it is et_sential that a suitable deconvolution, or "unfolding," algorithm be

incorporated into future systems' software. This is particularly true if automated detection
is to be achieved.

• The data acquisition system, fl'om the MCP's position computer to the data analysis

computer system, should be carefully redesigned to provide real-time or near real-time data

acquisition at high signal rates on the order of I - 3 MHz.

• The data analysis and display software should incorporate not only gamma-ray-spectrum

unfolding routines, but also a number of utilities that would allow true four-parameter

manipulation, gating, and display of the data, as described in the last chapter. The

software should allow the automatic identification of elements within the interrogation



volume, and it should allow spatial correlations of multiple elements to be displayed in

various two- and three-dimensional display formats. It would also be useful to have the

ability to correlate iinages acquired from differe,:t perspectives. In addition, image

processing and discriminant analysis software should be developed for the enhanced and
automated detection of contraband materials.

Although the NDP system may be considered successful in de,nonstrating the basic feasibility

of the associated alpha particle technique for remote nondestructive elemental-detection and

imaging applications, the laboratory prototype will not be usefhl in practical applications for a

number of reasons. The most significant shortcomings of tl,e system are its poor detection

efficiency (which results simply h'om the small solid angle subtended by its single gamma-ray

detector) and its low neutron output, which make very long acquisition times necessary to produce

usefhl images of objects in the interrogation volume. These shortcomings could be eliminated by

adding more detectors and using a neutron generator having a neutron-output rate on the order of

107 - 10 s n/s. One difficulty with rectifying the situation in this mam:er is that the present

system's data acquisition system only allows for a single gamma-ray detector input. Another is that

the MCP's position computer is not capable of handling the signal rate that would result from

operation at a practical neutron-output rate. Also, the software architecture is both inadequate and

unsuitable ibr a full-scale system. Finally, the alpha-particle-detector assembly should be

redesigned to provide better image resolution and timing with a simpler, more reliable, and

adjustable mechanism. For these reasons, future systems should include a number of significant

improvements over the present system's design, and the present laboratory prototype should not be

used as the skeleton tbr a flfll-scale system.

Although there a,'e numerous shortcomings in the NDP prototype system, the system has been

successful in demonstrating the feasibility of using the associated alpha particle technique for

remote nonintrusive and nondestructive interrogation applications. It has also revealed some of the

most impol_ant considerations that should be made in the design and construction of' full-scale

practical systems. Although one obvious practical application of the system would be for detecting

explosive devices in small packages such as suitcases, the technique could potentially be adapted to

a wide variety of other detection and diagnostic applications. For example, the system could be

adapted to detect explosives and other contraband materials in large or irregularly shaped volumes

to which there is no access, such as voids in bulkheads and walls of ships, buildings, or cargo

containers. Other possible applications might range from the interrogation of parcels to the

scanning of automobile tires or trunks, to name a few. Because of its flexibility and the unique

information that it is capable of providing, the technique is very attractive for such applications.

Although a number of areas have been identified where significant improvements are required and

where fm_ther development will be necessary, no fundamental probIems have been identified that

would prevent the development of useful full-scale systems, and fu_tl:er development of useful

full-scale systems, and further development of this type of system should be aggressively pursued.
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APPENDIX: SOFTWARE

The NDP data processing software operates on an IBM PC/AT computer that is linked to the

rest of the system by the custom-built DMA interface and the commercially produced Metrabyte

PDMA-16 card, which is resident within the computer. The NDP software provides a set of

functions tailored to the NDP application. Unfortunately, the software development is incomplete,

and several of the functions that appear on the menu either work incorrectly or incompletely, ordo

not work at all. In addition, some parts of the program's performance produce inconsistent results,

and it is not uncommon fbr the system to "lock tlp" when the user attempts to execute some of the

func'cions. To recover ft'ore these "lock ups," it is usually necessary to turn the computer's power off,

and then to reboot the system.

The purpose here is not to discuss the shortcomings of the program as it exists oi" the

improvements that could be made, but rather to give a brief description of the overall structure of

the program and the functions that were intended to be available to the user. Because no source

code and virtually no documentation on the program were made available, the discussion of the

software features and design that follows is necessarily generalized.

The NDP program is a version of' the software that was previously developed for the

single-pixel explosive detection system (SPEDS). In the multipixel version, each datum is a

four-byte word consisting of eight-bit values for energy, time, azimuth (X), and altitude (Y). These

data points are transferred to the computer through the DMA interface described previously. The

NDP software manipulates these data words to present the data as either a histogram of time or

energy, or as a two-dimensional plot of the position where the alpha particles have been detected.

Up to 10 display screens are available. Because all of' these screens are kept resident in the

computer's RAM module in the form of "virtual screen" records, the display may be quickly

switched from one screen to another. When data are not being transferred to the c')mputer, the

system runs independently and can perform any necessary display functions as well as

user-specified menu functions.

The software provides utilities that allow the user to further manipulate the data by displaying

the points (in one dimension) that correspond to a ROI in either one or two of the other

dimensions. The software also provides other utilities for data manipulation, such as linear

background subtraction, spectrum subtraction, and simple smoothing routines. The NDP functions

are executed through a menu-style command procedure. Interactive input is required for some

input and output (I/O) functions and for functions r_quiring the placement of cursors. Table A-1

lists the various functions of the softv,'are and also incb_des a remark for each entry, indicating

whether the function exists or works properly.
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Table A-1. NDP Software Functions.

Key to remarks on function operation:
1 functions correctly and reliably
2 usually functions correctly
3 usually does not function correctly
4 not all parts function correctly
5 does not function correctly
6 not actually present in software

Key Function Name Function Description Remarks

F1 ACQ-START Starts NDP data acquisition 2

F2 ACQ-STOP Stops NDP dat_ acquisition 1

F3 FILE UO Provides NDP input and output functions: 1
saving, deleting, and retrieving spectra;
printing functions; saving and deleting
list-mode data; providing directories

F4 SMOOTH Allows 3-, 5-, 7-, and 9-point weighted 1
smoothing of the currently displayed spectrum

F5 TIME ROI Displays the time spectrum corresponding to a 1
single ROI in the energy spectrum

F6 ENERGY ROI Displays the energy spectrum corresponding to 1
a single ROI in the time spectrum

F7 REDRAW Redraws the "active" screen using raw data; 1
returns the display to single-screen format

F8 CLEAR SCREEN Clears the spectrum display area 1

F9 NEXT SCREEN Scrolls forward through the ten available 2
screens

SCREEN NUMBER DISPLAY CONTENT

0 Energy Histogram 2

1 Time Histogram 2

2 X-Histogram 5

3 Y-Histogram 5

4 X-Y "scatter plot" 2

5 Energy ROI 1



/

Key [ Function Name Function Description Remarks

6 Time ROI 1

7 XY-Time ROI i

8 XY-Energy ROI 1

9 Retrieved Spectrum 1

F!0 MORE... Scrolls through the menu options 1

A/F1 DOS Exits NDP program and returns computer 1
control to DOS

A/F2 SCALE Allows user to change the scales of the d!splay 3
axes

A/F3 CALIBRATE TIME Allows the user to calibrate the abscissa of the 1

time histogTam in units of nanoseconds

A/F4 ENERGY Allows user to calibrate the abscissa of' the 1

CALIBRATION energy histogram in units of MeV

A/F5 RESTART Allows NDP software to be reset without 3

exiting to DOS

A/F6 SPLIT SCREEN Displays two spectra simultaneously with 1
either of the spectra designatable as "active"

A/F7 SPECTRAL SWITCH Switches the "active" designator between two 1
spectra displayed in the split-screen format

A/F8 SPECTRUM TITLE Allows the user to specify a title for the 1
currently displayed spectrum

A/F9 BACKGROUND Allows the user to perform a linear 1
SUBRACTION background subraction from a range of

channels in the currently displayed spectrum

A/F10 SPECTRAL Allows the user to subtract one spectrum from 5
SUBTRACTION another

C/F1 NORM Allows the user to subtract a constant from *
the "active" spectrum

C/F2 OVLAY Overlays the two spectra on one set of 1
coordinate axes in split-screen mode

C/F3 XY TO E Displays the energy spectrum corresponding to 4
a user-defined region of interest in the
two-dimensional "scatter plot"

,,|. i
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Key Function Name Function Descriptionl

C/F4 XY TO T I Displays the time spectra corresponding to a 4

Iuser-defined region of interest in the
two-dimensional "scatter plot"

C/F5 E TO XY Produces a two-dimensional display of the 6
coordinates of' all of the events that exist

,,¢ithin a ROI in th_: energy spectrum

C/F6 T TO XY Produces a two-dirmnsional display of the 6
coordinates of' all of the events that exist

within a ROI in the energy spectrum

C/F7 'CURSORS Allows user to mark boundaries of ROIs 2

MARKER Allows r;er to mark an individual channel in 2

o. a histogram and display the channel's contents

ELAPSED TIME Displays of the elapsed acquisition time 2
................................................................................. ±........

AREA COUNTS Displays of the number oi' counts within a ROI 2
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